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Emergency Signage for Rail Transit 
Vehicles 


Abstract: This Standard specifies the minimum performance criteria for the design of the emergency signage 


for rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: emergency signage 


Summary: APTA rail transit system members have expressed a commitment to increase the effectiveness of 


safety devices and features present on rail transit vehicles, not only for the passengers but also for the 


operators and emergency personnel. This standard is intended to incorporate safety considerations during the 


design and specification process when procuring new vehicles; incorporate safety considerations when 


determining scope of work during the design and specification of major overhauls or retrofit campaigns; 


identify those safety critical standards that provide a high level of passenger safety; and identify those safety 


critical standards that provide a high level of crew safety. 


Scope and purpose: This standard applies to rail transit systems that are procuring new vehicles, retrofitting 


existing vehicles or overhauling existing vehicles. This standard specifies minimum design and performance 


criteria for rail transit car emergency signage that not only functions under normal conditions but also will 


operate when normal and/or emergency lighting systems are unavailable. This standard also requires tests to 


validate the design. Other complementary emergency systems provide lighting and path markings to locate, 


operate and reach emergency exits and are covered in separate APTA standards.
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-S-VIM-022-10, Rev. 1,“Low-Location Emergency Path Marking for 


Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


This standard represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely transit 


operating/planning agencies, rail transit systems, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest 


groups. The application of any standards or recommended practices contained herein is voluntary. In some 


cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, 


the standards or recommended practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either 


more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


 


APTA recommends the use of this document by: 


 individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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1.  General system requirements  
Emergency signs/markings shall be designed to provide evacuation guidance for passengers and train crew 


members and rescue access guidance for emergency responders. All signs and instructions shall be visible and 


easily readable. 


1.1 Visual identity and recognition 


All emergency exit and rescue access signage/marking systems shall contain brief and quickly understandable 


information, with consideration for useful field of view (UFOV). That is, emergency exit signage/marking 


systems shall enable passengers and/or train crew members to make positive identification of emergency 


exits. Rescue access signage/marking systems shall enable emergency responders to make positive 


identification of rescue access points without undue hesitation, delay or confusion. Signs/markings and 


instructions shall utilize, to the extent practical, commonly recognized or used information symbols, icons, 


graphics and pictograms, as well as standardized color, contrast, content and placement. 


Each interior emergency exit sign and emergency exit locator sign shall be conspicuous (i.e., clearly 


recognizable and distinguishable) or become conspicuous to passengers and train crew members immediately 


and automatically upon the loss of power for normal lighting, from a minimum distance of 5 ft (1.52 m). Each 


sign/marking shall remain conspicuous under the minimum general emergency light illumination levels as 


specified in the APTA Standard “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles,” as well as 


under total darkness should the emergency lighting systems fail. The signs/markings shall operate 


independently of the car’s normal and emergency lighting systems for a minimum of 1.5 hours after loss of all 


power for normal lighting. An emergency exit locator sign shall be located in close proximity of each 


emergency exit and shall work in conjunction with the emergency exit sign. The location of the sign, 


directional arrow(s) or wording shall guide passengers and train crew members to the emergency exit route. 


Each emergency rescue access sign/marking shall be conspicuous on the exterior of the car. 


1.2  Multilingual signs  


At a minimum, any words included in emergency exit/rescue access signage shall be in English. However, 


when system-specific determinations are made or are otherwise mandated by local, municipal, state or other 


regulations, signage/instructions shall be written in designated language(s), in addition to English. 


 


 


2.  Design requirements, interior 
Emergency exit and evacuation information placed within the interior of the car body shall, at a minimum, 


consist of the following signs/markings/instructions: 


• Door exit signs/markings and instructions 


• Door exit locator signs/markings, if necessary 


• Door exit control locator signs/markings 


• Emergency window exit locator signs/markings, if necessary 


• Emergency window exit signs/marking and instructions 
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2.1 Location 


2.1.1 Door exits 


Door signs/markings  


Each vestibule door, end-frame door and side door leading to the exterior that is intended for emergency 


egress shall be identified by a sign/marking that contains the wording “EXIT,” “EMERGENCY EXIT” or 


other similar wording in capital letters.  


Each sign shall be located on the door or door glazing, or in the immediate proximity. The center of the sign 


shall be located on the upper half of the door/car, and shall be conspicuous.  


Door exit locators/markings  


If a door exit is not within sight of any seat or standee location (e.g., visibly blocked by a bulkhead or 


divider), a door locator sign shall be provided to enable passengers and train crew members in those areas to 


identify the location of such door exit. 


The locator sign(s) shall consist of brief text, graphic arrow(s) or symbol(s) that are placed on bulkheads, 


dividers, seat frames/pockets, armrests, luggage racks, ceilings, etc., to direct passengers toward the nearest 


door that can be used for emergency egress.  


Door exit emergency release locator signs/markings  


Each door exit handle, latch, or operating button shall be marked with high-performance photoluminescent 


(HPPL) material using one of the following methods: 


• Outline stripping that is no less than 1 in. (2.54 cm) wide to the extent practicable around the 


perimeter of the opening device; or 


• Area wide pad that is applied to the door or doorframe directly behind the handle or latch with no less 


than 16 in.2 (103 cm2). 


In addition, each door equipped with a separate manual override device for a power-operated door intended 


for emergency egress shall be marked with a sign/marking containing the words “Emergency Door Release,” 


“Manual Door Release,” or other similar wording. These signs/marking shall be placed at the manual door 


control or at an appropriate location in its immediate proximity.  


If it is not obvious where the manual release device is located relative to the door handle, latch or operating 


button, then a door emergency release locator sign shall be posted. The manual door release locator 


sign(s)/marking(s) shall consist of brief text, graphic arrow(s), or symbol(s) to direct passengers and crew 


members from the door control to the location of the manual door release. 


Instructions 


If the method for opening a door intended for exit is not obvious, operating instructions shall be posted at that 


door’s control or in its immediate vicinity. Signage shall be visible and easily readable. 


Operating instructions shall be posted at or near each manual release device for a door intended for 


emergency egress. Signage shall be visible and easily readable. 
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2.1.2 Emergency window exits 


2.1.2.1 Exit locator signs/markings  


Emergency exit locator signs/markings directing passengers and crew members to the nearest emergency 


window exit location(s) shall be provided. The signage/marking shall use the words “EMERGENCY EXIT,” 


or similar wording. This signage/marking may take the form of: 


• Signage/marking on walls; 


• Signage/markings on light fixtures located above the emergency window exit; and/or 


• Signage/markings located on the ceiling, window or seat frames/armrests. 


One sign/marking may serve more than one emergency window exit if the sign can readily identify each such 


exit. If all the side windows installed in the passenger compartment of the rail car can be used for emergency 


egress, then locator signs are not required. 


An emergency window exit sign may serve as a locator sign if it meets the minimum requirements for a 


locator sign. 


2.1.2.2 Exit signs/marking and instructions 


Each interior emergency window exit shall be identified with a sign/marking located on or adjacent to each 


such window. In addition, instructions, including pictorial diagrams, for opening the window shall be posted 


on or adjacent to each such window. 


2.2 Letter/sign size 


2.2.1 Letter size 


The letter characters on emergency exit signs and markings and emergency exit locator signs intended to be 


read by the general public shall have a minimum character height using uppercase letters of: 


• 1 in. (2.54 cm) on emergency window exits signs and locator signs; or 


• 1.5 in. (3.81 cm) on door exit signs and locator signs. 


In addition, the characters shall have the following characteristics: 


• A width-to-height ratio between 3:5 and 1:1; 


• A stroke-to-width ratio (i.e., the width of the lines that are combined to produce a letter) between 1:4 


and 1:6; and 


• Spacing between letters of a minimum of 1/16 the height of the uppercase letters. 


NOTE: These requirements do not apply to instructional signage/marking. 


2.2.2 Sign size 


A minimum sign area of 16 in.2 (103 cm2) is required for all end and side door exit signs. 


2.3 Color and contrast 


Lettering and pictogram(s) utilized on interior emergency exit signage/marking shall be designed to achieve a 


luminance contrast ratio of not less than 0.5, as measured by a color-corrected photometer. 
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NOTE: The recommended color contrast choice for all new and replacement signage is red 


lettering/graphics on a light PL background, preferably with a matte finish, except for those instances 


in which bold contrast with the background on which the sign is placed would not be attainable. 


A contrasting border around the outer edge of the sign will also enhance visibility. 


The more of the HPPL surface that is visible (i.e., not covered with letters, symbols, etc.), the more 


conspicuous the resulting sign. Graphics or heavy text covering the HPPL material will reduce the light 


output of the sign letters, and thus the conspicuity and legibility of the signs as well, even though the 


HPPL material passes the tests required. 


2.4 Illuminance/luminance criteria 


2.4.1 Materials 


Signs/marking constructed of HPPL material shall provide a luminance value of at least 7.5 mcd/m2 for 1.5 


hours after loss of normal power.  


2.4.2 Charging light 


Because the illuminance levels required to provide sufficient charging vary according to the type of light 


source used, the minimum charging light values, are as specified in Table 1: 


TABLE 1 


Minimum Illuminance Values for Charging HPPL Materials 


HPPL 


Illuminance fc (lux) 
Type of Luminaire(Charging Light) 


0.8 (8.6) Cool-white LED (6500 K)  


0.9 (9.7) Warm-white LED (4700 K) 


1.0 (10.8) 
Cool-white fluorescent (4000 


to 4500 K) 


1.5 (16.1) 
Warm-white fluorescent (3000 


to 3500 K) 


3.5 (37.7) Incandescent (2900 K) 


These illuminance values shall be measured with a light meter with cosine correction accurate to 3 percent or 


better and with the sensor placed flat against the surface of the sign/marking. 


HPPL materials certified by an independent test laboratory to meet Table 1 with the lower amount of 


charging light are permitted for use at that location as long as the specified amount of light is available.  


HPPL signs/markings certified by an independent test laboratory to be capable of meeting the specifications 


for high-performance photoluminescent material that are located in partitioned 


vestibules/compartments/passageways that are no longer than 5 ft (1.5 m) longitudinally (including partially 


portioned vestibules) are not subject to the illuminance requirements in Table 1. 


To ensure that the normal lighting system provides an adequate charge to the HPPL system, luminaires (light 


fixtures) shall be located in the proximity of each HPPL component and oriented to ensure that the HPPL 


material is adequately exposed to charging light.  
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Luminaires (light fixtures) located in the proximity of each HPPL component shall be specified such that their 


light-dispersion patterns provide the above listed minimum illuminance levels at the surface of the 


component.  


2.5 Component materials 


Sign/marking component illumination or luminance levels, as applicable, shall be initially verified in 


accordance with Section 4 and maintained in accordance with Section 7. 


The difference between the physical characteristics of electrically powered light sources and HPPL materials 


has an impact on their visibility and thus the performance criteria and installation location within various rail 


car configurations.  


2.5.1 Signs/markings 


Vestibule, end-frame and side doors 


Emergency exit signs/markings shall identify the location of all vestibule, end-frame and side doors leading to 


the exterior of the car and intended for emergency egress. 


Rail transit cars ordered on or after the adoption of this standard shall have HPPL material. 


Requirements to mark side door exit locations without independently 


powered emergency lighting 


Each side door opening intended for emergency egress leading to the exterior of the car shall be marked with 


a minimum of 144 in.2 (930 cm2) of HPPL material placed no higher than 18 in. (45.7 cm) off the floor, with 


its lowest point no higher than 6 in. off the floor. The marking may be comprised of one or more panels 


placed either on the door and/or in its immediate vicinity. 


NOTE: A door with two leaves that open for emergency egress is considered a single door opening. 


Therefore, 144 in.2 (930 cm2) of HPPL material is sufficient for that door opening. 


To provide some illumination at the floor for passengers and crew members as they exit, to the extent 


practical, the material should not be placed on a door leaf/panel that is intended to open for emergency egress 


or on the part of a wall or partition that would be covered by a door leaf/panel in any position.  


Signs and markings used to comply with the low-level egress path marking (LLEPM) requirements contained 


in the APTA Standard “Rail Transit Vehicle Low Level Exit Path Marking” may be counted toward this 


requirement to the extent that they meet the criteria noted above (e.g., HPPL door delineators required to meet 


the LLEPM requirements that are installed on the door 18 in. off the floor would count as 36 in.2 of the 144 


required). 


Door exit control locator signs/markings 


Each door control locator sign/marking shall be constructed of HPPL material. 


Emergency window exits 


All emergency window exit markings shall be constructed of HPPL material. 
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3.  Design requirements, exterior 
Rescue access information for emergency responders placed on the exterior of the car body shall, at a 


minimum, consist of the following: 


• Rescue access door signs/markings and instructions. 


• Rescue access door control locator signs/markings and instructions. 


• Rescue access window locator signs/markings and instructions. 


• Roof access locator signs/markings and instructions, if applicable. 


3.1 Location 


3.1.1 Rescue access doors 


Door signs/marking 


Each door intended for use by emergency responders for rescue access shall be identified with emergency 


access signs, symbols or other conspicuous marking consisting of retroreflective material that complies with 


Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 


Door control signs/marking and instructions 


Each door intended for use by emergency responders for rescue access shall have operating instructions for 


opening the door from outside the car placed on or immediately adjacent to the door on the car body. If a 


power door does not function with an integral release mechanism, the instructions shall indicate the location 


of the exterior manual door control. 


Each power door intended for use by emergency responders for rescue access which has a non-integral release 


mechanism located away from the door, shall have a door control sign/marking placed at the location of this 


control that provides instructions for emergency operation either as part of the access sign/marking or as 


another sign /marking. 


Each car equipped with manual doors shall have operating instructions for opening the door from the exterior, 


either as part of the access sign/marking or as another sign /marking. 


3.1.2 Rescue access windows 


On rail cars equipped with rescue access windows, each rescue access window shall be identified with a 


unique retroreflective and easily recognizable sign, symbol, or other conspicuous marking that complies with 


Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 


Signs, symbols or marking shall be placed at the bottom of each such window, on each window or adjacent to 


each window, utilizing arrows where necessary to clearly designate rescue access window locations. Legible 


and understandable window-access instructions, including any pictogram/instructions for removing the 


window, shall be posted at or near each rescue access window. 


3.1.3 Emergency roof access 


On rail cars equipped with an emergency roof access, the location of each emergency access point provided 


on the roof of a rail car shall be clearly marked with retroreflective material of contrasting color that complies 


with Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Legible and understandable instructions shall be posted at or near each such 


location. 
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If emergency roof access is provided by means of a structural weak point: 


• The retroreflective material shall clearly mark the line along which the roof skin shall be cut; and 


• A sign plate with a retroreflective border shall also state: 


“CAUTION—DO NOT USE FLAME CUTTING DEVICES” 


“CAUTION—WARN PASSENGERS BEFORE CUTTING” 


 


“CUT ALONG DASHED LINE TO GAIN ACCESS” 


“ROOF CONSTRUCTION—[STATE RELEVANT DETAILS]” 


3.2 Color and contrast 


A light background color should be used for the signs/markings along with dark lettering, providing a 


luminance contrast ratio of 0.5 or lighter (e.g., red letters on a white or yellow background).  


3.3 Materials 


Exterior emergency rescue access locator signs/markings shall be constructed of retroreflective material that 


conforms to the specifications for Type I, as specified in ASTM D4956, “Standard Specification for 


Retroreflective Sheeting for Traffic Control.” 


In order to maintain optimum retroreflective properties of the base material, any retroreflective markings that 


have ink or pigment applied shall utilize a translucent or semi-translucent ink, as per the manufacturer’s 


instructions. This may include a UV clear coat to prevent fading. Signs utilizing protective coatings or other 


materials for the enhancement of sign durability shall meet the retroreflectivity requirements. 


4.  Evaluation measurements and tests 


4.1 Interior signs/markings 


To verify that emergency signage system component design complies with the requirements of Section 2.4, a 


qualification test shall be conducted on at least one representative passenger car/area of each signage system 


layout in accordance with this section.  


For equipment ordered on or after the adoption of this standard, the first car to have the system installed may 


be tested and this test shall be completed prior to the car’s release for operation in revenue service. 


Rail transit systems shall confirm that emergency exit signage system components comply with the minimum 


required illumination or luminance criteria, as applicable, for the specified duration.  


4.1.1 Passive HPPL systems 


Material luminance 


Manufacturer/supplier provided independent laboratory certified test result reports shall show that all tested 


samples of passive HPPL material, as used in the finished component configurations (including any cover or 


protective coating if used, but not including text or graphics) comply with the minimum luminance criterion 


of 7.5 mcd/m2 after 1.5 hours when tested according to the provisions of ASTM E2073, “Standard Test 


Method for Photopic Luminance of Photoluminescent (Phosphorescent) Markings,” with the following three 


modifications:  
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• Section 8.3, Activation: The HPPL material shall be activated with a fluorescent lamp of 40 W or 


less that provides no more than 1 fc of illumination as measured on the material surface. 


• Section 8.4, Luminance: The photopic luminance of all specimens of the HPPL material shall be 


measured with a luminance meter, as described in 5.2 of ASTM E2073, a minimum of 1.5 hours after 


activation has ceased. 


• Section 9.1.12, Luminance in mcd/m2: The test report shall include a luminance measurement 


1.5 hours after activation has ceased. 


The manufacturer/supplier is required to have a minimum of one batch of material for signs/markings of a 


given type certified. Signs/markings of the same certified type of material can be sold to multiple customers, 


even with minor changes in text or typography.  


Ambient light charge 


To confirm that HPPL emergency sign/marking components are installed in locations that receive adequate 


charging light, illuminance measurements shall be taken in accordance with Section 2.4.2 of this standard. 


This requirement applies to each representative car/area tested.  


The charging light shall consist only of that provided by the car’s normal lighting system. All natural or other 


external light shall be excluded. Several methods can be used to eliminate ambient light for accurate data 


collection (e.g., work at night with cars parked away from bright yard lights; locate cars in a dark, windowless 


shop, paint booth or carwash; mask windows and vestibules with roofing paper, flooring paper or similar 


opaque materials; or drape cars with opaque tarpaulins). 


To take the measurement readings, the sensor is placed on the area of the HPPL sign/marking surface location 


where the light is brightest (or on the floor location as permitted in Section 5.4.1.2). The observer records the 


reading(s) using a data collection form.  


The sensor and the readout device of the illuminance meter should be held in a manner so that they can be 


read without the observer’s shadow affecting the readings. 


If light diffusers are used on the light fixtures, then the measurements shall be made with the light diffusers in 


place. 


4.2 Exterior signs/markings 


Rail transit systems shall ensure that retroreflective material is certified by an independent test laboratory to 


be in conformance with ASTM E810, “Standard Test Method for Coefficient of Retroreflection of 


Retroreflective Sheeting Utilizing the Coplanar Geometry.” 


4.3 Recordkeeping 


Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the car manufacturer/supplier provided independent laboratory 


certified test report results showing that the illuminance or luminance measurements, as appropriate, on the 


active area of the signage/marking component comply with the criteria specified in Section 2.4 of this 


standard. Such records shall be kept until all cars with those components are retired, transferred, leased or 


conveyed.  


Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the certified independent laboratory test report results that certify 


that the retroreflective material complies with Type I materials per ASTM D4956 until all cars containing the 


retroreflective material are retired, or are transferred, leased or conveyed. 
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5.  System reliability 
All emergency signage systems shall be designed so that the signs/markings remain conspicuous, 


notwithstanding the failure of any single individual sign, material segment, single light fixture or battery or 


other power source. 


 


 


6.  Operating conditions 
All emergency signage shall be designed to operate without failure under the conditions typically found in rail 


transit vehicles, including expected mechanical vibrations, shock and electromagnetic interference. 


For rail cars ordered on or after the adoption of this standard, emergency signs/marking shall continue to 


function after the standby power and any other stages of load shedding have terminated, independently of the 


main car battery, so that illumination at the minimum levels are maintained for at least 1.5 hours after loss of 


normal power. 


 


 


7.  Maintenance 


7.1 Daily inspections 


Rail transit systems that conduct daily inspections shall visually inspect all emergency signage system 


components, except those for roof access, during those inspections to determine that signs/markings 


components are present and conspicuous, and that signs and instructions are legible. 


7.2 Periodic inspections 


Rail transit systems shall conduct periodic inspections to verify that all emergency signage system 


components are present and function as intended. 


7.3 Defect reporting, repair and recordkeeping 


Illegible, broken, damaged, missing or nonfunctioning components of either the interior or the exterior 


emergency signage system shall be corrected and documented in accordance with established local transit 


system procedures and OEM recommendations. 


Recordkeeping shall be in accordance with standard rail transit systems procedures. 
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Definitions 
auxiliary power system: An onboard source of electrical power (e.g., alternator/generator/car battery) 


typically used under normal operating conditions to supply such functions as lighting, air conditioning, etc. 


candela: A unit of luminous intensity in both the SI and English measurement systems. One candela is 


1 lumen per steradian (lm/sr). It is similar to the obsolete unit called the candle. 


color temperature: A numerical descriptor of the hue of a light source. It is expressed in terms of degrees 


on the Kelvin scale, and refers to the temperature of a black-body radiator that produces light of the same hue 


as the source specified. Low color temperatures correspond to reddish sources, such as candle flames or 


incandescent lamps, whereas higher color temperatures are associated with bluish (or cool) color sources. 


emergency exit locator signs: Conspicuous emergency marking/signage used to identify and/or direct 


passengers to the nearest emergency exit location(s). 


emergency signage: Textual and graphic messages designed to assist passengers and train crew members 


in locating and using rail car emergency exits and to assist emergency responders in gaining access to rail cars 


using doors and windows from the exterior. 


foot-candle: A unit of illuminance. One foot-candle is 1 lumen per square foot (lm/ft2). In the international 


system (SI), the units of illuminance are lux (1 fc = 10.76 lux). 


high-performance photoluminescent (HPPL) material: A photoluminescent material that is capable 


of emitting light at a very high rate and for an extended period of time. For this standard, the minimum 


luminance value for HPPL is 7.5 millicandela per square meter (7.5 mcd/m2), for 1.5 hours after removal of 


the charging light source. Unless otherwise permitted in this standard, the charging light source is specified as 


a fluorescent lamp with a color temperature of 4000 to 4500 K that provides an illuminance of no more than 1 


fc on the test sample for a duration of no more than 1 hour. 


icon: A sign or representation that stands for an object by virtue of a resemblance or analogy to it. 


illuminance: The amount of light (luminous flux) falling on a specific unit surface area (e.g., 1 square foot). 


English units are foot-candles (fc) or lumens per square foot (lm/ft2). International units (SI) are lumens per 


square meter (lm/m2) or lux (lx). One fc equals 10.76 lux. 



http://www.astm.org/Standards/E810.htm
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independent power source: A sealed battery or other energy storage device located within the car body 


designed to power one or more emergency light fixtures or other devices when the normal head-end power, 


main car battery, auxiliary power and/or wayside power are unavailable. 


lighting, emergency: A lighting mode that is available whenever power for the normal lighting is 


unavailable. The main car battery or one or more independent power sources can be used to supply the power 


to operate the fixtures that provide emergency lighting. 


lighting, normal: A lighting mode that is available when the car is in operation with the normal power 


system. 


lumen: The international unit of luminous flux, or the rate of flow of light. 


luminance: The amount of light reflected from a unit area or surface or the amount of light emitted from a 


surface, e.g., EL or LED material. English units are foot-lamberts (fl). International units (SI) are candela per 


square meter (cd/ m2) (also called “nits”) and millicandela per square meter (mcd/m2). (1 fl = 3.426 cd/m2 or 


3426 mcd/ m2.) 


luminescence: The emission of light other than incandescent, as in phosphorescence or fluorescence by 


processes that derive energy from essentially non-thermal sources through excitation by radiation. 


luminaire (light fixture): A device to produce, control and distribute light. A complete unit consisting of 


one or more lamps, sockets to hold and protect the lamps, optical devices to direct the light, and circuitry to 


provide the required electric power to the lamp(s).  


luminance contrast: Refers to the relationship or difference between the object and its immediate 


background, defined by the following ratio: 


L1 – L2 Where: L1 = luminance of background  


    L1  L2 = luminance of the object in question 


  (e.g., lettering, pictogram, symbol) 


lux: The international unit of illuminance (1 lux = 0.0929 fc). 


marking/delineator: A noticeable sign, symbol, line or trace. 


passive illumination: Illumination that is generated without the use of direct electrical energy. 


pictogram/pictograph: A pictorial sign or symbol. 


photoluminescent (PL) material: Material having the property of emitting light that continues for a 


length of time after excitation by visible or invisible light has been removed (i.e., self-illuminating). 


reflectance factor: The ratio of the luminous flux reflected by a surface to the luminous flux it receives. 


representative car/area: A car/area that shares the relevant characteristics as the car(s)/area(s) it 


represents (i.e., same signage/marking layout, charging light system, and normal car lighting levels for 


passive systems or luminance/illuminance for electrically powered systems).  


retroreflective material: A material that is capable of reflecting light rays back to the light source. 
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sign: A display board, poster, placard or marking/delineator using text and/or graphics to convey information 


or direction. 


symbol: A letter, figure, other character, arrow or mark, or any combination thereof, used for designating 


something else by association, resemblance or convention. 


spatial average: The average of all samples taken in the vicinity of a specific location. The area of a spatial 


average varies. For a stairway, it comprises only the area of the stair step(s). For an aisle, the entire length of 


the aisle is included. 


useful field of view (UFOV): The sensory, perceptual and attentional processes that address the ability to 


attend to one’s surroundings, detect information and identify that which demands action. In terms of behavior, 


UFOV includes information that can be extracted from a glance. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
APTA American Public Transportation Association 


ASTM ASTM International, (formerly the American Society for Testing and Materials) 


EL electroluminescence 


fc foot-candle 


fl foot-lambert 


HPPL high-performance photoluminescent 


LED light-emitting diode 


LLEPM low-level egress path marking 


lm lumen 


mcd millicandela 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


PL photoluminescent 


SI Système International d'unités 


sr steradian 


UFOV useful field of view 


UL Underwriters’ Laboratories 


UV ultraviolet 
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Propulsion Controls Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice gives the minimum requirements for the periodic inspection and 


maintenance of propulsion controls used on rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: propulsion controls, inverter, chopper, switch resistance, 


Summary: Rail transit vehicle propulsion controls in use today vary considerably in design. The components 


used, however, can be maintained using similar techniques, irrespective of the design variations. Propulsion 


controls fall into three general groups: switched resistance (e.g., DC cam), DC-DC chopper and DC-AC 


inverter. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the establishment of an inspection 


and maintenance program for propulsion controls. The term “propulsion controls” includes the power 


conversion equipment that transforms the line power of the contact conductor to the power used by the 


traction motors, and also includes the master controller. This Recommended Practice should be used in 


conjunction with the rail transit system’s instructions and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) 


recommendations to perform periodic inspection and maintenance of rail transit vehicles. This document 


provides a framework to develop periodic inspection, maintenance and testing procedures that will result in 


safe, reliable and economical operation of propulsion controls. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-018-03 Rev 1, “Recommended Practice for Propulsion 


Controls Periodic Inspection and Maintenance. 


 


This Recommended Practice represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, 


namely transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. 


The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, 


federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain 


applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more 


or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This Recommended Practice describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements of propulsion 


controls found on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this recommended practice by: 


 individuals or organizations that inspect and maintain propulsion controls on rail transit vehicles; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of propulsion controls on 


rail transit vehicles; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how propulsion controls are maintained on rail transit 


vehicles. 
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Propulsion Controls Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the propulsion controls should be performed on a regular 


schedule as determined by the rail transit system (RTS). The frequency of any task contained within periodic 


maintenance and inspection should comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in 


the conduct of an operating authority’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for 


individual tasks should be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to the 


following: 


 original equipment manufacturer (OEM)–recommended intervals 


 industry experience 


 operating environment/conditions 


 historical data 


 performance requirements 


 failure analysis 


 rail transit system’s testing and experience 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs 


 


 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury while using compressed air for dislodging dirt and debris, 


wear appropriate eye and respiratory protection. Keep air pressure at the nozzle below 30 psi. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury while using cleaning agents, consult and comply with 


precautions in the material safety data sheet for the product being used before it is used. Use products 


that have been proven safe and authorized for the application by the RTS. 


WARNING: Before working on the propulsion system, make sure that the appropriate system 


circuit breakers or knife switches are open and properly locked, tagged and/or grounded in accordance 


with the RTS’s procedures. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury, follow agency lock-out/tag-out procedure, and notify all 


concerned that equipment is about to be energized before restoring power. If vehicles are coupled and 


controls are trainlined, then ensure that it is safe for equipment in coupled cars to become operational 


before energizing any high-voltage or battery circuits. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury, follow OEM and RTS procedures and any warning labels 


for discharging capacitors, which may store energy even after outside sources of power have been de-


energized. 
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WARNING: Cars must be secured by wheel chocks, parking (hand) brakes, etc., per agency 


procedures before working on a car. 


CAUTION: Megger testing requires that precautions be taken to protect electronic components. 


 


2.1 Materials 


The following materials are required: 


 approved lubricants 


 additional materials as referenced in the OEM’s maintenance manuals  


 


2.2 Tools 


In addition to special tools, gauges or fixtures that may be recommended by the OEM or developed by the 


RTS, the following equipment is required for the procedures in this document: 


 multimeter 


 insulation tester (megger) 


 go/no-go gauges 


 


These tools require periodic calibration as specified by the RTS practices. 


 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 


standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and 


maintenance tasks. 


 


RTS established safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 


these inspections and maintenance. 


 


2.4 Training requirements 


The RTS and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that provide 


employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in 


this Recommended Practice. 


 


Personnel involved in these inspection and maintenance activities should be familiar with all OEM and RTS 


safety regulations applying to equipment operating at line voltage, including any storage devices that store 


energy even when off-line. Inspection personnel should be familiar with the wiring, harnessing and 


connection practices used on the equipment. They should know how to identify blown fuses and tripped 


safety devices; they should recognize serviceable and defective conditions in all the devices they inspect. 


They should be trained in the application and reading of gauges used in these inspections. They should be 


able to access diagnostic codes and be able to access diagnostic information using a PC where that is 


necessary. Periodic retraining and retesting should be undertaken to ensure that personnel know what they are 


inspecting and how to determine its fitness for service  


 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance  


In all the following procedures, the OEM’s maintenance manuals should be referred to for such items as 


torque values, voltage settings, pass/fail criteria, condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific 


procedure methodology. Devices should be cleaned for proper inspection. These procedures cover only the 
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visible inspection, adjustments and functional testing of propulsion control equipment. Methodologies for the 


resolution of deficiencies noted while performing these procedures should be tailored by the RTS in 


conjunction with the OEM’s recommendations. Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process as 


to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found should be done in a comprehensive manner 


so as to create a useful database that will enhance the reliability and accountability of the process. 


 


Since there is a wide variation in system architecture of propulsion controls, no attempt is made to specify 


what components should be inspected. Different rail transit systems may configure this work to accommodate 


craft assignments, shift assignments, maintenance philosophy, etc. 


 


The key to an effective inspection is a worker who knows what to inspect and who can accurately determine 


its condition. Check sheets are an effective way to accomplish this. The check sheet should be backed up by 


explanatory information. This information should be keyed to the check sheet for convenience, by using the 


same section numbering, for instance. The check sheet should list the inspections to be made, provide a place 


to identify the inspector and provide a place to record deficiencies. There should be a method of recording the 


disposition of items not corrected and a way to track those items until they are repaired. Provision should be 


made for identification of the person making the repairs. 


 


Provision should be made for a supervisor or other designated employee to review and sign the completed 


inspection check sheets. Completed inspection check sheets should be filed in accordance with the RTS’s 


document retention policy. 


NOTE: Computerized maintenance management information systems may not accommodate 


technician signatures. In the absence of a signature line, it is the responsibility of the RTS to ensure 


that inspection reports can be traced back to the individual performing the inspection for 


accountability. 


 


2.5.1 Review of history 


Microprocessor fault data logs (where used) and vehicle maintenance history files should be available and 


reviewed before starting inspection/maintenance. Diagnostic information can pinpoint components that are 


repeatedly failing, perhaps intermittently. Troublesome components can be identified and receive more 


detailed inspection and functional checks. 


 


2.5.2 Cleaning 


Cleaning should be completed before any inspection work begins. Cleaning processes vary with the type of 


propulsion controls in use and the effectiveness of filtering and sealing. Typical methods include the 


following: 


 Air blow/vacuum. Essential for switched resistor equipment and may be used on solid-state 


equipment where required. 


 Manual wipe down of electrical insulating surfaces. 


 Clean heat sinks.  


 Change or clean cooling air filters. 


 


Whatever method is used, instructions for cleaning should be written and should describe in detail the 


components to be cleaned, as well as the methods, tools and cleaning agents to be used. Wherever possible, 


photographs and illustrations should be used to identify components to be cleaned. 


 


2.5.3 Inspection, control voltage de-energized 


Inspect the following and clean/repair/replace as required: 
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a) Check master controller cam, switches and potentiometer. Ensure that mechanical handle interlocks 


function as intended and lubricate as required. 


b) Check control group enclosures for damage and proper fitting of covers, cooling ducts and latches. 


c) Check electronic card racks for proper seating of circuit cards. 


d) Check bus, cable and wiring harnesses for proper routing and securement. 


e) Check fuses, circuit breakers and other protective devices. 


NOTE: The reasons for a blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker should be found and corrected. 


f) Check capacitors for signs of leakage. 


g) Check resistors for signs of overheating or loose connections. 


h) Check air lines for leakage and damage. 


i) Check electrical connectors for signs of looseness, overheating or corrosion. 


j) Check electrical insulating surfaces on semiconductors and other insulators for dirt or signs of 


flashover. 


k) Check switchgear for tip condition, arc chutes, shunts, blowout coils, operating coils/air cylinders, 


mechanical components such as cam followers, springs and shafts. Repair or replace as required. 


Apply lubricant as required. Wherever possible, objective, measurable criteria should be specified, 


along with the required gauges or measurement limits. Illustrations of new, acceptable-for-service and 


fully worn conditions should be used wherever possible. 


l) Check manual wheel size compensation, and adjust as required (if so equipped). 


2.5.4 Inspection, control voltage energized 


Performance of this portion of the inspection is specific to the propulsion controls in use. The car should be 


set up with the propulsion system control voltage energized and line voltage de-energized. 


a) Check that control voltage(s) are within specified limits. Adjust as required. 


b) Check that air pressure is within specified limits. Adjust as required. 


c) Trouble codes/diagnostic indicators should be recorded and cleared. 


d) A sequence or self-test should be performed to the extent possible for the particular equipment. 


e) Verify propulsion and braking commands from master controller and automatic train control 


(ATC)/automatic train operation (ATO) system where applicable. 


f) Verify interlock signals, including door, braking and signal system. 


g) After lockout devices have been removed, restore all circuit breakers, switches and cutouts to 


operating position. 


h) Verify operation of the load weigh system. 


2.6 Functional (road, track) test 


At intervals specified by the RTSs maintenance procedures, the car should be instrumented and tested to 


verify motoring and braking rates. Equipment designs that annunciate or log abnormal rates or currents may 


not require this test. 


a) Instrument the car or prepare its diagnostic system to record the motoring and braking performance 


values per OEM and RTS procedures. 


b) Operate the car(s) in sufficient motoring and braking modes to ensure that motoring and braking rates 


are within RTS specifications. 


2.7 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 should be corrected and 


documented in accordance with RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Related APTA Standards  
None at this time. 
 


 


References 
The following documents should be used in conjunction with this Recommended Practice:  


 original equipment manufacturer’s inspection, maintenance and testing manuals 


 RTS procedures for testing and inspection of electrical equipment and related safety procedures 


 


 


Definitions 
DC-AC inverter: A propulsion system that uses a variable voltage/variable frequency inverter to supply 


power to alternating current (AC) traction motors and thereby to accelerate the car and provide dynamic 


braking, if so equipped. 


DC-DC chopper: A propulsion system that uses power semiconductors to regulate current to DC traction 


motors and thereby to accelerate the car and provide dynamic braking, if so equipped 


switched resistance: A propulsion system that utilizes a camshaft or logic network to control the operation 


of a series of electrical contacts and/or contactors, which shunt out resistors to regulate current to DC traction 


motors and thereby to accelerate the car and provide dynamic braking, if so equipped. Control of the cam may 


be through analog electronics or a microprocessor. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
AC alternating current 


ANSI American National Standards Institute 


APTA American Public Transportation Association 


ATC automatic train control 


ATO automatic train operation 


DC direct current 


NATSA National American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


PC personal computer 


RTS rail transit system 
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1. Document formatted to the new APTA recommended practice format. 


2. Sections have been moved and renumbered. 


3. Scope and summary moved to the front page. 


4. Sections of definitions, abbreviations and acronyms moved to the rear of the document. 


5. Four new sections added: “Related APTA Standards”, “Summary of document changes,” “Note on 
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6. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document, along with other cosmetic changes, 


such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-004-02 First Revision June 28, 2013, Standard for 
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Periodic Inspection and Maintenance. 


This Recommend Practice for Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance for rail transit vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its 
provisions, namely, transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general 
interest groups. The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. 
In some cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those 
cases, the government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that 
for certain applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be 
either more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 
 
This Standard is intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and inspection procedures 
on rail transit door systems. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the procedures and steps 
described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every RTS maintenance and 
inspection procedure. 
 
APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 
 


 Individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 
 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 
 Individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 
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Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Periodic Inspection 
and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the HVAC systems should be performed on regularly scheduled 
intervals as determined by the rail transit system. The frequency of any task contained within periodic 
maintenance and inspection should comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in 
the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for 
individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 
 industry experience; 
 operating environment/conditions; 
 historical data; 
 performance requirements; 
 failure analysis; 
 rail transit system’s testing and experience; and 
 Reliability-centered maintenance programs. 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
NOTE: Release of refrigerant into the atmosphere is illegal. All personnel conducting repair, recovery 
or evacuation on HVAC systems must possess current EPA certification according to Section 608 of 
the Clean Air Act of 1990, as amended. 


WARNING: Only trained and qualified personnel should work on HVAC systems. High voltage, high 
pressure, rotating equipment, chemical hazards and extremes of temperature are present and can cause 
serious personal injury. All precautions mandated by the rail transit system and federal, state and local 
regulatory agencies, including the wearing of personal protective equipment, must be followed. 


WARNING: Compressed air used for cleaning must be reduced to less than 30 psi, according to OSHA 
29 CFR 1910.242b. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proved safe and authorized for use by the 
rail transit system. Consult original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and Material Safety Data Sheet 
(MSDS) references for suitability of each application to prevent personal injury and damage to the 
equipment. 
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2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required for inspection and maintenance of HVAC systems: 


 OEM and rail transit system manuals, including schematics and drawings; 
 cleaning solutions; 
 lubricants as approved by OEM ; 
 refrigerant as specified by OEM; 
 compressed air; and 
 filters and filter dryers as specified by OEM. 


2.2 Tools 
The following tools are typically required for inspection and maintenance of HVAC systems: 


 recovery/evacuation unit and recovery Cylinder;* 
 refrigeration service gauges;* 
 vacuum pump; 
 mechanics toolbox; 
 special tools; 
 Volt Ohm Meter* 
 electronic, ultrasonic or ultraviolet leak detector, or other leak identification device;* 
 air flow hood, anemometer or other velocity/volume-measuring device;* 
 portable test unit; 
 scale, to weigh quantity of refrigerant installed and/or recovered; and 
 temperature measuring device. 


NOTE: Tools marked with an asterisk require periodic calibration as specified by the rail transit 
system’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards and as required by the rail 
transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that 
provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 
outlined in this Recommended Practice. These programs should include but not limited to the following: 


 Fundamentals of Refrigeration 
 On Car System Operation 
 Description, Location, Operation, and Function of each Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) 
 System Evacuation and Dehydration 
 System Pump-Down and Charging 
 Principals of HVAC Controls 
 Safety Devices and Lockouts 
 HVAC Mechanical and Electrical Schematics 
 Preventive Maintenance 
 Troubleshooting and System Calibration 
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 Corrective Maintenance 
 Maintenance and Operation Safety Hazards 
 EPA 608 Certification Training 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 
The following suggested inspection and maintenance procedures are intended for use in conjunction with the 
OEM’s recommended inspection and maintenance procedures. In the event of a conflict between this 
Recommended Practice and the manufacturer’s recommendations, the manufacturer’s recommendations 
should prevail. 


2.5.1 System de-energized inspections 
Microprocessor fault data logs and vehicle maintenance history files should be available and reviewed before 
work begins. Diagnostic information can pinpoint components that are repeatedly failing, perhaps 
intermittently. Troublesome components can be identified and receive more detailed inspection and functional 
checks. 


2.5.1.1 General mechanical inspections 
a. Inspect housing latches/fasteners for damage and security. Replace/repair as required. 
b. Inspect housing seals for integrity and air bypass. 
c. Inspect housing, panels and structure for corrosion. 
d. Inspect fresh air and return air filters, louvers and grilles. Clean or replace according to OEM 


instructions or rail transit system requirements. 
e. Inspect all mechanical mounting components for damage and security. 


2.5.1.2 Compressor 
a. For open-drive compressors, check the drive/motor coupling for security, proper alignment and 


excessive wear and play. 
b. Verify oil level in accordance with OEM procedures. 
c. For open drive compressors, check compressor shaft seal for refrigerant leakage. Repair or replace 


when leakage exceeds OEM recommendations. 
d. Check for refrigerant leakage on compressor fittings, gaskets and seals. 
e. Refer to APTA Recommended Practice APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02, “Electrical Motor Periodic 


Inspection and Maintenance,” for motor inspection. 
f. Extract oil sample where possible and acid test for proper color and acid content. 


2.5.1.3 Piping 
a. Inspect piping for dirty or oily areas. Clean those areas and then use a leak detector to check for leaks. 


Repair as required. 
b. Check indicator on filter/dryer and replace dryer if it indicates moisture in the system. 
c. Clean all drain pans, drain pipes and nozzles. Inspect for leaks and repair as necessary. 
d. Ensure that all drains are free-running. 
e. Check condition of vibration-eliminator piping. 
f. Ensure that expansion valve sensing bulbs are in correct location and in firm contact with evaporator 


discharge line, where possible without removing insulation. 
g. Check for integrity and proper installation of piping insulation. 
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2.5.1.4 Condensers and evaporators 
a. Clean the condenser and evaporator coils and fins with compressed air according to 


29 CFR 1910.242(b), or use an appropriate cleaning solution. If desired, the effectiveness of cleaning 
can be measured as a function of pressure drop across the condenser; rail transit system experience 
and OEM recommendations can establish the appropriate level. 


b. Inspect for damage to fins and coils, and evidence of leaking. Repair per OEM instructions. 
c. Clean and inspect all fan blades. Check that fans rotate freely and without obvious bearing noise. 
d. Clean evaporator drain pans and drain lines. 


2.5.1.5 Electrical 
a. Inspect wiring for chaffing or other damage, and tighten any loose connections. 
b. Inspect fusible link for continuity and/or damage. 
c. Verify operation of  evaporator airflow switch device 
d. If applicable, inspect all motor commutator and brushes and brush holders, replace as necessary. 
e. Lubricate motors, if required. 
f. If heaters are checked with a resistance test, verify resistance values. Check that properly rated fuses 


are installed in the heating system. Verify that heating resistance element mounting, insulators and 
hardware are properly installed and not damaged. 


g. Inspect all contactors, contactor coils for cleanliness and integrity. 
h. Perform insulation resistance test on high-voltage circuits. 
i. Inspect contactor tips for signs of arcing. 
j. Refer to APTA Recommended Practice APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02, “Electrical Motor Periodic 


Inspection and Maintenance,” for motor inspection. 


2.5.2 System-energized functional tests 
2.5.2.1 Controller 


a. Verify correct controller software version is installed. 
b. Verify correct operation of controller using an operational test that verifies appropriate control modes. 
c. Where hard logic is used, check contactor operation. 


2.5.2.2 Refrigerant circuit operation 
a. Perform an operational (functional) check of the HVAC system. Monitor gauge pressures versus 


vehicle temperature to determine acceptable operation. This procedure is done by cycling the HVAC 
unit through its various cooling modes by simulating ambient and in-car temperatures through the use 
of a computer or other portable test unit.  


b. Verify that airflow is sufficient. 
c. Check refrigerant level in receiver sight glass, if unit is so equipped. 
d. Verify proper condensate flow. 
e. Verify pump down on reciprocating compressor systems. 
f. Verify superheat at evaporator suction line, if equipped with adjustable thermal expansion valves. 
g. Verify no flash gases (bubbles) in liquid line sight glass, if unit is so equipped. 


NOTE: Flash gases may be indicative of a low refrigerant charge or a piping restriction. 


h. Check proper pressure switch operation, as required. 
i. Inspect for icing along suction lines, thermal expansion valves and at the evaporator. 
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2.5.2.3 Heaters 
a. Verify that all heaters are operational and are heating the air as required. This may be done by 


checking heater resistance when not in operation, by checking power consumption in operation, or by 
checking the temperature near the heater. 


b. Check resistance to ground. 
c. Verify heater contactor operation. 


 


2.5.2.4 Mechanical 
a. Check for excessive vibration or noise while in operation. 
b. Check compressor oil for proper color and level. Perform acid test as required. 
c. Check unloaders for proper setting and operation. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5.1 through 2.5.2 should be corrected 
and documented in accordance with rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Operator Protection Features for Rail 
Transit Vehicles 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice gives guidance to rail transit systems on vehicle features to consider to 


improve operator protection when procuring new rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: crash energy management, operator protection, rail transit vehicle   


Summary: The safety of a rail transit operator and his or her ongoing ability to operate the vehicle are critical. 


The operator must be able to bring the vehicle safely to a stop after an incident, to remove the vehicle and its 


passengers from the immediate area of a threat, or to use the vehicle to support emergency response activities. 


This document describes features that should be considered for inclusion in the design of rail transit vehicles 


to provide protection for the operator. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice should be considered by rail transit systems that are in the 


process of procuring new vehicles, retrofitting existing vehicles or overhauling existing vehicles. This 


document gives rail transit systems guidance on features to include in the design of a rail transit vehicle to 


provide greater protection to the operator. 
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Introduction 
(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-025-15, “Recommended Practice for Operator 


Protection Features for Rail Transit Vehicles”. 


This Recommended Practice outlines the various operator protection features that rail transit systems (RTS) 


should consider when purchasing new vehicles. This recommended practice outlines the design requirements 


for many of these systems. For the operator protection features outlined in this document, the industry 


determined that for some of these systems it may not be necessary to mandate the requirements given the 


uniqueness of many of the rail transit systems. For these operator protection features, considerations or 


guidelines are provided to help the Rail Transit System address the needs or design requirements of such 


systems. 
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Operator Protection Features for Rail Transit Vehicles 
 
1.  Overview 
In most rail transit systems, drivers operate vehicles autonomously. For this reason, the safety of the operator 


and his or her ongoing ability to operate the vehicle are critical; the operator must be able to bring the vehicle 


safely to a stop after an incident, to remove the vehicle (and its passengers) from the immediate area of a 


threat, or to use the vehicle to support emergency response activities. All of this is subject to the operator 


surviving a collision or an attack on the vehicle and the vehicle control systems remaining functional.  


On heavy rail vehicles, the operator is usually isolated from passengers in a secured compartment. However, 


in light rail vehicles, the operator can sit in the main body of the vehicle. While these operators need to be 


able to interact with passengers, threats against them can be minimized through vehicle design.  


In the event of an incident on board a transit vehicle, responding law enforcement and emergency response 


agencies need to be able to assess the situation as quickly and as easily as possible. Their ability to see what 


has taken place in the vehicle, or what is currently happening, will enable them to respond in a manner that 


helps protect the transit passengers, the operator of the vehicle and the first responders. Similarly, improving a 


vehicle operator’s ability to see what is taking place around the vehicle enables the operator to respond more 


quickly to impending threats and developing situations. 


The operator of a rail transit vehicle needs the vehicle design to afford him or her as much protection as 


possible for three primary reasons: 


• The operator is vulnerable to the forces of front end and side collisions. 


• An incapacitated operator puts the safety of the passengers at greater risk. 


• The operator is a potential target for criminal/terrorist acts. 


The U.S. and European rail industries have created a Crash Energy Management (CEM) standards published 


by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and European Standards. These standards require 


the rail vehicle to absorb energy in a collision and thus reducing injuries to the operator and passengers. CEM 


systems are becoming mandatory on equipment that are governed by the Federal Railroad Administration and 


are mandatory for all new European vehicles, including street trams, commuter trains, regional trains and 


inter-city trains. 


Certainly from a collision perspective, rail transit vehicles operate in a less severe environment than 


commuter rail vehicles. For example: 


• Rail transit vehicles operate at lower speeds. 


• Rail transit vehicles sometimes operate in unsignalled (dark) signal territory. 


• Rail transit vehicles often operate on a dedicated right-of-way, operating with like equipment. 


• Rail transit vehicles are lighter in weight. 


• Rail transit vehicles, should they become involved in collision accidents face lighter weight obstacles 


and tend to hit lighter objects. 


• Rail transit vehicles have higher braking rates to avoid collisions. 


• Collision avoidance technology from signal and train control systems is often superior. 
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While rail transit vehicles do not need the same energy absorption capability than those installed on heavier 


commuter rail vehicles, attention must be paid to installing key crashworthiness features to protect the 


operator and passengers. 


2.  Operator protection features 
Rail transit systems that are in the process of procuring new vehicles, retrofitting existing vehicles or 


overhauling existing vehicles should consider including the following vehicle features to provide greater 


protection to the operator: 


1. structural strength of the front end structure; 


2. structural strength of the side structure; 


3. cab glazing; 


4. use of interior compartment padding and avoiding sharp corners, etc.; 


5. use of pushback couplers with energy absorption; 


6. design of anti-climbers to prevent override; 


7. design of pilot and other front end structure to push highway vehicles and other objects down and 


deflect them from the vehicle; 


8. use of crash energy management collision energy absorption design principals; 


9. preserving a survival space for the operator and passengers after a collision; 


10. ergonomics of the seat; 


11. cab emergency lighting; 


12. cab design for rapid evacuation; 


13. secondary emergency exit for the cab; 


14. cab covert alarms; 


15. fire suppression in the cab; 


16. ventilation control of the cab; 


17. visibility of the cab area from the exterior; 


18. the operator’s field of view of his or her surroundings; 


19. automated vehicle tracking; 


20. redundant means for operator communication with central control;  


21. means to secure cab against entry by the public; and 


22. manual override of the car-borne public address system. 


The need to incorporate any of these or other features required by the RTS should be evaluated in terms of 


safety risk. For example, vehicles operating under advanced train control systems that enforce train separation 


might not require the addition of structural reinforcements and collision energy absorbing equipment, which 


is designed to protect the crew and passengers from forces that would occur if there is an unacceptable risk 


that vehicles could collide due to human or single point equipment failures. Grade separations and advanced 


signaling systems with integrated grade crossing protection significantly reduce the risk of a severe collision. 


Under certain circumstances, an investment in right-of-way safeguards balances the need to add vehicle 


structure and equipment to achieve collision survival. Crashworthiness aspects should always be assessed 


pursuant to the Safety Certification of the entire vehicle acquisition project. 


2.1 Structural strength of the front end structure  


The structural strength of the front end structure provides the primary protection to the operator in the event 


of a collision. A front end structure may consist of a corner post at each corner and collision posts at 


approximately the one-third points laterally or a modern CEM system.  
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The collision and corner posts should be joined to the carbody with an attachment strength that allows the full 


strength of the posts to come into play before the joints fail. Collision and corner posts should be made from 


material that allows the post a large deflection in bending before failure. This ductile rather than brittle failure 


absorbs more energy. Alternatively, a CEM system in compliance with ASME RT1/RT2 or EN 15227 which 


absorbs energy and provides a collision wall can also be used. 


For light rail operation without operation on the general railroad system, refer to ASME’s “Safety Standard 


for Structural Requirements for Light Rail Vehicles” or European Standard Crashworthiness requirements for 


railway vehicle bodies for guidance on front end structure structural strength requirements.  


For heavy rail vehicles, refer to ASME’s, “Safety Standard for Structural Requirements for Heavy Rail 


Transit Vehicles” for guidance on front end structure structural strength requirements. 


The rail transit system should hold the car builder responsible to design the front end structure for a specific 


performance under collision scenarios approved by the rail transit system. Validation of the design should be 


through a combination of component structural tests and modeling with a validated computer model. 


2.2 Structural strength of the side structure 


The strength of the side structure protects the operator and passengers in the event of side impact and supports 


the roof on the event of a rollover. 


For light-rail operation without operation on the general railroad system, refer to ASME’s, “Safety Standard 


for Structural Requirements for Light Rail Vehicles” for guidance on side structure structural strength 


requirements.  


For heavy rail vehicles, refer to ASME’s, “Safety Standard for Structural Requirements for Heavy Rail 


Transit Vehicles” for guidance on side structure structural strength requirements. 


The rail transit system should hold the car builder responsible to design the side structure for a specific 


performance under collision scenarios approved by the rail transit system. Validation of the design should be 


through a combination of component structural tests and modeling with a validated computer model. 


2.3 Cab glazing  


Cab glazing provides the operator’s field of view while protecting him from objects entering the cab. Glazing 


requirements should consider features like tint, optical characteristics, etc. as outlined in ANSI Standard 


Z26.1 “American National Standard for Safety Glazing Materials for Glazing Motor Vehicles and Motor 


Vehicle Equipment Operating on Land Highways – Safety Code.” 


The front windshield should comply with FRA Type 1 level certification for ballistic and large object and 


small impacts per 49 CFR Part 223 or alternate international standards approved by the RTSS.  


All cab side glazing should comply with FRA Type II level certification for ballistic and large and small 


object impacts or alternate international standards approved by the RTS.  


The cab rear interior glazing, at a minimum, should be constructed of laminated safety glass that meets the 


requirements of ANSI Standard Z26.1 “American National Standard for Safety Glazing Materials for Glazing 


Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment Operating on Land Highways – Safety Code.” 
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2.4 Padding and avoiding sharp corners  


Surfaces that the operator is likely to impact due to rapid deceleration caused by a derailment or collision 


should be padded. Sharp corners or other protrusions in the cab that could cause operator injury should be 


avoided. 


2.5 Telescoping draft gear/pushback couplers  


Couplers and draft gear systems should have energy absorbing elements to reduce structural damage to the 


vehicle and to protect the operator and passengers from coupling and collision shock loads.  


The performance of new pushback coupler/energy absorbing draft gear should be verified through a 


combination of prototype testing and modeling with a validated computer model. 


Couplers should be self-gathering, positive engagement hook and receptacle design that restrain carbodies 


from slewing or overriding in the event of a collision between two similarly equipped vehicles. 


2.6 Anti-climbing devices  


The carbody structure shall be designed to resist, in a collision, the tendency for the structure of the colliding 


vehicle(s) to override and penetrate into the survival space of impacted carbodies.  


The vehicle shall include an anti-climbing device designed to resist the tendency to override and penetrate 


into the survival space of impacted carbodies in the event of collision that causes the coupler to collapse.  


The anti-climbing device shall be proven effective for head-on collisions that occur on tangent track as well as 


an off-center contact collision that might occur on the system. 


2.7 Pilot  


The purpose of the pilot is to push objects off the track before they can get under the wheels of a rail transit 


vehicle in the event of a collision. Many other devices or structures with a different name may serve the 


purpose of a pilot. 


The car builder should be responsible for designing the pilot to a specific design criteria approved by the rail 


transit system. 


For light-rail operation refer to ASME’s, “Safety Standard for Structural Requirements for Light Rail 


Vehicles” for guidance on cab end design and the use of pilots. 


2.8 Crash energy management 


After completing the hazard analyses where there is determination of an unacceptable risk of collision due to 


human error or a single point equipment failure, the vehicle should be protected by a CEM system that 


attenuates collision energy and preserves survivable space for the operator.  


CEM design parameters should afford a safe operation for the operator as well as the passengers. Acceptable 


standards that meet these requirements include ASME’s “Safety Standard for Structural Requirements for 


Light Rail Vehicles” and the European Standard Crashworthiness requirements for railway vehicle bodies. 


The crash energy management system design should be verified through a combination of component 


structural tests and modeling with a validated computer model. 
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2.9 Survival space 


After a collision, space within the interior of the cab must be maintained to ensure occupant survival. 


Structural collapse must not intrude on a minimum volume within or around the operator. For further design 


parameters and further guidance on preserving a survival space for the operator, refer to the European 


standard EN 15227 “Railway applications – Crashworthiness requirements of railway vehicle bodies”. 


2.10 Ergonomics of the cab seat 


An ergonomically designed operator’s seat should be installed that provides the range of adjustment and 


comfort required to minimize operator discomfort and fatigue for the duration of the longest work period. 


Selection of operator’s seating shall be based on a documented ergonomics study or a history of acceptable in-


service experience of identical seating. 


2.11 Cab emergency lighting 


The cab should be designed with emergency lighting that meets the requirements of APTA Standard APTA 


RT-VIM-S-020-10 “Standard for Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles”. 


2.12 Cab design for rapid evacuation  


The cab should be designed to be free of any obstructions that may impede the operator from rapid evacuation 


of the cab in the event of fire, impeding collision or other emergency situations. See sections 2.13 and 2.21 


for additional recommendations. 


2.13 Secondary emergency exit from cab 


The operator’s cab should be designed with a secondary means of escape that will allow the operator to self-


evacuate the cab in the event that the primary exit becomes inoperable or blocked. 


2.14 Cab covert alarm 


The operator’s cab should be equipped with a covert alarm that allows the operator to inform central control 


of a duress situation without alerting any perpetrators that an alarm has been sent. This system shall also be 


designed to operate in the event of a vehicle power failure. 


2.15 Fire suppression 


Automatic fire suppression or overheat alarms should be installed in locations where early detection of a fire 


is impeded and fire suppression or evacuation may be delayed. Care should be taken that such systems not 


pose a risk to the operator or passengers. For example, avoid systems that suppress the fire by displacing 


oxygen. Refer to NFPA 130 “Fixed Guideway Transit & Passenger Rail Systems” for fire detecting 


suppression and protection requirements. 


2.16 Ventilation control 


The operator’s cab should be equipped with manual ventilation controls that allow the operator to select how 


to set the ventilation system. 


2.17 Visibility of the cab from the exterior 


The operator’s cab should be designed to enable police, fire department and other emergency responders to 


see inside the cab to assess the operator’s condition. 
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2.18 Operator’s field of view of surroundings 


The operator’s cab should be designed to provide the operator a maximum field of view of his or her 


surroundings. An uninhibited field of view allows the operator maximum response time to avoid accidents 


and enables the operator to detect potential security threats. 


2.19 Automated vehicle tracking 


The RTS rail control room should be able to determine a vehicles position on the system consistent with the 


requirements of the RTS system safety plan. 


2.20  Operator communications 


The operator should be provided with redundant (at least two independent) means to communicate with 


central control. These means of communication should be designed to continue to operate in the event of a 


vehicle power failure. The vehicle should also be designed with a means for the operator to communicate with 


passengers and for passengers to communicate with the operator. This system should also be designed to 


operate in the event of a vehicle power failure. 


2.21 Cab securement 


For security reasons, the operator’s cab door(s) should be capable of being locked to prevent unauthorized 


persons from interfering with the operator performing his or her duties. Locking the operator’s compartment 


is in line with U.S. Transportation Security Administration guidance. 


The passenger accessible side of the operator’s cab door(s) should not be equipped with a door handle or 


should be designed in a manner that prevents forced entry into this compartment. 


The primary exit from the operator’s compartment into the passenger compartment should be equipped with a 


quick exit device to allow the operator to open the door of the cab almost unimpeded in the event of an 


impending collision or a fire. 


2.22 Other rail transit system requirements 


The RTS may want to consider other operator protection devices or emergency systems similar to those 


outlined in APTA RT-VIM-S-026-12 “Rail Transit Vehicle Passenger Emergency Systems.” These may 


include: 


 Covert microphone in the cab connected to recorder and central control 


 Seat belts for the operator’s seat 


 Curved front bumper to deflect pedestrians and road vehicles in the event of collisions. 
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Related APTA standards 


 American Public Transportation Association (APTA), “Standard for Crew Cab Seating Design and 


Performance,” APTA PR-CS-S-011-99 (Previously numbered as APTA SS-C&S-011-99). 


 American Public Transportation Association (APTA), “Standard for Emergency Lighting System 


Design for Rail Transit Vehicles,” APTA RT-VIM-S-020-10 (Previously numbered as APTA RT-S-


VIM-020-08, 2008). 


 American Public Transportation Association (APTA) “Rail Transit Vehicle Passenger Emergency 


Systems” APTA RT-VIM-S-026-12 


 American Public Transportation Association (APTA), “Standard for the Design and Construction of 


Passenger Railroad Rolling Stock,” APTA PR-CS-S-034-06 Rev 2 (Previously numbered as APTA 


SS-C&S-034 Rev 2, 2006). 
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Definitions 
anti-climber: A structural member located at each end of the vehicle, used to engage the anti-climber of an 


opposing or other coupled vehicle to resist relative vertical travel between the two car bodies during a 


collision. In articulated vehicles, the articulation system is designed to act as an anti-climber. 


crash energy management: Crash energy management is a method of design and manufacture of vehicle 


structures that enhances crashworthiness by assigning certain sections of the carbody the task of absorbing a 


portion of the energy of collision by crushing in a controlled manner in order to preserve occupant volume 


and minimize the consequences of occupant impacts with the vehicle interior. The controlled crushing and 


energy absorption functions are typically assigned to special carbody structural members in the structural 


energy absorption zone that are designed to crush in a predictable and stable manner over a distance that 


depends on the design of the member and the desired amount of energy absorption. 


operator: The on-board crewmember controlling the operation of a rail transit vehicle. Also called the driver 


or engineer. 


pilot: A component of a rail transit vehicle designed to strike and deflect objects on the track to prevent the 


objects from getting under the vehicle’s wheels and possibly causing a derailment. 
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pushback coupler: A type of coupler designed to trigger at a certain coupling speed, which absorbs a specified 


amount of collision energy as it is pushed back through its stroke. 
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Car-Borne Cab Signal Control Systems 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


Abstract: This standard covers basic procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of cab signal control 


systems on rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: automatic train control, automatic train operation, automatic train protection, cab signal control 


systems, periodic inspection and maintenance, cab signal equipment, cab signal 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for cab signal control equipment inspections and maintenance. 


Individual rail transit systems may tailor these standards to accommodate their specific equipment and mode of 


operation. 


Scope and purpose: This standard includes all essential periodic inspection and maintenance requirements 


for cab signal control systems used on rail transit vehicles. This standard is intended for use by rail equipment 


maintenance organizations. It establishes procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of cab signal 


control equipment used on rail transit vehicles. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-VIM-S-014-02, Rev. 2, “Car-Borne Cab Signal Control Systems 


Periodic Inspection and Maintenance.” 


This standard represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely transit 


operating/planning agencies, rail transit systems, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest 


groups. The application of any standards or recommended practices contained herein is voluntary. In some 


cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the 


standards or recommended practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or 


less restrictive than those given in this document. 


 


This standard describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements for cab signal control equipment on 


rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this document by: 


 individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, certain 


rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or less 


restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards so 


long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the system’s 


safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Car-Borne Cab Signal Control Systems Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the car-borne cab signal control equipment shall be performed on 


a regular schedule as determined by the rail transit system. The frequency of any task contained within periodic 


inspection and maintenance should comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in 


the conduct of a RTS’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for individual tasks shall be 


established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to the following: 


 original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommended intervals 


 industry experience 


 operating environment/conditions 


 historical data 


 performance requirements 


 failure analysis 


 RTS’s testing and experience 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs 


 


 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
The inspection and maintenance procedures in this section shall be carried out when working in, under or around 


a vehicle that is under inspection. 


 WARNING: Follow proper lock-out/tag-out procedures as required by the RTS. 


 WARNING: Ensure that the vehicle is properly secured against uncontrolled movement in 


accordance with the RTS rules before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


 WARNING: Remove power from vehicle car-borne control equipment before attempting any 


repairs or replacements. Follow OEM, RTS and standard electrical safety precautions when conducting 


preventative maintenance to reduce the possibility of electrical shock and arc flash. 


 WARNING: Semiconductor components may be susceptible to electrostatic discharge (ESD) 


damage. Follow OEM recommendations when handling printed circuit boards (PCBs) and components. 


 WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proven safe and authorized for use 


by the RTS. Consult OEM and MSDS references for suitability for each application to prevent personal 


injury and damage to the equipment. 
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2.1 Materials 


The following materials are normally required for cab signal system inspection and maintenance: 


 OEM and RTS recommended lubricants 


 OEM and RTS recommended cleaning supplies 


Reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Devices and tools 


The following devices and tools are normally required for cab signal system inspection and maintenance: 


 standard tools carried by the maintenance personnel 


 special tools as recommended by the OEM and/or RTS 


 test fixtures (specific to OEM equipment), which may include receiving and transmission loop 


antennas 


 function generator* 


 oscilloscope* 


 frequency counter* 


 digital voltmeter* 


 fixed test fixtures for PCB calibrations. 


NOTE: Devices and tools marked with an asterisk (*) require periodic calibration as specified by the 


RTS’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 


standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and 


maintenance tasks. 


The RTS established safety practices, rules and procedures must be followed at all times in the performance of 


these inspections and maintenance. 


2.4 Training requirements 


The RTS and/or their maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that provide 


employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in 


this standard. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 


In all the following procedures, the OEM’s maintenance manuals shall be referred to for such items as torque 


values, voltage settings, pass/fail criteria condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific procedure 


methodology. Devices must be cleaned for proper inspection. These procedures cover only the visible 


inspection, adjustments and functional testing of the car-borne train control equipment. Methodologies for the 


resolution of deficiencies noted while performing these procedures must be tailored by the individual property 


in conjunction with the OEM’s recommendations. Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process 


as to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found, shall be done in a comprehensive manner 


so as to create a useful database, which will enhance the reliability and accountability of the process. 
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2.5.1 Inspections performed during periodic maintenance 


a) Visually inspect (if equipped) antennas, receiver coils, laminated bars, inductive loops and pickup coils 


for damage, erosion, corrosion and dirt buildup. Clean repair, calibrate, adjust and/or replace as 


required.  


b) Check operation of all switches and pushbuttons. Clean, repair and/or replace as required. 


c) Check tachometers/speed sensors for wear, loose mounting, dirt buildup and frayed wiring. Clean, 


repair and/or replace as required. 


d) Visually inspect components for loose or missing hardware and connections. Clean, repair and/or 


replace as required. 


e) Visually inspect wiring and cables for broken, brittle or cracked insulation. Repair and/or replace as 


required. 


f) Visually inspect relay contacts for burns, pitting or any other deformities. Clean, repair and/or replace 


as required.  


NOTE: Vital relays require periodic test and calibration based on RTS procedures and/or OEM 


recommendations. Technicians who perform calibration and repairs to vital relays require specialized 


training. 


g) Check power supply voltage(s), test coil voltage(s), wheel size setting, door no motion, door 


power/brake and door/step by-pass interlock(s). Make adjustments/repairs per OEM recommendations. 


h) Review on-board recording equipment for recorded faults. 


i) Check pickup current and frequency for each code rate. 


j) Check printed circuit boards for calibration per rail system procedures and OEM recommendations. 


NOTE: Refer to rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations for printed circuit board 


storage life and exchange criteria. OEM recommendations may require rail transit systems to develop a 


system for tracking the accumulated storage time for each tested and functional printed circuit board. 


k) Perform a functional (safety) check of the cab signal system before releasing vehicles from any 


maintenance activity that could affect operation of the cab signal system. 


l) With new rolling stock, self-tests may supersede some of the above items. 


2.5.2 Functional safety test 


A cab signal functional safety test shall be performed before releasing vehicles from any maintenance activity 


that could affect operation. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5 shall be corrected and documented 


in accordance with RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 


 


 


3.  Documentation/maintenance log reports 
All maintenance performed on rail transit vehicle car-borne cab signal systems shall be documented and 


retained in accordance with RTS procedures. This documentation shall be noted on a unified type of form 


developed by the RTS or maintenance management information system that provides the following information 


and maintains complete accountability. It shall include the following: 


 car number 


 date maintenance performed/completed 


 description of problem 
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 corrective action taken 


 operational test and inspection 


 mileage/hours/date since last maintenance activity 


 serial number of part installed and removed if applicable 


 signature, identification number of technician performing the maintenance activity, and date work 


completed 


NOTE: Computerized maintenance management information systems may not accommodate technician 


signatures. In the absence of a signature line, it is the responsibility of the RTS to ensure that inspection 


reports can be traced back to the individual performing the inspection for accountability. 


 


 


References 
This document should be used in conjunction with the following publications: 


 OEM’s specifications for cab signal control equipment inspection and maintenance 


 RTS procedures for cab signal control equipment inspection and maintenance 


 


 


Definitions 
automatic train control: A system for automatically controlling train movement, enforcing train safety and 


directing train operations. 


automatic train operation: A system that handles start-up and acceleration to running speed, maintains route 


speed, stops the train smoothly at proper platform position, and may automatically open the doors. 


automatic train protection: A system for enforcing safe train operation, speed control, over-speed protection, 


train separation and train routing. 


original equipment manufacturer (OEM): The enterprise that designs and builds equipment, initially. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


ESD electrostatic discharge 


MSDS material safety data sheet 


NATSA North American Transit Standards Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


PCB printed circuit board 


RTS rail transit system 


 


 


Summary of document changes 
 Document formatted to the new APTA standard format. 


 Sections have been moved and renumbered. 


 Scope and summary moved to the front page 


 Definitions, abbreviations and acronyms have been moved to the back of the document. 


 Two new sections added: “Summary of document changes” and “Document history.” 
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 Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document and other cosmetic changes, such as 


capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 
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Emergency Egress/Access for  
Rail Transit Vehicles 
Abstract: This standard specifies the design requirements for emergency egress and access systems for new 
rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: emergency egress/access, emergency response, emergency systems, hazard analysis, self-
evacuation 


Summary: This standard was developed to establish minimum design requirements for emergency 
egress/access systems intended to provide emergency exit capability for passengers and crew and emergency 
access capability for emergency response personnel in a life-threatening situation as a result of an accident, 
incident or environmental situation involving the vehicle or right-of-way. 


Scope and purpose: This standard applies to rail transit systems that are in the process of procuring new 
vehicles. This standard specifies minimum criteria for emergency access and egress provisions for rail transit 
vehicles. Other complementary emergency systems provide lighting, signage and path markings to locate, 
operate and reach emergency exits and are covered in separate APTA standards. 
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Introduction 
(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-S-023-12, “Emergency Egress/Access for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


APTA rail transit system members have expressed a commitment to increase the effectiveness of safety 
devices and features on rail transit vehicles, not only for passengers, but also for operators and emergency 
personnel. This standard describes the minimum requirements for emergency egress/access systems for rail 
transit vehicles.  


APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 
• individuals or organizations that maintain emergency egress/access systems for rail transit vehicles; 
• individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of emergency egress/access 


systems for rail transit vehicles; and 
• individuals or organizations that design, specify or approve emergency egress/access systems for rail 


transit vehicles.  


This standard is intended to satisfy the following objectives: 
• Incorporate safety considerations during the design and specification process when procuring new 


vehicles. 
• Incorporate safety considerations when determining scope of work during the design and 


specification of major overhauls or retrofit campaigns. 
• Identify those safety critical standards that provide a high level of passenger safety. 
• Identify those safety critical standards that provide a high level of crew safety. 
• An effective systems approach uses this standard, as well as APTA standards APTA RT-S-VIM-020-


08, “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles”, APTA RT-S-VIM-021-08, 
“Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles,” and APTA RT-S-VIM-022-08, “Low Location 
Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles,” to provide a means for passengers and rail 
transit vehicle operators to locate, reach and operate emergency exits to facilitate their safe evacuation 
in an emergency. Each rapid transit system and car builder should carefully consider the options 
available to meet emergency evacuation requirements presented in these standards. This standard is 
intended to address emergency exit/entry of rail transit vehicle passenger compartments. Emergency 
exit/entry specific to the operator cab is addressed in a separate standard yet to be published, APTA-
RT-RP-VIM-025-12 “Operator Protection Features for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


 
Note on alternate practices 
The purpose of an APTA Rail Standard is to ensure that each rail transit system achieves a high level of 
safety for passengers, employees and the public. APTA standards represent an industry consensus of 
acceptable safety practices that should be used by a rail transit system. However, APTA recognizes that some 
rail transit systems have unique aspects of their operating environment, that when combined levels of service 
that must be provided, may make strict compliance with every provision of an APTA Rail Standard 
impossible.  


When a rail transit system is faced with this dilemma, that system may use its system safety program plan to 
specify an alternate means to achieve an equivalent level of safety as provided by the APTA standard. The 
system safety program plan should: 


• identify the rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 
• state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 
• describe the alternate means to ensure equivalent safety is achieved; and  
• describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim).  
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Emergency Egress/Access for Rail Transit Vehicles 


1. General system requirements 
Emergency egress and access shall be provided for individual rail transit cars, allowing for the safe evacuation 
of passengers and entry by emergency responders in the event of life-threatening emergencies. Egress and 
access shall be provided by a combination of doors and windows sufficient in number to accommodate 
vehicle size, passenger capacity and alternative exit/entry locations. For passenger safety, operation of 
emergency exit/entry devices shall restrict vehicle motion with doors open. 


1.1 Operation of emergency access and exit equipment 
The provision and operation of emergency exit and entry devices for rail transit vehicles is intended to permit 
passengers to evacuate from an area of immediate danger to an area of greater safety, and to allow emergency 
responders to gain entry to a rail transit vehicle in an emergency. The intent of this standard is to provide 
uncontrolled emergency access and exit points on the vehicle without special tools or keys. 


1.2 Analysis of hazards associated with vehicle emergency exiting 
Passenger-activated emergency exits are intended to permit passengers to self-evacuate to an area of relative 
safety with or without assistance of transit or rescue personnel. Immediate passenger evacuation in certain 
emergency incidents may be the least hazardous course of action. However, unsupervised evacuations may 
result in passengers exiting to an area of greater danger.  


Environmental and operating conditions differ considerably among individual transit systems. Some rail 
transit operating environments present hazards that may be equal to or greater than the hazards justifying 
immediate evacuation. Transit systems involved in the purchase of new rail vehicles shall conduct a hazard 
assessment to determine the safest means and strategies to respond to and evacuate passengers in the event of 
an emergency, taking into account the specific hazards and capabilities of that transit system’s operating 
environment and emergency features. The following factors should be taken into account to ensure that 
hazards associated with the availability or limitation of emergency exit capabilities are addressed in a manner 
that will not result in a situation of increased danger to passengers: 


• Vehicle characteristics, such as: 
i. door threshold height affecting evacuation away from station platforms; 


ii. proximity of operator or additional crew to passengers; and 
iii. emergency communications and surveillance capabilities. 


 
• Right-of-way characteristics, such as:  


i. at grade, on street; 
ii. tunnels, elevated structures; 


iii. close clearances; 
iv. availability of walkways, catwalks for high level doors; 
v. protective railings on elevated structures; 


vi. availability of emergency exits between stations; 
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vii. visibility and tripping hazards; and 
viii. proximity of high-voltage adjacent tracks or high-speed trains. 


 
• Operational issues, such as:  


i. Passenger-initiated train stopping for emergencies; 
ii. stoppage of trains and removal of traction power in evacuation area; 


iii. emergency response procedure and capability; and 
iv. emergency response for passengers with disabilities. 


 
Provision for passenger self-evacuation from vehicles must take this operating environment into account to 
ensure that self-evacuation does not put passengers in greater danger. The hazard assessment shall be used to 
determine the safest means to respond to and evacuate passengers in the event of an emergency. 


Where rail transit vehicles are equipped for passenger-activated evacuation, the transit system must have 
established procedures for dispatching transit and rescue personnel to the scene as quickly as possible to 
supervise the evacuation. Procedures must also be established for the immediate control of train movements 
and removal of traction power proximate to the evacuation.  


Where the hazard assessment determines that relative risk may be greater for passenger-initiated evacuation 
than delays due to evacuation initiated by employees/responders, the transit system may choose to restrict 
passenger access to interior emergency door releases. In so doing, the rail transit system must have a policy 
and procedure for identifying, locating and responding to emergencies to evacuate passengers without delay 
 
 
2. Design requirements for exterior emergency access 
2.1 Number and location of emergency access points 
A minimum of four emergency entry points (two per side) shall be provided for each passenger compartment 
60 ft in length or less. Two additional emergency entry points (one per side) shall be provided for each 
additional 30 ft of passenger compartment length in excess of 60 ft. Vehicle side doors shall be used as 
emergency entry points. A doorway with two separate door panels is considered a single emergency entry 
point. If vehicle design does not provide a sufficient number of doors on each side, emergency windows may 
be used to achieve the required number of emergency entry points. 


2.2 Doors equipped for exterior emergency access 
All doors designated as exterior emergency entry points shall be designed to be opened manually without the 
use of a crew key or tool and without vehicle electrical or air power required for normal door operation. 
Doors designated as emergency entry points should be capable of being fully opened (all panels) to facilitate 
the ability of emergency responders to enter the vehicle in emergency situations. Doors designed for high 
platform boarding shall have external ladders to facilitate access. Vehicle design shall consider survivability 
of doors, door pockets and emergency releases to minimize damage that would prevent manual opening. 


2.3 Door exterior emergency releases 
Exterior emergency door releases shall be provided at all doors designated as emergency entry points. 
Emergency releases must be positioned on the vehicle so that they are easily accessible to emergency 
responders on roadbeds, station platforms and catwalks. Appropriate signage shall be provided to help 
responders locate and operate the door release mechanisms. Keys shall not be required to access the release 
mechanisms. 
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As a precaution against unauthorized use, door release mechanisms may be covered and covers may be 
equipped with audible and visual alarms that activate when the cover door is opened. Additional signage may 
be provided warning against unauthorized use. 


2.4 Door emergency entry system interlock controls 
Door system controls shall permit a door to be manually opened by the exterior emergency door release when 
the vehicle is stopped. Door system controls shall be designed to prevent movement of the vehicle when a 
door is manually opened after activation of an exterior door emergency release. A bypass switch may be used 
to allow train movement with doors open in emergency situations. 


2.5 Windows equipped for exterior emergency access 
When vehicle doors are insufficient to meet emergency entry point requirements, emergency access windows 
shall be provided. Emergency access windows shall be designed to permit rapid and easy external opening by 
emergency responders. Access windows shall be provided with exterior identification markings and 
instructions. 
 
 
3. Design requirements for interior emergency exits 
3.1 Number and location of emergency exit points 
A minimum of four emergency exit points (two per side) shall be provided for each passenger compartment 
60 ft in length or less. For vehicles between 60 and 90 feet, two additional emergency exit points (one per 
side) shall be provided. A doorway with two separate door panels is considered a single emergency exit point. 
If vehicle design does not provide a sufficient number of doors on each side, emergency windows may be 
used to achieve the required number of emergency exit points.  


In the event the RTS can not comply after performing a hazard analysis for passenger egress / emergency 
responder access they may consider the use of end doors as emergency exits.  
 
 
4. Doors equipped for emergency exiting 
All doors designated as interior emergency exit points shall be designed to be opened manually without the 
use of a crew key or tool and without vehicle electrical or air power required for normal door operation. 
Doors designated as emergency exit points should be capable of being fully opened (all panels) to facilitate 
passenger evacuation in emergency situations. Doors designed for high platform boarding shall have external 
ladders positioned to facilitate evacuation. Vehicle design shall consider survivability of doors, door pockets 
and emergency releases to minimize damage that would prevent manual opening. 


4.1 Door interior emergency releases 
Interior emergency door releases accessible to passengers shall be provided at all doors designated as 
emergency exit points. Emergency releases must be positioned so that they are easily accessible to passengers 
near the exit point. Appropriate signage shall be provided to instruct passengers how to access and operate the 
mechanisms. Release mechanism access and operation shall not require keys or special tools. Release 
mechanisms shall be designed to permit manual door opening. 


Additional emergency evacuation instruction signage should be provided at exit locations, informing 
passengers of emergency procedures to be followed. Signage should also warn passengers of any risks upon 
exiting, such as drop-offs to roadbed, high voltage, moving trains, and tripping or falling hazards.  
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As a precaution against unauthorized use, door release mechanisms may be covered and covers may be 
equipped with audible and visual alarms that activate when the cover door is opened. Alarm signals may also 
be transmitted to the operating cab or central control, alerting transit system personnel that an emergency exit 
has been activated. Additional signage may be provided warning against unauthorized use. 


4.2 Door emergency exit system interlock controls 
Door system controls shall permit a door to be manually opened by the interior emergency door release when 
the vehicle is stopped by any means, including normal, deadman, penalty or emergency braking; signal or 
automatic control; or an incident (derailment, collision) causing a vehicle to stop. Door system controls shall 
be designed to prevent movement of the vehicle when a door is manually opened after activation of an interior 
door emergency release. A bypass switch may be used to allow train movement with doors open in 
emergency situations. 


Door system controls shall prevent a vehicle in motion from continuing in motion with a door opened by the 
interior emergency door release. The rail transit agency procuring new transit vehicles for operation on its 
system shall conduct a hazard assessment to assess risks based on its operating environment and potential 
incidents requiring emergency passenger evacuation. The results from the hazard assessment shall be used to 
determine an acceptable method for the design of the emergency door interlock system. 


The following are examples of alternatives that have been acceptable designs: 
1. Activation of an interior emergency door release shall apply full service braking, bringing the vehicle 


to a stop. The doors controlled by the activated release may be manually opened prior to the vehicle 
being completely stopped. 


2. Activation of an interior emergency door release shall apply full service braking, bringing the vehicle 
to a stop. The doors controlled by the activated release may be manually opened after the vehicle is 
completely stopped (zero speed condition). 


3. Activation of an interior emergency door release shall send a signal to the operator indicating the 
activation of the device. Activation of the interior emergency door release does not initiate vehicle 
braking or interrupt propulsion. After the operator brings the vehicle to a stop, the doors controlled by 
the activated release may be manually opened. This option allows the operator to determine a safe 
location for emergency stopping and evacuation.  
NOTE: Capability for two-way communication between the operator and passengers should be 
provided to determine the nature of the emergency and need for evacuation. 


4.3 Windows equipped for interior emergency exit 
When vehicle doors are insufficient to meet emergency exit point requirements, emergency exit windows 
shall be provided. Emergency exit windows shall be designed to permit rapid and easy opening from the 
inside of the vehicle. Exit windows shall be provided with interior identification markings and instructions for 
passengers. Signage shall be provided warning against unauthorized opening of emergency exit windows.  


As a precaution against unauthorized use, exit windows may be equipped with audible and visual alarms 
which activate when the window is opened. Alarm signals may also be transmitted to the operating cab or 
central control, alerting transit system personnel that an emergency window has been opened. 
 
 
5. Required emergency response strategy 
Each transit system shall develop an emergency response strategy consistent with vehicle capability for 
passenger-initiated emergency exiting. Transit system emergency response plans must be developed to halt 
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operations and dispatch personnel in the event of passenger-initiated evacuations. If the operating 
environment is not designed for self-evacuation, then the emergency response strategy must take this into 
account. If the transit system determines, through a hazard analysis, that the operating environment presents 
unacceptable hazards to self-evacuation, then an alternate methodology to self-evacuation must be developed 
to ensure rapid response by personnel in emergency situations in lieu of allowing passenger-initiated rail 
vehicle emergency exits. 
 
 
6. Maintenance 
6.1 Periodic inspections and tests 
Rail transit systems shall conduct periodic inspections and tests to verify that all vehicle emergency access 
and egress components function as intended. These shall include release mechanisms, covers, alarms, signage, 
vehicle movement sensing and control, manual door opening, and window opening for all equipped doors and 
windows. Inspection and testing shall be incorporated into existing procedures for vehicle door, 
communication and control systems.  


6.2 Defect reporting, repair and recordkeeping 
Defects, such as broken, missing or non-operational components, shall be reported and repaired in accordance 
with established local transit system procedures and OEM recommendations.  
 
 
7. References 
American Public Transportation Association, Rail Standards: 


APTA RT-S-VIM-020-10, “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, “Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
APTA RT-S-VIM-022-10, “Low Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
 
Federal Railroad Administration, 49 CFR Part 238, Passenger Equipment Safety Standards.  


 
 
8. Definitions 
emergency entry points: Doors or windows that may be opened manually from the vehicle exterior by means 
of a release mechanism that does not require special tools or keys. 


emergency exit points: Doors or windows that may be opened manually from the vehicle interior by means of 
a release mechanism that does not require special tools or keys. 


passenger compartment: That portion of a rail transit vehicle designed for passenger occupancy, having 
vehicle end doors or interior doors, perpendicular to the vehicle sides, which separate that section of the 
vehicle from other vehicle sections, other passenger compartments or other vehicles. A vehicle may contain 
one or more passenger compartments. Open articulation sections do not separate passenger compartments but 
are considered a continuation of the passenger compartment. 
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9. Abbreviations and acronyms 
APTA American Public Transportation Association 
CFR Code of Federal Regulations 
LVPS low-voltage power supply 
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
PRESS Passenger Rail Equipment Safety Standards 
 
 
10. Summary of changes 


This is a new document, hence no changes shown. 
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Air Supply and Air Storage Systems 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This standard covers the basic procedures for the periodic inspection and maintenance of air supply 


and air storage systems mounted on rail transit vehicles. These procedures specifically addresses air 


compressors, air reservoirs and related air piping and hoses. 


Keywords: air compressor, air piping and hoses, air reservoir, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for the inspection and maintenance of air system 


compressors, reservoirs and associated piping and hoses mounted on a rail transit vehicle. Individual rail 


transit systems may amend this standard to accommodate their specific equipment, ambient conditions and 


mode of operations. 


Scope and purpose: This standard is intended to be applied, as applicable, by individual rail transit systems, 


for periodic inspection and maintenance of rail transit vehicles. It is also intended for use by rail transit 


equipment maintenance organizations. This standard shall be used in conjunction with the rail transit system’s 


instructions and OEM recommendations. The instructions contained in this standard can serve as a guide in 


developing recommended practices when applied to non-safety critical subsystems and components. 
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Introduction 


This introduction is not part of APTA RT-S-VIM-003-02 Rev 3, “Air Supply and Air Storage Systems Periodic 


Inspection and Maintenance.” 


This Standard for Air Supply and Air Storage Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit 


vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 


operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 


application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal 


and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government 


regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or 


practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than those 


given in this document. 


This standard describes the basic maintenance and inspection requirements for air system compressors, 


reservoirs, and associated piping and hoses mounted on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of 


this standard by: 


 Individuals or organizations that maintain air system compressors, reservoirs, and associated piping 


and hoses on rail transit vehicles; 


 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of air system compressors, 


reservoirs, and associated piping and hoses on rail transit vehicles; and 


 Individuals or organizations that influence how air system compressors, reservoirs, and associated 


piping and hoses are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 


Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Air Supply and Air Storage Systems Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on air supply and air storage systems shall be performed on a 


regular schedule as determined by the rail transit system (RTS). The frequency of any task contained within 


this periodic inspection and maintenance standard shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local 


regulations. Further, in the conduct of a RTS’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for 


individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 


 industry experience; 


 operating environment/conditions; 


 historical data; 


 performance requirements; 


 failure analysis; 


 RTS’s testing and experience; and 


 Reliability-centered maintenance programs. 


 


 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
WARNING: Ensure that equipment is secured against uncontrolled movement, in accordance with rail 


transit system safety instructions, before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


 


WARNING: Compressed air can be hazardous when released. Appropriate eye and face protection, 


meeting minimum ANSI standards, plus other personal protective equipment as approved by the rail 


transit system shall be worn. Be alert to airborne particles and noise. 


 


WARNING: Refer to the OEM service manual before disassembling any part of the air system and 


ensure that the air system is safely de-pressurized. Disconnecting pressurized lines will cause solid 


particles deposited in the line to become uncontrollably propelled and will also cause the air-line end to 


whip randomly as the air escapes. 


 


WARNING: When performing work on the air compressor, follow rail transit system procedures to 


prevent the air compressor from starting. 


 


WARNING: When handling air filters and desiccant, wear appropriate personal protective equipment 


and dispose of used materials in accordance with the rail transit system’s rules and regulations. 


 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proven safe and authorized for use by the 


rail transit system. Consult OEM and MSDS references for suitability for each separate application to 


prevent personal injury and damage to the equipment. 


 


2.1 Materials  


Consumable materials such as air filters, desiccant elements, “O” rings, air compressor oil, and lubricants will 


be required. Refer to the OEM for specifications with respect to consumable materials and recommended 


replacement intervals. 
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2.2 Tools 


The following tools are normally required in addition to the standard tools carried by maintenance personnel: 


 Properly calibrated and suitably labeled air pressure gauges (ASME grade 2A or better, or as 


specified by the OEM) 


 Leak detection devices 


 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards and as required by the rail 


transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and their contractors shall develop and execute training programs that provide employees 


with the knowledge and skills necessary to safely perform the tasks outlined in this standard. 


 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance procedures 
In all of the following instructions, the OEM’s maintenance manuals must be referred to for torque values, 


condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific methodology. Devices must be cleaned for proper 


inspection. These instructions cover only the visual inspection, adjustments, change of consumable materials 


and functional testing of the air supply and storage systems mounted on rail transit vehicles. Some procedures 


will not be applicable due to design variations. Methods for the resolution of deficiencies uncovered while 


performing these instructions may be amended by each rail transit system in conjunction with the OEM. 


Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process with respect to interval, deficiencies and resolution 


of those deficiencies shall be done in a comprehensive manner to create a useful database, which will enhance 


the reliability and accountability of the process. 


 


2.5.1 Air system compressors 


1. Inspect the air compressor assembly and mounts for damage or cracks. 


2. Inspect vibration mounts for deterioration. 


3. Inspect air compressor pump and associated fittings for evidence of leakage or damage. 


4. Replace all gaskets, “O” rings, and seals at intervals recommended by the OEM or as operating 


conditions require. 


5. Inspect all mounting hardware, such as bolts, nuts, washers and retaining mechanisms, for proper 


attachment. 


6. Inspect protective screens and guards for damage and proper attachment. 


7. Clean and inspect aftercooler and intercooler for corrosion or damage to fins or coils. 


8. Check fans for damage such as bent or missing blades and for security of attachment. 


9. Inspect drive belts for damage, wear and proper tension. 


10. Inspect motor-compressor coupling. 


11. Clean and check crankcase breather. 


12. Inspect air compressor oil level. Add as required. Replace air compressor oil at intervals 


recommended by OEM or as operating conditions require. 


13. Clean and inspect pressure-relief valves for leakage or damage. Operate valves to check for function. 


Verify that valves reseal properly. 


14. Clean or replace filters and dirt collectors on intake/discharge line to air brake system. Inspect 


removed filters or dirt collectors for evidence of unusual contamination (oil, water, paint, rust or 


debris) and correct or report as required. 


15. Replace desiccant element or service air dryer at recommended intervals, renewing gaskets and “O” 


rings as required. Check for the proper operation of the air dryer system, including heaters, 
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thermostats, drain valves and control valves as required by the OEM. Verify switching and switch 


timing between multiple drying towers, if equipped, as recommend by the OEM. 


16. Inspect air compressor wiring and terminations for security, deterioration or corrosion. 


17. Inspect motor portion of air compressor at intervals recommend by the OEM or as operating 


conditions require using APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02, “Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and 


Maintenance.” 


18. Operate the air compressor and check for proper direction of rotation where feasible. 


19. Audibly check for any unusual noise from muffler or compressor housing (i.e., knocking), which 


might be indicative of an internal defect.  


20. Functionally check air compressor. Verify correct cut-in and cut-out pressure settings. Verify air 


compressor’s integrity by performing rate/time of rise to normal operating pressure. 


21. Verify proper operation of unloaders, drain valves, protective heaters and thermostats. 


22. Check for proper operation of synchronizing circuits if equipped. 


23. Inspect drain valve heaters if equipped. 


 


2.5.2 Air reservoirs (main, supply and emergency) 
1. Inspect the air reservoir housing and mounts for damage, cracks, corrosion or dents along the outer 


surface. 


2. Inspect air reservoir housing and associated fittings for evidence of leakage or damage. 


3. Inspect all mounting hardware, such as bolts, nuts, washers and retaining mechanisms, for proper 


attachment. 


4. Clean or replace inlet filter as required. 


5. Open the reservoir drain valves or remove the drain plugs and remove all condensate. Return the 


drain valves to the normally closed position or reinstall and torque all drain plugs. If equipped with 


automatic drain valves, then verify proper operation. 


6. Perform a leakage test in accordance with OEM procedures and at recommended intervals. 


 


2.5.3 Air piping and hoses 
1. Inspect all hoses and connections for evidence of leakage or damage. 


2. Inspect the air supply piping and fittings (such as unions, elbows and tees) for leakage, damage, 


cracks or corrosion. 


3. Inspect all mounting hardware, such as bolts, nuts, washers and retaining mechanisms, for proper 


attachment. 


4. Clean or replace filters and dirt collectors. 


5. Inspect and operate all cut-out valves. Check for ease of use and for any evidence of leakage or 


damage. Lubricate as required. 


 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required by Sections 2.5.1 through 2.5.3 shall be corrected 


and documented in accordance with established rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 


 


Related APTA standards 
APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02 Rev 2, “Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and Maintenance” 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 


ANSI American National Standards Institute 


ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 


MSDS material safety data sheet 
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NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


psi pounds per square inch 


 


 


Summary of document changes 


 Committee membership updated. 


 Added one new section at the end of the document titled “Summary of document changes.” 


 Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document. 


 There were other minor changes such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling and grammar 
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Rail Transit Vehicle Passenger Emergency 
Systems 
Abstract: This standard specifies the design requirements of emergency systems for new rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: cameras, communications, covert devices, emergency lighting, emergency preparedness, 
emergency signage, emergency system, event recorder, low location exit path marking, ventilation 


Summary: This document establishes recommended practices, guidelines and requirements for various 
passenger emergency systems for new rail transit vehicles. Individual rail transit systems shall tailor these 
requirements to accommodate their specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This standard specifies the requirements for passenger emergency systems for new rail 
transit vehicles. Rail transit systems shall consult this standard to determine which passenger emergency 
systems should be incorporated into the new rail transit vehicle based on the specific equipment they will 
obtain and the nature of their operations. This standard provides the necessary information for rail transit 
systems to make informed decisions on various passenger emergency systems as they review and assess the 
need for such systems when they purchase new rail transit vehicles. When a rail transit system determines that 
specific passenger emergency systems are required, this standard outlines the requirements for that system. 
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Introduction 
(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-S-VIM-026-12, Standard for Rail Transit Vehicle Passenger 
Emergency Systems.) 


This Rail Standard specifies the various passenger emergency systems that rail transit systems (RTS) should 
consider when purchasing new vehicles. This standard outlines the design requirements for many of these 
systems. For the passenger emergency systems outlined in this document, the industry determined that for 
some of these systems it may not be necessary to mandate the requirements given the uniqueness of many of 
the rail transit systems. For these passenger emergency systems, considerations or guidelines are provided to 
help the Rail Transit System address the needs or design requirements of such systems. 
 
 
 
Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 
equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 
environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 
certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 
less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 
so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 
system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


• Identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met. 
• State why each of these requirements cannot be met. 
• Describe the alternate methods used. 
• Describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Rail Transit Vehicle Passenger Emergency Systems 


1.  Emergency exits 
New rail transit vehicles shall be designed to provide a means of emergency egress from the car and 
emergency access into the car in accordance with APTA RT-S-VIM-023-11 “Emergency Egress/Access for 
Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


2.  Operator protection 
New rail transit vehicles shall be designed to provide adequate protection to the operator in the event of an 
emergency. This may include areas of crashworthiness, operator cab environment, emergency systems and 
other protective design features. The guidelines outlined in APTA RT-RP-VIM-025-11 “Operator Protection 
Features for Rail Transit Vehicles” should be reviewed to determine what operator protection design features 
should be considered for the type of vehicle and its operating environment. 


3.  Emergency lighting 
New rail transit vehicles shall be designed to have an emergency lighting system to facilitate the ability of 
passengers, train crewmembers and/or emergency responders to see and orient themselves and to identify 
obstacles to assist them in safely moving throughout the passenger car and to see outside the passenger car to 
assess conditions of safety. The emergency lighting system shall comply with the requirements of APTA RT-
S-VIM-020-08, “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


4.  Emergency signage 
New rail transit vehicles shall be designed to have an emergency signage system to provide evacuation 
guidance for passengers and train crewmembers and rescue access guidance for emergency responders. The 
emergency signage system shall comply with the requirements of APTA RT-S-VIM-021-08, “Emergency 
Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


5.  Low location exit path marking 
New rail transit vehicles shall be designed to have an emergency low location exit path marking (LLEPM) 
system to identify the location of primary door exits and the exit path to be used to reach such doors by 
passengers and rail transit personnel under conditions of darkness when normal and emergency sources of 
illumination are obscured by smoke or are inoperative. The LLEPM system shall comply with the 
requirements of APTA RT-S-VIM-022-08, “Low-Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit 
Vehicles.” 


6.  Emergency tools 
The rail transit system shall equip each new vehicle with appropriate emergency tools that can be used by 
both crew and passengers in the event of an emergency. It should be noted that a detailed and comprehensive 
listing of specific emergency tools that should be stored and maintained on a rail transit vehicle is not 
universal across all rail transit systems. The appropriate emergency tools on the vehicles shall be defined in 
the RTS System Safety Plan (SSP) and will be specific to the type of car and its operating environment.  
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As a guide to defining needed tools the rail transit system  shall consider the following aspects of its vehicle 
design and operating environment when determining what emergency tools to place on the vehicles:  


• Type of power supply and the associated need for protective equipment or insulators to reduce risk 
associated with human contact of electrical power or power supply fuels: 


• third rail 
• overhead 
• fossil fuel 


• Type of car and the associated need for ladders, bridge plates, or other equipment: 
• low-level boarding 
• high-level boarding 
• multiple unit operation 
• single unit operation 
• end doors 


• Type of right-of-way and the associated need for direction signs and symbols, hand-held voice 
amplification systems, hand held light sources,  or other related equipment to help direct passengers 
exiting vehicles: 


• street 
• surface private right-of-way 
• embankment 
• cut or tunnel 
• viaduct or elevated structure 
• clearance between tracks 
• emergency escape routes 


• Type of track construction and the associated need to instruct passenger movement across such 
construction 


• single or multiple tracks 
• ties and ballast 
• embedded 
• direct fixation 


• Means of exit from car when it is between stations and the associated need for ladders, bridge plates, 
and other related equipment 


• level exit ways that are level with trackway or trackway incorporates a walkway at door 
height 


• high exit ways that are above trackway and require passengers to descend from the car 


7.  Emergency communications 
7.1 Public address system 
New rail transit vehicles shall be equipped with a public address (PA) system that provides a means for a 
crewmember and/or the operations control center (OCC) to communicate to all train passengers in an 
emergency situation. The PA system shall also provide a means for a crewmember and/or the operations 
control center to communicate in an emergency situation to people in the immediate vicinity of the train (e.g., 
on the station platform). The PA system may be part of the same system as the intercom system. 


7.2 Intercom system 
New rail transit vehicles shall be equipped with an intercom (IC) system that provides a means for passengers 
and crewmembers to communicate with one another in an emergency situation. The IC stations shall be 
provided at two locations within the vehicle and at all wheelchair locations. The intercom shall be accessible 
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to passengers without requiring the use of a tool or other implement. The intercom system may be part of the 
same system as the PA system.  


The location of each intercom intended for passenger use shall be clearly marked with luminescent material. 
Operating instructions shall be posted at or near each such intercom.  


7.3 Cab-to-cab intercommunications 
New rail transit vehicles shall be equipped with an operator’s cab-to-cab intercommunications system that 
will permit communications between operators or approved individuals in other vehicle cabs of the same train 
consist.  


8.  Covert devices 
The requirements for new rail transit vehicles to be equipped with covert devices should be at the discretion 
of the rail transit system. This standard outlines some of the considerations to be made when procuring new 
rail transit system with covert devices.  


8.1 Silent alarm 
A concealed silent alarm switch should be mounted in each cab in a location where the operator can activate 
the switch without overt action visible or audible to anyone in the passenger compartment. The alarm should 
send a signal, via the radio, to the OCC or other wayside equipment, to identify vehicle number and location. 
The silent alarm switch should be capable of being activated at any time, from the cab of either the lead or the 
driving vehicle. 


8.2 Silent alarm indicator 
A high-intensity blue flashing (strobe) silent alarm indicator light should be installed on each operating car 
roof with a corresponding “WHEN FLASHING CALL POLICE” exterior reflective sign. The indicator 
should be recessed in its housing so as to prevent any reflection in building windows, etc., when activated, 
while remaining highly visible to helicopter surveillance. The indicator on the vehicle should be illuminated 
only when the silent alarm button in that cab is activated. 


8.3 Cab microphone 
A covert microphone should be located in a suitable location in the cab to monitor and to continuously 
capture interior (and exterior, if desired) sounds on the vehicle video recorder and/or the central control.  


9.  Cameras and Video Monitors 
The requirements for new rail transit vehicles to be equipped with cameras and video monitoring should be at 
the discretion of the rail transit system. This standard outlines some of the considerations that should be made 
if a rail transit system should procure new vehicles with camera and monitoring devices.   


9.1 Video monitoring 
The vehicle exterior and interior should be monitored continuously using video cameras that are equipped on 
the vehicle. The operator should have the capability to selectively monitor the external and internal cameras 
from the cab of the train. 
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9.2 External video cameras 
9.2.1 Platform monitoring/rear-view cameras 
Externally mounted video cameras should be mounted on both sides of the vehicle at each cab end to allow 
the operator to perform the following tasks: 


• Monitor passengers on the platform during an emergency, close the doors and/or move the train. 
• Use the cameras as conventional rear-view mirrors when operating light rail vehicles in street running 


environments. 


9.2.2 Forward-facing cameras 
Two forward-facing cameras should be mounted near the front corners at each end of each vehicle near the 
roof level. These cameras could be installed in the same camera housing utilized for the platform monitoring/
rear-view cameras. 


The two forward-facing cameras on the lead cab of the consist, in conjunction with the two rear-view cameras 
at that end, should continuously record all activities in front of and to the side of the vehicle utilizing the 
digital video recorder. The goal is to provide as complete video coverage as possible within the physical 
limitations of the vehicle profile and camera housing. 


The video recorder may also include an audio track to continuously capture interior and exterior sounds 
utilizing the covert microphone in the active cab. 


All other forward-facing cameras and covert microphones in the consist should be inactive.  
 
9.2.3 Coupling camera  
A coupling camera that monitors an area including the coupler head and a distance appropriate for the 
operator’s line of sight should be considered. When coupling to another vehicle, this camera should 
continuously record all activities in front of the vehicle and provide the operator with a clear view of the 
vehicle coupler as an operational safety device. The camera output should be displayed only when the coupler 
camera in the cab is activated and should take priority on the operator’s video monitors. At all other times, the 
camera output should be recorded but should not be displayed. 
 
9.2.4 External cameras and housings 
The external camera housings should be of a harmonious, attractive design integrated into the vehicle body 
side presenting a clean, neat external surface with a minimum of visible fasteners and a maximum of surface 
continuity. This housing should be finished to match the vehicle carbody.  


The external color video cameras should provide for optimal viewing coverage and shall be capable of 
operating at low illumination levels. 


External cameras should have an anti-fog feature and be easily accessible, modular, vandal-resistant, easily 
cleanable and easily replaceable.  


The cameras shall have an easy manual aiming adjustment capability.  


In order to capture the activities of an approaching consist, the RTS may want to consider having the forward 
facing cameras to continue to record their signals when the vehicle is keyed down and connected to its 
primary power source. 
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9.3 Internal video cameras and video recording 
Internally mounted color video cameras should be provided in each vehicle to allow maximized monitoring of 
the passenger area. Cameras shall be positioned to include all entryways. Internal cameras should be 
integrated into the ceiling or bulkheads so as to present a clean, neat, unobtrusive but vandal-resistant 
installation. The cameras should be placed so that there are limited blind spots in the total camera coverage.  


Camera viewing areas should include the passenger-to-operator intercom system. In the event of the 
activation of an IC or the passenger emergency manual door release handle, the system should automatically 
select the two internal cameras that best cover this area and display the images on the operator’s video display 
until the operator deactivates the intercom connection or resets the emergency handle. Images displayed and 
recorded during such events should be in high resolution. Should the use of the IC initiate this coverage, an 
audio track shall also be added that records both sides of the conversation. In the default mode, these methods 
of activation shall always override the normal operation of the video monitor in the lead cab. A feature to 
allow the operator to select specific views after override feature has been initiated should be considered. 


Efficient video compression techniques should be utilized to reduce bandwidth requirements and to simplify 
the transmission of signals through the consist, but maintaining an adequate level of detail and movement that 
is displayed on the operator’s video monitors. Transmission of video signals may be via the trainline or by 
other suitable means. 


9.3.1 Digital video recorders 
A digital video recorder or remote video storage capabilities should be provided in each vehicle to 
continuously record each of the camera inputs in that vehicle whenever the vehicle is in operating service. 
The recorder should have a removable memory module with a storage capacity of at least 48 hours of 
incident-free operation, plus one incident of 15 minutes’ duration. The process/conditions by which specific 
information is saved and protected in the memory module should be agreed between the supplier and rail 
transit system (i.e. upon activation of silent alarm button, the video and audio recording, two minutes before 
the silent alarm activation and until it is reset, should be saved in a write protected area of the memory 
module). The recording system should include digital watermarking or equivalent means of preventing editing 
or other modification of the recorded images.   


Local status indicators and test points should be provided to assist in local troubleshooting. 


9.4 Video monitors  
A pair of color monitors, or alternatively a single larger split screen color video monitor, should be fitted in 
the cab desk directly in front of the operator for the viewing of all internal and external camera images. The 
monitor(s) should be as large as possible, with a minimum viewing size of 150 mm (6 in.) diagonally. The 
monitor(s) should be active only in the selected lead cab. Signals from the left-side camera should be 
displayed on the left-side monitor or the left side of the screen, and signals from the right-side camera should 
be displayed on the right. The coupling camera should be displayed on the left. 


10.  Ventilation control 
New vehicles shall be equipped with a means for shutting down ventilation on a complete-train basis from 
any operator’s cab in the train. The system should be designed such that the initiation of the complete train 
shutdown of the ventilation system must be deliberate and intentional and must minimize the chances of 
unintentional activation (i.e., breaking a protective seal before activation). Any new non-cab vehicles may 
also be equipped with the same provision, or with a smoke detector ventilation shutdown system, at the 
discretion of the rail transit system, but through a means not accessible to passengers. 
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11.  Event recorder 
New rail transit vehicles shall be equipped with an event recorder system in compliance with IEEE Std 
1482.1, “Standard for Rail Transit Vehicle Event Recorders,” latest revision. An RTS shall determine if each 
individual vehicle must have a dedicated event recorder or if it can be done on a per-train basis (i.e., located in 
a cab car only). For non-cab cars, the RTS shall determine whether separate event recorders are required, or 
whether the security information is to be recorded by event recorders in cab cars. 


The crashworthiness requirements of the event recorder shall be considered by the RTS. The crashworthy 
requirements may be met by the design of the data storage device(s), or by placing the device in a box 
meeting the requirement, or by judicious placement of the device within the car body envelope (e.g., to take 
advantage of the crashworthiness and fire-barrier properties of the car body), or by a combination of these 
approaches. 


 
12.  References 
American Public Transportation Association, Rail Transit Standards: 


 
APTA RT-S-VIM-020-10, “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, “Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
APTA RT-S-VIM-022-10, “Low Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles”  
APTA RT-S-VIM-023-11, “Emergency Egress/Access for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
APTA RT-RP-VIM-025-11, “Operator Protection Features for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
 


Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std 1482.1, “Standard for Rail Transit Vehicle Event 
Recorders.” 


13.  Definitions 
For the purposes of clarity, the following terms and definitions will be used in this document: 


consist: One or a group cars acting as one unit and controlled by one operator from the driving cab. 


14.  Abbreviations and acronyms 
APTA American Public Transportation Association 
IC intercom 
LLEPM Low-Location Emergency Path Marking 
OCC Operations Control Center 
PA public address 
RTS Rail Transit System 
VIM Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Committee 
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15.  Summary of changes 
This is a new document hence no changes are shown. 
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Vehicle Communication Systems Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the periodic inspection and maintenance of 
communication systems mounted on rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: communications, heavy rail, light rail, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: The communications system is critical for train operation and passenger safety. This Recommended 
Practice serves as the framework for developing inspection, maintenance and test procedures to achieve safe 
and reliable operation of the following communication equipment typically installed in heavy and light rail 
vehicles: public address (PA) systems, passenger emergency intercoms, door closing warning systems, radio 
communications systems and vehicle-borne information signs. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice for inspection of communication system equipment is for all 
transit systems that consider a properly functioning communication system as a prerequisite for revenue 
service. This document provides guidance to those developing a systematic and comprehensive inspection and 
maintenance program for communications equipment on transit vehicles. It is understood that this document 
may not identify all hazards that accompany the actual procedures created based upon this Recommended 
Practice.  
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT -VIM-RP -013-03, Recommended Practice for Vehicle Communi-
cations Systems Periodic Inspections and Maintenance. 
 
This recommended practice for Vehicle Communications Systems Periodic Inspections and Maintenance for 
rail transit revenue represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, rail 
transit system/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The ap-
plication of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or 
state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government regula-
tions take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or prac-
tices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than those given 
in this document. 
 
This recommended practice describes the basic inspections and maintenance requirements for vehicle com-
munications systems on rail transit revenue vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 


• Individuals or organizations that maintain vehicle communications systems rail transit vehicles; 
• Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of vehicle communications 


systems on rail transit vehicles; and 
• Individuals or organizations that influence how vehicle communications systems are maintained on 


rail transit vehicles. 


 
Note on alternate practices 
 
APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating environments that make strict 
compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, certain rail transit systems may need 
to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or less restrictive than this document 
prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to the APTA standards so long as the alternates are 
based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the RTS safety program plan (or 
another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall do the following: 
• Identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met. 
• State why each of these requirements cannot be met. 
• Describe the alternate methods used. 
• Describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim).  
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Vehicle Communication Systems Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on rail transit system (RTS) communication systems should be 
performed on a regular schedule as determined by the RTS. The frequency of any task contained within 
periodic inspection and maintenance shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. 
Further, in the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies 
for individual tasks should be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to 
the following: 


• intervals recommended by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) 
• industry experience 
• operating environment/conditions 
• historic data 
• performance requirements 
• failure analysis 
• rail transit system’s testing and experience 
• reliability-centered maintenance programs 


 
 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
The following inspection and maintenance safety procedures shall be carried out when working in, under or 
around a vehicle that is under inspection: 


WARNING: Follow proper lock-out/tag-out procedures as required by the RTS. 


WARNING: Ensure that the vehicle is properly secured against uncontrolled movement in accordance 
with the RTS rules before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


WARNING: Remove power from vehicle communication systems equipment before attempting any 
repairs or replacements. Follow OEM, RTS and standard electrical safety precautions when conducting 
preventative maintenance to reduce the possibility of electrical shock and arc flash. 


WARNING: Semiconductor components may be susceptible to electrostatic discharge damage. Follow 
OEM recommendations when handling printed circuit boards and components. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proven safe and authorized for use by the 
RTS. Consult OEM and material safety data sheet (MSDS) references for suitability for each 
application to prevent personal injury and damage to the equipment. 
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2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required for vehicle communication system inspection and 
maintenance: 


• OEM and RTS recommended lubricants. 
• OEM and RTS recommended cleaning supplies. 


Reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Tools 
Besides standard tools carried by the maintenance personnel, the following tools are normally required for 
vehicle communication system inspection and maintenance: 


• multimeter 
• portable test unit 
• sound level meter 
• tone generator 


These tools require periodic calibration as specified by the RTS’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and 
maintenance tasks. 


RTS-established safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 
these inspections and tests. 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that 
provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 
outlined in this Recommended Practice. The training program shall include periodic, refresher training as 
determined by the RTS. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 
In all of the following procedures, the OEM’s maintenance manuals should be referred to for such items as 
torque values, voltage settings, pass/fail criteria, condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific 
procedure methodology. Devices must be cleaned for proper inspection. These procedures cover only the 
visible inspection, adjustments and functional testing of communications system equipment.  


Methodologies for the resolution of deficiencies noted while performing these procedures should be tailored 
by the individual property in conjunction with the OEM’s recommendations. Documentation of the inspection 
and maintenance process as to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found should be done 
in a comprehensive manner so as to create a useful database, which will enhance the reliability and 
accountability of the process. 
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2.5.1 System de-energized inspections 
Ensure that all circuit breakers related to the operation of the communication system equipment are in the 
OFF position. These include, but may not be limited to, the following: 


• communication control 
• radio 
• end route sign 
• destination signs 
• interior information signs 
• automatic announcement system 
• train-to-wayside communications (TWC) equipment 
• Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver 
• door motor control 
• door control trainlines 
• local door control 
• master controller 


 
2.5.1.1 Mechanical inspections 
The following inspections should be performed on the PA amplifier, radio, cab-mounted controls, speakers, 
passenger emergency call stations, information signs, antennae, GPS equipment, TWC equipment and any 
other equipment related to the vehicle communication systems: 


• Inspect housing latches for damage and security.  
• Inspect housing seals for integrity. 
• Inspect housing, panels and structure for corrosion. 
• Inspect all mechanical mounting components, including all required fasteners and hardware.  


 
Replace or repair all missing or defective components. Tighten or replace loose hardware as required in 
accordance with OEM recommendations. 


2.5.1.2 Electrical inspections 
The following inspections should also be performed on the equipment listed in the previous section: 


• Check wiring for chafed or cut insulation. Repair or replace as required. 
• Check wires for loose crimps or worn or corroded lugs. Repair or replace as required. 
• Check wires for loose terminals, and tighten as required. 
• Check wires for heat fatigue. Repair or replace as required. 
• Check connectors for damage, and ensure that there are no damaged or misaligned contacts. Repair or 


replace as required. 
• Check relay contacts for burns, pitting or any other deformities. Clean, repair or replace as required. 
• Check fuses for burned, separated or otherwise damaged elements, and replace as required. 


NOTE: The reason for a blown fuse should be found and corrected. 
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2.5.2 System-energized functional tests 
Ensure that all circuit breakers related to the operation of the communication system equipment are in the ON 
position. These include, but may not be limited to, the following: 


• communication control 
• radio 
• end route sign 
• destination signs 
• interior information signs 
• automatic announcement system 
• TWC equipment 
• GPS receiver 
• door motor control 
• door control trainlines 
• local door control 
• master controller 
• operator’s screen display (TOD) 


NOTE: For all functions that operate across communications trainlines, the test procedures should 
include verification of proper operation in all cars of the train. 


2.5.2.1 PA announcement system 
Perform an operational (functional) check of the PA Announcement System. 


a) Verify that the public address circuit is working properly by making an announcement while pressing 
the push-to-talk button on the operator’s console. If the vehicle’s communication system is intended 
to annunciate a chime when the push-to-talk button is depressed, then verify that this occurs. Activate 
the internal tone generator, place an external tone generator near the microphone, or speak clearly into 
the microphone. All interior speakers must clearly reproduce the input sound.  


b) If the vehicle is equipped with exterior speakers, then repeat the steps above to test the operation of 
the exterior speakers. If it is possible to make exterior and interior speakers broadcast the same 
announcement, then this function must also be tested. 


c) If the vehicle is equipped with an automatic announcement system, then verify that it is in proper 
working order and that it produces clear and accurate test messages. 
 


2.5.2.2 Passenger emergency intercom 
Perform an operational (functional) check of the passenger emergency intercom system. 


a) Ensure that all passenger intercom stations are capable of placing a call to the operator and 
establishing clear two-way communications. 


b) If multiple passenger intercom stations are intended to be capable of establishing communication with 
the operator’s cab, then test this functionality. 


c) Verify that the operator can properly discontinue communication with each passenger intercom 
station. 
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2.5.2.3 Door closing warning signal 
If so equipped, perform an operational (functional) check of the audible and visual indication of side door 
closings. This may consist of a simple chime or tone, while other systems may broadcast a prerecorded verbal 
announcement. This passenger warning system should be inspected, tested and maintained. 


a) Begin by opening all passenger doors. 
b) Upon commanding the doors on each side of the vehicle to close, verify that the audio and visual 


indications are working properly to alert passengers that the side doors of the vehicle are about to 
close. 


c) If required by the RTS maintenance procedures, verify that the audible signal volume is correctly set 
in accordance with the specified criteria.  
 


2.5.2.4 Radio communications system 
Perform an operational (functional) check of the radio communications system. 


a) Test to ensure that radio communication can be established between the operator’s cab and Central 
Control. 


b) Confirm that the volume control in the cab properly controls the sound from minimum to maximum. 
c) If it is possible to broadcast the received radio signal directly through to the passenger area, then test 


this function. 
d) If the vehicle is equipped with a silent alarm, then test this feature in accordance with the RTS’s 


procedures. 
 


2.5.2.5 Information signs 
If so equipped, perform an operational (functional) check of the passenger information sign system. System 
components may include side destination signs, interior information signs, electronic strip maps (route maps), 
end route signs, and sign control. 


a) Verify that all information signs are functioning properly. Enter a test pattern to verify proper 
operation of all elements of the display. 


b) Enter updated sign information, and verify that the signs display the proper message. 
c) Inspect the general condition of all signs and control apparatus. Repair or replace any defective 


components. 
d) If the system is capable of displaying a “send help” signal via the silent alarm, then test this feature in 


accordance with the RTS’s procedures. 
 
 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 should be corrected and 
documented in accordance with RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 
 
 
3. References 
The following references should be used in conjunction with this Recommended Practice: 


• original equipment manufacturers’ specifications for communication system equipment inspection 
and maintenance 


• rail transit system procedures for communication system equipment inspection and maintenance 
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4. Definitions 
original equipment manufacturer (OEM): The enterprise that designs and builds equipment, initially. 
 
 


5. Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
GPS Global Positioning System 
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
MSDS material safety data sheets 
PA public address 
RTS rail transit system 
TOD train operator display 
TWC train-to-wayside communications 
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Coupler System Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the periodic inspection and maintenance of 


coupler systems mounted on rail transit vehicles.  


Keywords: couplers, draft gears, drawbars, link bars, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for mechanical, electrical and pneumatic coupling 


systems used for coupling rail transit vehicles, with manual, automatic, remote, and power-assisted 


mechanisms. It includes emergency release bolts, energy absorption devices, support devices, centering 


devices, safety locks, guides, yokes, anchorages, draft gears and safety hangers. It provides a set of useful 


practices that can be selected and applied during the inspection and maintenance process as the particular 


design warrants. 


Scope and purpose: This document is intended for use by rail transit systems as a guide for developing 


systematic and comprehensive, equipment-specific coupler system inspection procedures. The 


recommendations presented provide guidance to aid in the establishment of a systematic and comprehensive 


inspection and maintenance set of procedures using manufacturer’s recommendations and proven best-


practice maintenance and procedures developed by rail transit systems. 
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Introduction 


This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-RP-VIM-006-02 Second Revision January 2013, Recommended 


Practice for Coupler System Inspection and Maintenance  


 


This Recommended Practice for Coupler Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit 


vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 


operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 


application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal 


and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government 


regulations take precedence over this Standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards 


or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than 


those given in this document. 


This document describes the basic maintenance and inspection requirements for the coupler systems as used 


on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this Recommended Practice by:  


• Individuals or organizations that maintain mechanical, electrical and pneumatic coupler systems on 


rail transit vehicles; 


• Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the inspection and/or these coupler systems; 


and  


• Individuals or organizations that influence how these systems are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 
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Coupler System Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the coupler system should be performed on a regular schedule 


as determined by the rail transit system. The frequency of any task contained within this Recommended 


Practice should comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in the conduct of a rail 


transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, the frequencies for individual tasks may be 


established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


• OEM-recommended intervals; 


• industry experience; 


• operating environment/conditions; 


• historical data; 


• performance requirements; 


• failure analysis; and 


• reliability-centered maintenance programs 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


WARNING: Ensure that equipment is secured against uncontrolled movement, in accordance with the 


rail transit system’s safety practices, before commencing any inspection or maintenance procedure. 


WARNING: Compressed air with pressures up to 170 psi can be encountered and can be hazardous 


when released. Compressed air remains in components even when isolated. Be alert to airborne 


particles and noise. Appropriate eye, face and hearing protection meeting minimum ANSI standards, 


plus other personal protective equipment, as approved by the rail transit system, shall be worn. 


WARNING: When performing work on a coupler system, follow the rail transit system’s safety 


procedures. Some coupling equipment can be remotely activated. Ensure that all personnel are aware 


and clear of any danger as required. The electric coupler should be isolated prior to inspection or while 


performing certain maintenance activities. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proven safe and authorized for use by the 


rail transit system. Consult OEM and MSDS references for suitability for each separate application to 


prevent personal injury and damage to the equipment. 


2.1 Materials 


Consumables such as air filters, “O” rings and lubricants will be required. Refer to OEM specifications with 


respect to consumables and recommended intervals. 
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2.2 Tools 


In addition to the standard tools carried by maintenance personnel, the following specialized tools will be 


required: 


• go/no-go gauges; 


• profile and hook gauges; 


• gap measuring devices; 


• spirit levels; and 


• dial indicators. 


These gauges and devices are required to determine proper clearance of components and condemning limits 


and are essential in adjustment procedures. Refer to the OEM and Rail Transit System (RTS) practices for 


specific gauging and measuring requirements and other specialized tooling. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment meeting minimum ANSI standards, and as required by the rail 


transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


2.4 Training requirements 


Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that 


provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 


outlined in this Recommended Practice. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 


In all of the following procedures and recommended practices, the OEM and RTS’s maintenance manuals 


should be referred to for torque values, condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific procedure 


methodology. Devices should be cleaned for proper inspection. These procedures cover only the visual 


inspection, gauging, adjustment and functional testing of a coupler system mounted on a rail transit vehicle. 


Some procedures may require the use of heavy lifting and support devices due to the size and weight of the 


equipment. Some procedures require more than one individual. Some procedures will not be applicable due to 


design variations. Methodologies for the resolution of deficiencies noted while inspecting, gauging, adjusting 


or functionally testing the coupler systems and associated devices should be tailored by the rail transit system 


in conjunction with the OEM. Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process as to interval, 


deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found should be done in a comprehensive manner so as to 


create a useful database, which will enhance the reliability and accountability of the process. 


2.5.1 Coupler body assembly (less mechanical, electrical and pneumatic couplers) 


1. Inspect the coupler anchorage for damage, evidence of movement and security of fastening devices. 


2. Inspect mounting plate emergency release screws, nuts, washers and bushings for presence and 


condition. 


3. Inspect the coupler connection to the anchorage. Inspect connecting hinge pin/bolts, washers, nuts, 


cotter pins, safety retaining devices, shimming material, and retaining hardware for degradation and 


security of attachment. Never reuse locking hardware removed from the tail socket. 


4. Inspect for degradation of the spherical rubber bearing. 


5. Inspect all pneumatic hoses, piping and connections for evidence of leakage or damage. 


6. Inspect for freedom of movement at coupler/drawbar anchorage connection. 


7. Gauge hinge pin/bolt, bushings and ball/socket for proper clearance at the coupler/drawbar 


anchorage. Shim or condemn as required. 
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8. Inspect anchorage mounted lateral limit stops/bumpers for wear, damage and security of attachment. 


9. Inspect grounding straps and shunts for integrity and security of attachment. 


10. Inspect anchorage integrated centering mechanism for wear, seal leakage, damage and security of 


attachment. Inspect centering springs, chains, pins, snap hooks and eye connections. Check for 


function. 


11. Inspect coupler support assembly for freedom of movement and security of attachment. Inspect 


support springs for damage and proper resilience. 


12. Lubricate anchorage connection as required. 


13. Inspect cutout valves for evidence of leakage. Operate cutout valves to check for ease of use and 


proper function. Lubricate as required. 


14. Inspect emergency release bolts and washers for presence, security of attachment and evidence of 


damage or loosening. Inspect safety wire and/or retaining devices for presence and proper application. 


NOTE: Emergency release bolts should be replaced in sets whenever any bolt is suspected of being 


damaged due to a high buff load event or shows evidence of damage. 


15. Inspect emergency ring witness mark alignment for evidence of movement. Any indication of 


movement would warrant removal and physical inspection of the emergency release bolts. 


16. Inspect draft gear elements for signs of movement or deterioration. Inspect security of plug/yoke nut 


and associated retaining/locking hardware. 


17. Inspect gas-hydraulic buffer for signs of damage, leakage or unusual movement or play. 


18. Inspect split ring spring compression nut and ring spring for movement, damage and signs of wear. 


19. Inspect the yoke and corrosion ring for damage, proper rotational movement and security of all 


associated attachment hardware. Gauge yoke clearance within coupler assembly housing. Gauge pivot 


bushings and pin/bolt as required. Shim and lubricate as required. 


20. Inspect mechanical coupler head support spring assembly for signs of damage. Ensure proper 


resilience and wear, and check for normal movement. 


21. Inspect radius/radial carrier bar for signs of damage and wear and security of mounting hardware and 


stops. Gauge as required. Lubricate as required. 


22. Inspect spring carrier for signs of damage and wear, proper resilience, and function. 


23. Inspect and operate center-locking device to check for function, leakage and security of attachment. 


24. Inspect safety hanger for integrity and security of attachment. 


25. Inspect deformation tube for signs of damage, dents, rust or collapse. 


26. Inspect the coupler/drawbars and attached cabling, pneumatic hoses/piping and other equipment for 


presence, security and function. 


27. Inspect the coupler/drawbars and attached pneumatic hoses/piping, cabling and chains/springs for 


evidence of fouling or chafing while moving it through it normal range of movement. Repair/adjust as 


required. 


2.5.2 Link bars and drawbars 


1. Inspect the link bar/drawbar for evidence of damage, dents or deformation. 


2. Inspect link bar/yoke connections for clearances and proper play. Gauge bushings and hinge pin/bolts 


as required. Shim as required. 


3. Inspect link bar/yoke connection shims for degradation or displacement. 


4. Inspect all attaching hardware on the link bar/drawbar cabling, pneumatic hoses/piping and other 


equipment for presence, security and function. 


5. Inspect all link bar/drawbar attached pneumatic hoses/piping and cabling for evidence of fouling or 


chafing. Repair/adjust as required. It may be necessary to move the coupler through its normal 


operating range to confirm repairs/adjustment. 


6. Inspect pneumatic connections for evidence of leakage. 
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7. Inspect ground straps and shunts for integrity and security of attachment. 


8. Lubricate the link bar/yoke hinge pin/bolt as required. 


9. Inspect drawbar for proper rotational movement. 


10. Inspect two-section drawbars for security of attachment of joining hardware. 


11. Inspect gangway support and associated hardware for security of attachment. 


12. Inspect safety hanger for integrity and security of attachment. 


13. Inspect all pneumatic hoses/piping and cabling at attachment to the carbody for security of attachment 


and proper suspension support. 


2.5.3 Couplers, mechanical and pneumatic 


1. Gauge coupler for proper height. This should be done after all other coupler checks verify the 


integrity of the inspected coupler. Prior to any gauging or adjustment, verify that carbody is at proper 


height, air springs (if equipped with) are functioning or woodruff key is at right position, coupler face 


is perpendicular as per OEM, and coupler head is rotationally horizontal and level. Gauging should be 


done with coupler assembly aligned to the center of the vehicle. Adjust as required. 


2. Inspect mechanical coupler face, throat, hook, link, latch plate, springs, knuckle, linkages, levers, 


guide/alignment pins, hinge pins/bolts and bushing components for damage, burrs or unusual wear. 


Repair or replace as required. 


3. Inspect all component-retaining hardware for wear and security of attachment. 


4. Gauge coupler face, throat, hook, knuckle, guide/alignment pins, hinge pins/bolts and bushing 


components using the appropriate go/no-go gauges. Adjust/condemn/replace as required. 


5. Confirm buffing face wear plates are in place and inspect condition using condemning marks. 


6. Lubricate mechanical coupler, uncoupling devices (remote, automatic, manual) and other associated 


components as required. 


7. Inspect the front face limit switch for security of attachment. Gauge plunger tip protrusion; adjust as 


required. Operate front face limit switch and check for proper function. 


8. Inspect coupler isolation switch assembly for damage and security of attachment. Operate coupler 


isolation switch and check for proper function. 


9. Inspect the remote uncoupling device. Check latch plates, linkages, springs, pivots for wear and 


evidence of leakage. 


10. Operate the remote uncoupling device. Verify full opening of the coupler, full travel of the release 


mechanism and ease of movement with no binding or fouling of the device. 


11. Inspect the safety lock and linkage for damage. Operate the coupler and check for engagement of the 


safety lock with no fouling or binding. 


12. Inspect the uncoupling cylinder vent choke plug for fouling, as evidenced by a slow hook/latch reset. 


Clean/replace as required. 


13. Inspect the uncoupling cylinder for evidence of damage or seal leakage. 


14. Inspect the cutout valve for evidence of leakage. Operate cutout valve to test for function. 


15. Open drain plug on filter assembly. Drain condensation. Re-secure drain plug. 


16. Replace air filter, gaskets and “O” rings as required. Inspect housing and connections for evidence of 


leakage. 


17. Inspect coupler mounted uncoupling solenoids/motors for integrity of electrical connections and 


seals. 


18. Operate the coupler manual release mechanism and check for function. Verify full opening of the 


coupler, full travel of the release mechanism and ease of movement with no binding or fouling of the 


device. 


19. Inspect uncoupling cylinder tappet valve and gasket for signs of leakage. Gauge pin for proper 


protrusion and diameter as required. Renew seals/“O” ring and adjust as required. 


20. Inspect trainline air valve tappet and pneumatic connections for leakage or damage. Gauge pin for 


proper protrusion and diameter as required. Renew seals/“O” ring and adjust as required. 
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21. Inspect mechanical coupler heater for loose wiring and damage. Test for function. 


2.5.4 Couplers, electrical 


1. Inspect the electric coupler housings for damage and security of attachment. 


2. Inspect the integrity and security of attachment of the electrical cables and cable supports for the 


coupler housing. Check for connection security, chafing of cabling and signs of degradation. 


3. Check and operate the electric coupler contact cover. Check the condition of the cover, rollers, pivots, 


cams, bearings, gaskets and spring closures for damage, wear and proper function. 


4. Check and operate automatic or remote power assisted electric coupler doors. Check gaskets, seals, 


pivots, rollers, springs and bearings for damage, wear and proper movement, and that there is no 


binding or fouling of the device. 


5. Check and gauge fixed electric coupler head faces for proper position relative to the mechanical head. 


Adjust or repair as required. 


6. Check and gauge movable electric coupler head faces for proper position relative to the mechanical 


head when in a fully forward (coupled) position. Operate the devices to inspect for proper movement 


with no binding or fouling. 


7. Clean and inspect all electric coupler contacts and the insulation block. Inspect for wear, 


discoloration, and damage and spring tension. 


NOTE: Care should be taken to use only approved cleaning materials and procedures so as not to 


damage the electric contact surface. 


8. Operate and check manual and automatic electric coupler contact retractors. Check the devices for 


ease and fullness of movement. Check locking detents in both retracted and full forward positions. 


9. Inspect electric coupler contact cover hold-open device and check for function. 


10. Inspect and test the electric coupler heater for function and condition of wiring. 


11. Lubricate the electric coupler and associated devices as required. 


2.5.5 Miscellaneous coupler operation control equipment 


NOTE: The coupler drum switch and coupler contact block should be blown out using an air pressure 


wand. Follow OSHA regulations as detailed in 29 CFR 1910.242b, “Compressed Air Used For 


Cleaning Purposes.” 


1. Inspect coupler switch box for evidence of pneumatic leakage and condition of gaskets, covers, cams, 


contact surfaces and switches. 


2. Manually operate coupler switch box to check for wear, ease and fullness of movement, and condition 


of entire cam surfaces. Check for pitting, discoloration and evidence of loose wiring or hardware. 


3. Remotely operate coupler switch box and check for function. 


4. Inspect coupler control box for damage; evidence of pneumatic leakage; and condition of electrical 


contacts, switches, solenoids and valves. 


5. Inspect coupler control wiring for damaged insulation, loose/overheated terminations and proper 


distance from moving components. Verify security of plugs and receptacles. When disconnected, 


check plugs and receptacles for pushed back pins/elements. 


6. Inspect electronic components for evidence of overheating or other damage. 


7. When practical, manually operate switches, valves, solenoids and relays to check for wear or binding. 


8. Inspect, test and adjust limit switches and relays at OEM-recommended intervals. 


9. Perform an operational test of the coupler control box, and check for proper function of the 


mechanical coupler, electrical coupler, pneumatic coupler, tappet valve, center lock/centering devices, 


coupler switch box and isolation valves/switches. 
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2.5.6 Towing adapters 


1. Inspect for damage and corrosion.  Confirm locking devices and hardware operates easily. Repair and 


clean as necessary. 


2. Gauge coupler interface feature(s) to check for distortion and / or wear beyond limits. 


3. If equipped, confirm that usage instruction labels are applied in accordance with OEM manuals and 


are readable.  


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections in Sections 2.5.1 through 2.5.6 should be corrected and 


documented in accordance with established rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 


 


 


3.  References 
Code of Federal Regulations, 29 CFR 1910.242b, “Compressed Air Used For Cleaning Purposes.” 


 


 


4.  Definitions 
anchor: The component that interfaces the coupler assembly to the vehicle.  It contains the main pivot bearing 


and pivot pin.  The resilient coupler assembly support frame is attached to the pivot pin in self supporting 


couplers designs. It may also contain a centering system and secondary collision release feature.  


buffer: A spring assembly, gas-hydraulic self-resetting energy absorption device, crush cartridge assemblies, 


or series of elastomeric elements within some coupler assemblies, which can absorb a high-impact coupling 


or severe buff loads. 


centering device: A device that prevents or limits a free or uncoupled coupler assembly from moving in its 


normal lateral range. 


coupler control box/panel: A device from which commands/signals are generated to initiate a coupling or 


uncoupling sequence of events and the isolation/connection of electric trainline circuits. 


coupler, electrical: A mechanical device mounted to a mechanical coupler assembly that makes the electrical 


circuit connections between rail transit vehicles through a series of mating contacts. 


coupler, mechanical: A device that, as part of a coupler assembly, makes the physical connection between rail 


transit vehicles. Consists of a faceplate with alignment pins and matching holes to mate to a like device on 


another rail transit vehicle. Also known as the mechanical coupler head. 


coupler, pneumatic: A self-sealing valve assembly mounted to a coupler assembly that allows for air pressure 


equalization between coupled rail vehicles. 


coupler switch box: A termination point for electrical circuits to the electric coupler heads. Also known as a 


jumper/drum switch. 


coupler system/assembly: A mechanical device optionally consisting of a mechanical coupler, electrical 


coupler, pneumatic coupler, draft gear, yoke and impact energy absorber. 
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deformation tube: A two-section tube as part of a coupler assembly, which upon unusual severe impact 


collapses one into the other for dissipation of energy and momentum. Acts as an energy absorption device. It 


is not repairable and must be replaced when activated. 


draft gear: A device enclosed within a coupler assembly that transmits draft and buff loads to the carbody. 


drawbar: A metal bar/tube connected directly to the anchorage castings used to connect rail transit vehicles 


together without the option of an uncoupling device. This device normally has a draft gear. 


emergency release ring/plate: A metal section encased within the coupler assembly into which shear/tension 


bolts are threaded. 


emergency release/tension bolts: Threaded devices designed to break under a specified load when subjected to 


severe buff loads as a result of a collision or other causes. Also known as shear pin/bolts. 


energy absorption cylinder: A device used within a coupler assembly to absorb a high-impact coupling or 


severe buff loads. It is  self-resetting. 


link bar: A metal bar/tube used to connect rail transit vehicles together. It generally connects to the coupler 


yokes of the cars it is connecting, replacing the respective mechanical couplers. It is not equipped with a 


quick release device for uncoupling. 


radius/radial carrier bar: A flat steel bar mounted to the underside of a vehicle used to support the coupler 


assembly at the end opposite of the anchorage connection. It allows for full lateral movement within the 


coupler’s normal range. 


towing adapter: Device used to interface transit couplers to conventional knuckle couplers or to transit 


couplers of different coupling configuration.  Used for towing and / or rescuing transit vehicles. 


yoke: A mechanical articulation connection as part of a coupler assembly that allows for normal limited 


movement in the vertical plane, horizontal plane, and rotation about the longitudinal axis to compensate for 


the natural varied orientation of coupled rail transit vehicles in motion. 


 


 


5.  Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


CFR Code of Federal Regulations 


MSDS material safety data sheet 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 


psi pounds per square inch 


RTS  Rail Transit System 
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6.  Summary of document changes 
1. Document formatted to the new APTA standard format. 


2. Added two new sections, Summary of document changes and Document history 


3. Various minor edits to inspections steps in the subsections of Section 2.5. 


4. Added section 2.5.6 towing adapters. 


5. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document and other cosmetic changes, such as 


capitalization, punctuation, spelling and grammar, updating definitions. 
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Introduction 


(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-011-03, Recommended Practice for Rail Transit Vehicle 
Inspection and Maintenance Training and Qualifications.) 


This Recommended Practice for Rail Transit Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Training and 
Qualification represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, 
namely, transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general 
interest groups. The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is 
purely voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit 
system’s operations. In those cases, the government regulations take precedence over these 
recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or 
practices, as implemented by individual rail transit agencies, may be either more or less 
restrictive than those given in this document. 


This recommended practice describes the basic qualification and training requirements that rail 
transit systems should use for employees or contractors responsible for the inspection, testing and 
maintenance of rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this recommended practice 
by: 


- Individuals or organizations that inspect and maintain rail transit vehicles; 


- Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the inspection and maintenance 
of rail transit vehicles; and 


- Individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit vehicles are inspected and 
maintained. 
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Recommended Practice for Rail Transit Vehicle 
Inspection and Maintenance Training and 
Qualifications 


1. Overview 


1.1 Scope 


This recommended practice provides guidance for training and qualifications of rail transit 
system employees or contractors that perform inspection and maintenance of rail transit vehicles. 
The recommended practice can be applied to develop training materials for employees or 
contractors that perform inspection and maintenance of rail transit vehicles including daily 
vehicle inspections and periodic inspection and maintenance programs. 


1.2 Purpose 


The purpose of this recommended practice is to ensure that rail transit system employees or 
contractors that perform vehicle inspection and maintenance tasks are trained to perform those 
tasks correctly. An effective inspection and maintenance program for rail transit vehicles 
resulting in safe and reliable operation requires: 


- Comprehensive inspection and maintenance procedures and instructions; 


- Fully trained and qualified supervisors, inspectors and maintainers; and 


- Supervisors that understand and enforce the maintenance procedures and instructions. 


This recommended practice provides guidance on the content of rail transit system training and 
qualification programs for vehicle inspection and maintenance. Section 5 of this recommended 
practice suggests requirements for such a program. Section 6 gives suggestions for the material 
that should be developed as part of an inspection and maintenance training course such as lesson 
plans, instructors notes, student handouts, etc. The instructional methods and level of detail are 
necessarily generic. Rail transit systems should determine the training methods and level of 
instruction detail appropriate for use with their equipment and the existing skill level of their 
employees. 


2. References 


No references were used to develop this recommended practice. 
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3. Definitions, abbreviations, and acronyms 


3.1 Definitions 


For the purposes of this recommended practice, the following terms and definitions apply: 


3.1.1 contractor: A person under contract with the rail transit system or an employee of an 
organization under contract with the rail transit system to perform inspection and/or maintenance 
of rail transit vehicles. 


3.2 Abbreviations and acronyms 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


4. Frequency of performance 


Rail transit systems should establish frequency of performance requirements for training and 
qualifications of rail transit system employees or contractors that perform inspection and 
maintenance of safety critical systems on rail transit vehicles based upon operating experience 
and attrition rates. However, rail transit systems should not assign vehicle inspection or 
maintenance tasks – without guidance from or the presence of a qualified employee – to an 
employee or contractor until that person has successfully completed the training recommended 
for that system or procedure by this recommended practice. 


Rail transit systems should determine appropriate intervals for refresher training based upon the 
complexity of their equipment and the observations of vehicle inspection and maintenance 
supervisors. However, APTA recommends that this interval not exceed three years. 


Rail transit systems should develop and conduct training for inspection and maintenance of new 
equipment prior to that equipment being placed in revenue service. 


5. Requirements and specific tasks 


Each rail transit system should establish a training and qualification program for employees 
and/or contractors that perform inspection and maintenance of rail transit vehicles. 


As part of this program, each rail transit system should, at a minimum: 


a) Identify the tasks related to the inspection, testing, and maintenance that will be 
performed on each type of equipment that the rail transit system operates. 


b) Develop written procedures for the performance of the tasks identified in paragraph a). 


c) Identify the skills and knowledge necessary to perform each task identified in paragraph 
a). 
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d) Create a training curriculum that includes classroom and “hands-on” lessons designed to 
impart the skills and knowledge identified as necessary to perform each task identified in 
paragraph a). Rail transit systems should use the guidance given in section 6 of this 
recommended practice to develop the training curriculum. 


e) Require all employees and contractors to successfully complete the training course that 
covers the tasks for which they are responsible. This may include written and “hands-on” 
testing. 


f) Require direct supervisors of employees or contractors to complete a program that fully 
imparts the knowledge and skills necessary to ensure that the employees whom they 
supervise successfully perform the tasks that they are assigned. This should include all 
refresher training. 


g) When an employee who performs inspection and maintenance tasks as part of his normal 
duties does not perform his normal duties for an extended period of time (to be 
determined by individual rail transit agencies), require refresher training that includes 
classroom and “hands-on” training, and may include written and “hands-on” testing. 


h) Require refresher training for maintaining qualifications at periodic intervals. The extent 
of the refresher training and the time interval at which it is required is determined by the 
rail transit system. New equipment training can be substituted for refresher training. 


i) Add new tasks and equipment to the training program as soon as the information on 
inspection and maintenance is available. 


j) Maintain records adequate to demonstrate that each employee and contractor performing 
inspection and maintenance tasks on rail transit vehicles is currently qualified to do so. 


6. Course development requirements 


Rail transit systems should use these course development requirements to ensure that their 
vehicle inspection and maintenance courses: 


- are high quality; 


- have a consistent look and feel; 


- are easy to adapt to new equipment or changes in operating environment; 


- lead to safe and reliable vehicle operation; and 


- support effective delivery of the course material. 
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6.1 General course requirements 


The content of courses should focus on the specific rail transit inspection and maintenance tasks 
required by state oversight agencies and/or contained in OEM’s inspection and maintenance 
recommendations as implemented by rail transit system procedures and policies. 


Courses in the rail transit system vehicle inspection and maintenance curriculum should be 
designed for a target audience of varying experience levels. 


Rail transit systems should develop a course instructor’s guide for each course and use a common 
course style guide and formats for all the courses in the curriculum. 


6.2 Course instructor’s guide 


The instructor’s guide should provide all of the information, instructions, documentation and 
materials necessary for an experienced instructor to deliver the course. The instructor’s guide 
should consist of the following components: 


- Cover page 


- Table of Contents 


- Course Objectives that briefly state which skills or tasks students will be expected to 
perform after successful completion of the course. 


- Course Master Sheet that briefly summarizes all the information about the course. 


- Lesson Plans 


- Methods of Evaluation and required passing score 


- Instructional Materials and Master Copies 


Annex A contains specific recommendations for the development of each of these components of 
the course instructor’s guide. 


6.3 Course style guide 


The course style guide describes instructional methods to be used to present the course and 
describes the content and format for the course materials. The course style guide should cover: 


- Instructional methods 


- Testing and evaluation 


- Test Item Bank 


- Sample Tests 
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- Answer Key/Correction Guide 


- Test Validation 


- Test Item Criteria 


- Performance Tests 


- Performance Check Lists 


- Course Material Assembly and Appearance 


- Audio-Visual Material Specifications 


- Writing Style 


- Word Processing and Presentation Software Requirements 


Annex B contains detailed recommendations for each of these course style guide topic. 
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 Annex A (informative) Instructor’s Guide For Vehicle Inspection and 
Maintenance Training 


 
~ Note ~ 
The instructional methods and level of detail included in this example are necessarily generic. 
Rail transit systems should determine the training methods and level of instruction detail 
appropriate for use with their equipment and the existing skill level of their employees. 
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Purpose of the 
Course 
Development 
Requirements 


The purpose of these Course Development 
Requirements is to ensure that the courses 
comprising the curriculum: 


• are high quality 


• have a consistent look and feel 


• are easily adaptable to local needs 


• support effective delivery of the course material 


There are two parts to the Course Development 
Requirements: 


1. Instructor Guide Requirements specify the 
elements that must be included in Instructor 
Guides. Each course will be documented in 
an Instructor Guide. 


2. The Course Style Guide provides guidance 
on issues of style and the assembly of 
materials. 


 
General Principles • Course content should focus on specific job 


tasks that are directly related to state oversight 
agency requirements and/or Original Equipment 
Manufacturer’s recommendations as 
implemented by rail transit system procedures 
and policies. 


• Courses in the rail transit standards vehicle 
inspection and maintenance curriculum should 
be designed for a target audience of 
experienced mechanical personnel. 
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The Instructor 
Guide The rail transit standards vehicle inspection and 


maintenance curriculum will consist of a series of 
Instructor Guides. An Instructor Guide includes the 
following elements: 


 
Cover Page The Cover Page displays the course. 
 
Table of Contents The Table of Contents displays the page locations 


of the elements and sub-elements of the Instructor 
Guide 


 
Course Master 
Sheet 


The Course Master Sheet summarizes information 
about the course on one or two pages. It contains 
the following elements: 


 
Course title Provide a short descriptive title for the program. 
Course identifier Leave a space to be filled in by the local agency 


with the local course identifier (e.g. course number) 
for local course administration. 


Course objective(s) State the course objectives. This should be one or 
two sentences describing in broad terms what the 
participants will know or be able to do upon 
completing the course. (For example, Upon 
completion of this course participants will be able to 
perform a single car brake test.) 


Instructional level 
code 


Level code establishes required prerequisites for 
participants. 


Course duration 
(hours) 


State the nominal duration of the instruction in 
hours. If there is significant practice or OJT time 
indicate it separately. Time for performance tests 
should be expressed per person or per group 
depending on the planned method of conducting 
them. (i.e. 15 minutes per person or one hour for 
every four participants) 


 
Instruction Overview Provide a brief narrative of one or two paragraphs 


describing the flow of the major instructional 
activities. 
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Target audience 
description 


Describe the employees for whom the course is 
designed. State any necessary background or 
prerequisite skills. (Assume that participants are 
experienced maintenance personnel in the general 
course subject area.) 


 
Facilities, 
equipment, tools 
and materials 


List the facilities, equipment, tools or material 
required to present the course. (i.e. cars, hand 
tools, test equipment, etc.) 


Instructional 
equipment and 
supplies 


List the instructional equipment and supplies 
required to present the course (overhead 
projectors, flip charts, markers, etc.). 


Instructor 
qualifications 


Describe the qualifications of the course instructor. 
Include any specialized knowledge or skills. 
(Assume that instructors are experts in the course 
subject area.) 


Course content 
references 


Provide bibliographic references for major source 
materials (manuals, documents, texts, etc.). 


Course 
developer/subject 
expert contact 
information 


Provide the names, surface and e-mail addresses, 
phone and fax numbers of the course developer(s) 
and significant subject matter experts. 
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Lesson Plan 


The lesson plan is a reference tool for the instructor 
during the delivery of the course. A lesson covers 
one or more terminal objectives and is the smallest 
assignable unit of instruction. A lesson plan must 
contain: 


Lesson Heading The lesson heading provides the following 
information: 


• the course title and the lesson title or number 


• the terminal objective(s) 


• the running time of the lesson (classroom and 
lab times are listed separately) 


• specific notes on how to prepare for and 
conduct the training including the required 
material, equipment, facility, tools, etc. 


 
Terminal objectives Terminal objectives should be in behavioral terms 


(“given a defective widget, the trainee will be able to 
describe the proper action to take to correct…”) and 
must include conditions and standards. 


Lesson Plan Format Lesson plans should be in a two-column format. 
The right column is for instructional text and the left 
for topic headings, time frames, instructional 
strategy and media use notes. Follow the Lesson 
Plan Format in Annex C. 
The hierarchical structure of the lesson will be 
indicated through the use of headings and 
subheadings. 
Instructional activities are clearly identified in the 
lesson so the instructor can utilize the proper 
materials in the correct sequence. 
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Level Of Detail The lesson plan should be written in a “thick outline” 


format with key phrases and individual points fully 
detailed. The lesson plan should contain sufficient 
detail so that a trainer with subject matter expertise 
who is unfamiliar with the course should be able to 
present it in a credible fashion with minimal 
preparation. 


 
Test 
Administration 


A separate tabbed section should contain the test 
item bank for the course (or for each lesson, if there 
are multiple lessons in the course), any written or 
performance tests, answer keys or scoring guides, 
and performance evaluation checklists. 


Instructional 
Materials and 
Masters 


Masters of all handouts and job aids should be 
placed in the back of the course binder.  Electronic 
media (diskettes, CD-ROMs, etc.) with the original 
document(s) can also be stored in the back of the 
binder. Extra copies of handouts/job aids may be 
stored separately from the masters in the same 
binder (marked accordingly). 
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 Annex B (informative) Course Style Guide For Vehicle Inspection and 
Maintenance Training 


 
~ Note ~ 
The instructional methods and level of detail included in this example are necessarily generic. 
Rail transit systems should determine the training methods and level of instruction detail 
appropriate for use with their equipment and the existing skill level of their employees. 
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Recommended 
Instructional 
Methods 


Select the instructional methods that best support 
the type of content and the expected student 
outcomes. Varying the instructional methods within 
the course promotes attentiveness and enhances 
learning. 


Many of the course objectives will require mastery 
of practical skills and procedures. Demonstration 
and practice are recommended as effective 
teaching strategies for these kinds of objectives. A 
good three-step model for demonstration and 
practice is: 
Step 1  Demonstrate the skill at normal pace. 
Step 2  Break the skill into small, logical steps. 
Demonstrate each step slowly and explain as you 
go. 
Step 3  Guide participants as they practice the skill. 


Testing/Evaluation End users of the rail transit system vehicle 
inspection and maintenance curriculum are 
responsible for the final construction of written and 
performance tests and for local test administration 
and grading policies. 
 
Course Developers will provide sufficient test items 
to make up a test item bank that end users can use 
to create tests that are comprehensive enough to 
document trainees’ mastery of the course content. 
 
Course Developers will construct sample written 
tests and hands-on performance tests for 
evaluation of “practical” skills. 
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Test Item Bank 


Provide sufficient test items to enable local instructors to 
construct lesson and/or course mastery tests.  Drawing from the 
test item bank, the local instructor should be able to create a 
test that covers the content domain of the course and will 
discriminate between participants who have mastered the 
course material and those who have not. The test item bank 
should thoroughly sample the course content. A minimum of 
two or three questions per terminal objective is recommended.  


To facilitate the creation of multiple equivalent tests it is 
permissible to write multiple items for each objective.  


Sample Tests Provide at least one sample test for each course or lesson. 
Sample tests must be formatted for pencil and paper 
administration. They should be designed as lesson or course 
mastery tests. 
 
Provide clear instructions for testers and test takers to follow. 
Include the conditions under which the test is to be 
administered, exact testing procedures, any equipment or 
materials required, permissible aids or references and the time 
allowed. 


Answer 
Key/Correction 
Guide 


For each test provide a correction guide/answer key for use by 
the instructor when correcting the test.   
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Test Validation 


Validation of any tests or evaluations will be the 
sole responsibility of the end users of the 
Curriculum. Course Developers are not required to 
conduct validation studies. However, to support 
local validation efforts, Course Developers should 
observe the following guidelines when developing 
test items and tests: 


• all test items must relate directly to job tasks 
and to content covered in the lesson 


• the total number and distribution of test items 
in the Test Item Bank must adequately 
sample the content of the course 


• the selection of test items in sample tests 
should adequately sample the content of the 
course or lesson 


• individual test items should be well-
constructed (see the section on Test Items) 
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Test Items 
When creating test questions use only multiple 
choice or matching items. Use the following 
guidelines when developing these items. 


• Multiple Choice· 


• avoid use of negative constructions in the 
stem and in alternatives· 


• make alternative choices roughly the same 
length· 


• provide at least four preferably five choices 


• provide only one correct or best response· 


• ensure correct answers are randomly 
distributed among alternative positions when 
incorporating items in a sample test 


• use all of the above/none of the above 
sparingly as the correct response· 


• avoid grammatical clues 


• Matching Items 
• include a stimulus column and a response 


column· 


• include more responses than stimulus items· 


• list responses in systematic order 


• use a stimulus and a response that are similar 
in nature 


• use less than 10 stimulus items 


• use only short phrases or single words in the 
response list 


• avoid grammatical clues 
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Performance Tests When performance tests are appropriate to assess 


how well participants are able to perform tasks, 
provide recommended performance test 
procedures. 
 
Instructions for performance items must be clear 
and concise. They should state exactly what task 
must be performed, under what conditions and the 
minimum level of acceptable performance. Each 
performance item should cover a single well-
defined task. Ensure that the performance criteria 
for tasks are not more difficult than those required 
on the job. 
 
Use the Sample Test format for performance test 
headers and footers. Vary the body text to suit the 
performance test content. 


 
Performance 
Checklist 


For each performance test a performance checklist 
must be pro-vided to guide evaluation of the task. 
Use the Answer Key format for performance 
checklist headers and footers. Vary the body text as 
required. 


Quizzes Written or oral quizzes may be included for use 
throughout the course to determine students’ grasp 
of particular lessons and/or objectives. 
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Course material 
appearance and 
assembly 


Instructor Guides should conform to the following: 


 
Instructor Guide The instructor guide should provide all of the 


information, documentation and materials 
necessary to deliver the course. The instructor 
guide is to be stored in a D ring, three ring binder 
with full face and spine sleeve designed for cover 
and spine inserts. Binders are not to exceed 3 
inches and are to have page lifters. If a course 
requires two or more binders, they should be 
labeled volumes 1, 2, 3 etc. on the cover and spine 
sleeve inserts. 


Masters of all materials intended for reproduction 
should be placed in a folder in the rear of the 
binder. Videotapes, photographs, slides and other 
bulky media may be placed in a separate binder or 
folder. 


 
Instructor Guide 
Format 


The instructor guide is to be printed on one side in 
a portrait orientation on standard 8 ½” by 11” paper. 
Use the formats in Annex C. 


Student Materials Instructional materials can vary greatly due to their 
various pur-poses and types. They may include, 
workbooks, reference/user guides, self-study 
guides, job aids and handouts.  However, all quality 
training materials should be: 


• accurate 


• easy to use and understand 


• appropriate to the instructional objectives 


• relevant to the purpose (quick reference, 
study guide, etc.) 


• easy to read (written at a sixth to eighth grade 
level) 


• gender neutral and bias free 
 


To the extent that the type of material permits, 
student materials should be placed in the Instructor 
Guide binder in a separate tabbed section. 
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Audio-visual 
material 
specification 


The basic course design should assume that only 
minimal audio-visual support (overhead projector) 
will be available to instructors. 
 
Course developers may also elect to prepare 
instructional materials in other formats (e.g. Power 
Point presentations, slides or videotape). However, 
any material developed in these formats must also 
be provided in a basic format (hard copy or 
overhead transparencies). 
 
Content produced in multimedia, slide or videotape 
formats should be documented in hard copy 
through screen prints or transcripts that are 
included in the Instructor Guide, Instructional Media 
and Masters section. 
 


Writing style Follow these guidelines when writing lesson plans 
and instructional material: 


• Use the active voice unless there is good 
reason to use the passive. 


• Write in the present tense. 


• Strive for clarity and simplicity. Use short 
sentences and simple vocabulary. 


• Spell out an acronym or abbreviation followed 
by the abbreviation in parentheses the first 
time it is used. 


• Use gender neutral, bias free language and 
images. 


• Write at a sixth to eighth grade level. This 
may be difficult to achieve with technical 
content.  Use common sense.   


Word processing/ 
presentation 
software 
requirements 


Rail transit systems should require a standardized 
software suite to be used to develop all curriculum 
material such as Microsoft Office 2000. 


Along with the Instructor Guide binder, all course 
text and graphics should be provided on CD-
ROM’s, 3.5” diskettes or other appropriate data 
storage media. 
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Comparison of Rail Transit Vehicle 
Reliability Using On-Time Performance 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice describes the basic common procedures that rail transit systems can 
use to make meaningful comparisons of vehicle reliability .  


Keywords: 5-minute reliability, on-time performance, rail transit, vehicle reliability  


Summary: This standard establishes a common measure, vehicle 5-minute on-time performance reliability, 
that allows rail transit systems to compare their vehicle reliability with the vehicle reliability of their peers, or 
to monitor changes in their vehicle reliability over time. These comparisons can be made weekly, monthly, 
quarterly or annually.  


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice applies to rail transit systems that wish to have a basis for 
making meaningful comparisons of vehicle reliability. Use of this practice is entirely at the option of transit 
systems. The practice can be used only to compare vehicle reliabilities. It cannot be used to compare the 
reliability of overall transit system operations. 
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Introduction 
(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT–VIM-RP-024-12, “Comparison of Rail Transit Vehicle 
Reliability Using On-Time Performance.”) 
 
This Recommended Practice describes the basic common procedures that rail transit systems can use to make 
comparisons of vehicle reliability among rail transit systems meaningful. APTA recommends the use of this 
practice by rail transit systems interested in comparing their vehicle reliability with the vehicle reliability of 
their peers or, by rail transit systems interested in monitoring changes in their vehicle reliability over time. 
 
Next to safety, perhaps the most important transit system performance indicator to transit customers is on-
time performance. Rail transit systems have long desired to have meaningful benchmarks for performance 
among peers or of changes in their own performance over time.  


As a result, the Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Committee attempted to develop a relatively simple 
algorithm for transit systems to use to calculate vehicle 5-minute on time performance reliability. Using this 
practice is entirely voluntary. However, to make reliability comparisons meaningful, rail transit systems must 
use common definitions, take data in the same way and use a common algorithm to calculate reliability. This 
document sets out how this can be done.  


The Recommended Practice also discusses some of the other factors that rail transit systems should consider 
when comparing their 5-minute on-time vehicle reliability to that of their peers.  


To make comparisons using this Recommended Practice most meaningful, transit systems should select peer 
systems with similar vehicles and similar operating environments for the comparison. 


 


Note on alternate practices 
 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 
equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 
environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 
certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 
less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to the APTA 
standards so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in 
the system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 
Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


• identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 
• state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 
• describe the alternate methods used; and 
• describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Comparison of Rail Transit Vehicle Reliability Using 
On-Time Performance 


1.  Taking data 
Rail transit systems should record data over commonly recognized periods of time using the definitions given 
on Page 3. APTA recommends that rail transit systems record data over weekly, monthly, quarterly and 
annual periods of time. 


Rail transit systems should record the following data over each of the time periods selected by the rail transit 
system: 


• total trips 
• total “vehicle-caused” late trips 


2.  Calculation of vehicle 5-minute on-time performance reliability 
Rail transit systems should calculate vehicle 5-minute on-time performance reliability using the following 
algorithm: 


5-Minute Reliability =  (Total Trips – Total “Vehicle-Caused” Late Trips) × 100 
 (Total Trips) 


For example, over a weekly time period, if a rail transit system records 1000 trips with 20 vehicle-caused late 
trips, then the 5-minute reliability for that week would be calculated as follows: 


5-Minute Reliability =  (1000 – 20) × 100 = 98% 
 (1000) 


3.  Factors to consider in making vehicle reliability comparisons 
Rail transit systems should take into account many factors when interpreting comparisons of their vehicle 5-
minute on-time performance with that of other transit systems. Some transit systems have reliability-centered 
maintenance philosophies that attempt to perform maintenance and part replacement at intervals to prevent 
failures from occurring. Other transit systems have an approach that allows vehicle failures to occur before 
maintenance is performed. Transit systems with a reliability-centered maintenance approach would be 
expected to have a better vehicle 5-minute on-time reliability than those using a perform-maintenance-upon-
failure approach. 


The definitions used in this Recommended Practice do not take into account the distance the vehicle runs. 
Some rail transit vehicles are used for short trips, others for much longer trips. Some rail transit vehicles 
complete many trips per day, others only a few trips per day. If a transit system wishes to take into account 
reliability based on distance traveled, a mean-distance-between-failures reliability measure should be used. 
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The reliability approach described in this Recommended Practice also does not take into account average 
vehicle age or climatic factors, both of which can influence reliability. Other factors that can affect vehicle 
reliability include: 


• the type of right-of-way (i.e., street running versus separated lines); 
• the number of stops per trip; and 
• the number of trains and train trips per system. 


 
In a high-frequency, integrated network of bus and rail lines, vehicles may need to be on time at transfer 
locations, not just at the end of the line. Under this Recommended Practice, a vehicle could be late throughout 
a trip but make up time near the terminus, and still be considered “on time.” In these situations, transit 
systems should measure on-time performance using all scheduled timepoints along a line.  


Rail transit systems can have interlocking locations where trains must be on time; otherwise they become out 
of order. Therefore, trains being early can sometimes cause system problems.  


 
4.  Definitions 
departure station: The first or initial station of a trip, where the train is either first placed in service or changes 
direction to start a new trip.  


destination station: The final or terminal station of a trip, where the train is either taken out of service or 
changes direction to start a new trip. 


late trip: A trip in which the train arrives at its destination station more than 5 minutes later than its scheduled 
arrival time at that station. A late trip is measured from end to end of the run. A train may be late at 
intermediate stations, but the time can be made up prior to reaching the destination station. A trip in which the 
train skips stations to make up time must be counted as a late trip. 


on-time trip: A trip in which the train arrives at its destination station no more than 5 minutes later than its 
scheduled arrival time at that station. 


total trips: The total number of trips taken over a given period of time (usually weekly, monthly, quarterly or 
annually). 


total “vehicle-caused” late trips: The total number of times that a train completes a late trip due to a vehicle 
failure over a given period of time (usually weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually). 


trip: Travel of a train from its departure station to its destination station. 


“vehicle-caused” late trip: A trip in which the train arrives at its destination station more than 5 minutes past 
its scheduled arrival time due to a vehicle failure on that train. Subsequent late trains with no vehicle failures 
made late by a dead train are not counted as vehicle-caused late trips. 


vehicle failure: The malfunction of any vehicle system, subsystem or component. 


5.  Abbreviations and acronyms 
APTA American Public Transportation Association 
VIM Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance (Committee) 
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Truck Systems Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides the framework for developing minimum inspection, 
maintenance, testing and alignment procedures to maintain rail transit trucks in a safe and reliable operating 
condition.  


Keywords: bearings, cracks, gearboxes, leveling, lubricants, trucks, wear, wheels 


Summary: This document is intended to provide a template for developing system-specific transit vehicle 
truck inspection and maintenance procedures that incorporate best practices. These practices address design 
details found in a wide sampling of transit vehicle truck designs. Rail transit systems should select 
recommendations that are applicable to the configuration of their specific equipment. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice applies to rail transit vehicles. It is intended to be applied, as 
applicable, by rail transit systems, for periodic inspection and maintenance. These procedures specifically 
address wheels, axles, drives, primary suspensions, truck frames, secondary suspensions, truck to carbody 
connections and ride controls. This document should be used in conjunction with rail transit system (RTS) 
instructions and OEM recommendations.  
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Introduction 
(This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-019-03 Second Revision 2013, Recommended Practice 
for Truck Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance.) 
 
This Recommended Practice for Truck Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit vehicles 
represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 
operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 
application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal 
and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government 
regulations take precedence over this Recommended Practice. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, 
the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems (RTS), may be either more or less 
restrictive than those given in this document. 


This document describes the basic maintenance and inspection requirements for rail transit vehicle truck sys-
tems. APTA recommends the use of this Recommended Practice by:  


• Individuals or organizations that maintain truck systems on rail transit vehicles; 
• Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of truck systems; and  
• Individuals or organizations that influence how these systems are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 
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Truck Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on truck systems should be performed on a regular schedule as 
determined by the RTS. The frequency of any task contained within this Recommended Practice shall comply 
with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in the conduct of the RTS’s periodic inspection 
and maintenance programs, the frequencies for individual tasks should be established based on a number of 
additional factors, including but not limited to: 


• OEM – recommended intervals 
• Industry Experience 
• Operating Environment/Conditions 
• Historical Data 
• Performance Requirements 
• Failure Analysis 
• RTS’s testing and experience 
• Reliability Centered Maintenance Programs. 


Table 1 provides baseline intervals that can be used for developing the truck system preventive maintenance 
component of an RTS’s vehicle inspection and maintenance program. As experience is gained with a new 
truck system, inspection and maintenance intervals should be reviewed for effectiveness and, where 
warranted, the intervals changed to achieve safety and cost-effective reliability. 


TABLE 1 
Baseline Truck Maintenance Intervals 


Inspections And Maintenance Miles Time Interval 


Visual inspection 3,000 to 5,000 Monthly NA 


Wheel gauging, measuring, adjusting, checking and replenishing lubricants 12,000 to 15,000 Three to four 
months 


NA 


Predictive testing (See Section 2.5.2.1) NA As determined 
by RTS 


After Overhaul 


NOTE: In the absence of experience, recommendations or history, initial inspection intervals should be 
no longer than 30 days or 3,000 to 5,000 miles. 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
WARNING: Before commencing inspection and maintenance work, set up the protection required so 
that that equipment will not be energized or moved unexpectedly. 
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WARNING: After completing truck inspection and repairs, verify that truck brake cutout devices are 
returned to the normal operating position and brakes apply. If brake cut out devices are left in the 
cutout position, tag cutout devices, and then follow appropriate RTS operating procedures for moving 
vehicles with brakes cutout.  


2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required for truck inspection and maintenance: 


• approved lubricants; 
• colloidal copper compounds;  
• referenced OEM’s maintenance manuals for additional materials; and 
• service bulletins or RTS instructions. 


2.2 Tools 
In addition to the standard tools carried by maintenance personnel, the following specialized equipment may 
be required: 


• acoustical listening device and 
• specialized gauges.* 


NOTE: Tools marked with an asterisk (*) require periodic calibration as specified by the RTS’s 
practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
standards, and as required by the RTS, should be worn at all times in the performance of this maintenance 
task. 


RTS established safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 
these inspections and tests. 


2.4 Training requirements 
The RTS and/or its maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that provide 
employees with the knowledge and skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in this 
Recommended Practice. To correctly judge the safety and serviceability of rail transit vehicle trucks, 
maintainers and their supervisors must thoroughly understand the equipment they are charged with 
maintaining. Those assigned as inspectors should be skilled and experienced employees.  


In addition to the fundamental technical skills required of these employees, maintenance workers who inspect 
and maintain rail transit vehicle trucks should have received detailed, formal and on-the job training for 
inspecting and maintaining each truck configuration they may encounter in the course of their work.  


2.5 Inspection and maintenance procedures 
Skilled maintenance workers experienced with truck assemblies should perform these inspections. For 
consistency, maintenance workers should work from standard check sheets that guide the work. Each step of 
the inspection should be acknowledged as complete when the task is completed. Each inspection element 
should be checked off as it is completed in order to provide accountability for the completeness of procedures 
performed. The practice also provides maintenance workers and their supervisors with a record of inspection 
progress for continuity if the work is passed to other maintenance workers or shifts. Deficiencies discovered 
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during the inspection should be recorded on the inspection check sheets. The inspection documents should be 
signed by the inspector completing the inspection. 


Any repairs or adjustments that are completed during the inspection should be recorded on the inspection 
form and signed off as completed by the maintenance worker performing the work. If deficiencies are not 
acknowledged as having been corrected on the inspection forms, the disposition of the each incomplete item 
should be noted on the inspection forms (i.e., re-inspected and found serviceable or converted to a work order 
number, etc.). A maintenance supervisor or an RTS designee must review each completed inspection and 
immediately apply his or her signature that the work is finished deferred or scheduled for completion.  


NOTE: It is important to develop a system that tracks deferred repairs until those repairs are completed. 


2.5.1 Wheels and axles 
2.5.1.1 Wheels 
Measure flange and tread wear using gauges appropriate for the wheel profile being inspected. If measuring 
gauges are used (rather than go/no-go gauges) record flange height and thickness, rim thickness or the wheel 
diameter calculated from a rim reference groove. Record measured dimensions on inspection records to 
maintain wheel wear history. For DC motor current balance and effective spin/slide detection, maintain 
propulsion and brake system manufacturer recommendations for wheel diameter matching. Maintain precise 
wheel diameter matching in accordance with the propulsion, braking and onboard signalling systems’ OEM 
recommendations.   


Severity of wheel defects discovered and their disposition should be determined by RTS guidelines or the 
AAR Wheels and Axle Manual. Inspect wheel plates and hubs for cracks, gouges and arc burns. Wheels with 
hub, plate or rim defects that may cause stress concentrations must be removed from service. Inspect wheel 
treads for slide flats, spalling, shelling and thermal cracking. Check rims and plates for discoloration due to 
overheating.  


For ring damped wheels, inspect the ring for damage. 


For resilient wheels, inspect external shunts connecting the tire to the hubs or cheek plates. Use inspection 
methods on internal shunt resilient wheels that confirm that the ground path impedance across each tire and 
hub is uniform. Check that tires have not shifted on the hub of two-piece wheels. 


For optimal wheel life, plan reprofiling at a flange thickness that minimizes the amount of wheel tread 
removed to restore a full flange. Replace wheels with condemning defects that cannot be removed by wheel 
truing. Use manufacturer’s or AAR guidelines to define a minimum diameter wheel and minimum rim 
thickness. 


NOTE: To minimize the potential for flange climb derailments out bound from wheel truing, reduce 
wheel/rail friction by finishing with a low feed rate, minimum depth, skim cut that produces a smooth 
surface finish to be established by the RTS. Evaluate applying a friction modifier to the flange throat of 
wheels as the last step before moving wheel sets off the wheel truing machine to further reduce the 
potential for flange climb derailments. 


NOTE: Establish limits with a margin of safety that ensures that wheels will not wear past condemning 
limits before the next inspection. 


NOTE: Pi tapes (wheel tape), which are required for accurate wheel diameter matching during wheel 
truing operations, can be used for approximating the diameter of service worn wheels. Wheel sets must 
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be lifted off the running rail. The pi tape is wrapped around the entire wheel and held so that the 
standoffs locate the tape on the tread gauging point. 


2.5.1.2 Axles 
Disposition of axle defects should be determined by RTS guidelines or the AAR Wheels and Axle Manual.  


Visually inspect axles for grooves, nicks or arc burning. Remove indications by polishing, but replace axles 
with nicks, gouges, arc burns or circumferential scoring that may become a stress concentration point. 
Replace axles that have been overheated.   


Where equipped, check serviceability of temperature indicators installed in axles to detect overheated journal 
bearings. 


2.5.1.3 Journal bearings 
Visually inspect grease-lubricated journal bearings for evidence of purging. Record observations on 
inspection forms, noting the location of purging bearings. Use bearing manufacturer guidelines for monitoring 
lubricant purging that may include lubricant replenishment or bearing replacement. Check oil level in the 
reservoir of oil-lubricated journal bearings. If journal bearing problems are suspected, spin test and listen for 
unusual noises. Compare noise/vibration against baseline noise and vibration signatures. 


2.5.1.4 Ground brush boxes 
Remove and inspect each ground brush, and inspect the springs and the brush guide. Verify that each brush 
slides freely and is retained tightly against its slip ring. Inspect carbody to ground brush housing cables. 
Replace cables that have torn stranding. Replace ground brushes that are shorter than a wear limit witness 
mark or the wear limit established by the RTS. Replace ground brushes with evidence of burning, 
discoloration or shunt damage. Determine the cause of damaged ground brushes and springs, and repair the 
cause before replacing the damaged components. 


2.5.1.5 Flange lubricators  
Where equipped, inspect truck-mounted solid lubricant blocks and holders. Replace lubricant blocks worn to 
manufacturer or RTS limits. Ensure that blocks slide freely in holders and that they are retained tightly against 
the throat of the flange and/or in the restraining rail contact zone on the back of the flange. Check torque 
striping alignment to find loose mounting hardware. Tighten and torque-stripe as required. 


Where equipped, inspect oil or grease lubricant delivery systems. Fill lubricant reservoirs. Test-actuate the 
controls. Verify that the specified lubricant flow rate is delivered through each nozzle to the throat of the 
flange.   


2.5.1.6  Sanding equipment 
Where equipped, verify that truck-mounted sand nozzles deliver sand to the head of the rail. Replace damaged 
or plugged sand delivery nozzles. Refill sand boxes as required in accordance with RTS instructions. When 
sanding system delivery controls are repaired or replaced or concurrent with truck replacement, verify that 
each sand release command delivers the specified volume of sand to the head of the rail. 


2.5.2 Drives 
2.5.2.1 Gear boxes 
Check and maintain the oil level in each gearbox. Use OEM guidelines for determining and maintaining 
proper gearbox oil levels. Use oil designated by the OEM or the RTS as appropriate for the gear drive being 
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serviced. Use inspection forms to record the amount of make-up oil added on the inspection form. Tighten 
covers, replace accessible gaskets or replace gearboxes found with unusual and excessive oil leakage. 


NOTE: Use oil consumption records to identify gearboxes that leak oil excessively. 


To remove oil contamination buildup, drain oil and refill gearboxes at scheduled intervals or based on 
sampled oil or environmental conditions. When removing oil, the magnetic plug should be checked for metal 
particles. The plug should be wiped clean before reinstallation. Refill the gear unit, and install and safety-wire 
filler plug.  


The following predictive inspection techniques may be incorporated into the periodic inspection cycle: 


• Gear box backlash: Find accelerated gear tooth wear by rotating the gearbox input shaft forward and 
back through its range of motion. Translate the motion to a measurement and record in inspection 
records for identification of trends over time. 


• Contaminant detection: Use spectrographic analyses of wear metal concentrations and other 
contaminants in the oil for early indication of unusual gear and bearing wear by detecting the 
presence of metallic material in the gearbox oil.   


• Noise monitoring: Use acoustical listening and/or recording equipment during spin testing to detect 
distressed bearings and abnormal gear tooth wear. Place sensing equipment in standard locations if 
recording for future comparisons. 


• Temperature monitoring: Use temperature measuring equipment to measure bearing temperatures and 
record. Perform test under standardized conditions. 


NOTE: RTS shall develop baseline comparison standards, established for its equipment and local 
operating environment. Baseline conditions shall represent a known serviceable drive system standard. 


NOTE: When predictive inspections indicate an anomaly, conduct more intensive gearbox inspections, 
or plan wheel/axle/gear replacement. 


2.5.2.2 Resilient and flexible couplings 
Inspect traction motor flexible couplings for evidence of grease or oil slinging. Check flexible coupling 
components for excessive lost motion. Where appropriate, gauge the coupling halves for proper alignment. 
Where equipped, inspect output quill to axle resilient couplings for compressed, sheared and torn rubber 
elements and cracked or missing spider components. Inspect for age-related surface cracks or bulging in 
elastomer coupling elements that are an indication of loss of resilience. Add lubricant and secure fittings, 
adhering to OEM or RTS guidelines. Remove and replace defective couplings. 


NOTE: Listen for noisy flexible couplings during spin testing. 


2.5.2.3 Drive component suspension 
Inspect traction motor and gear unit suspension elements. Inspect horizontal stabilizers and gear drive to 
traction motor resilient mounting bushings. Inspect drive component safety blocks, cables and hangers. Verify 
that all safety restraint components are in the correct position and that all attachment fasteners are tight, in 
place and safety-wired where required. Inspect, and replace as required, elastomeric pads and bushings that 
are deformed, are torn, exhibit initiation of bond failure or are cracked with obvious compression set. Inspect 
suspension element retaining fasteners for evidence of looseness. Check that castellated nuts have cotter pins 
properly installed and that fasteners with a provision for safety wire are properly wired and retained. Mark 
and monitor torque stripes on all safety-critical fasteners. Inspect for, and correct the reason for, loose drive 
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component suspension elements. Retained torque fasteners should be installed/replaced according to RTS 
practices. 


2.5.2.4 Speed sensors 
Inspect speed sensor housings for impact damage that has distorted or cracked the body. Verify that speed 
sensor mounting hardware is tight. Where equipped, check integrity of safety wiring and/or alignment of 
torque stripes as an indication of loosening mounting hardware. Adjust, tighten or replace speed sensors, 
mounting hardware and brackets as required. Check that speed sensor connections are tight and that the cables 
are properly secured and are not chafing. Inspect open generator gears (usually found on non-powered axles) 
for damage and accumulations of metal-laden dirt that may impede accurate pulse counts. Clean the sensors if 
required. 


2.5.3 Primary suspension 
2.5.3.1 Steel springs, equalizer beams and journal bearing adapters 
Inspect coil spring sets for damaged and broken coils or excessive rust pitting. Replace springs in matched 
sets only. Replace damaged spring seats and worn journal bearing adapters when springs are replaced. Where 
equipped, inspect equalizer beams for cracks, arc burns, wear or deformation. Inspect for pedestal liner wear 
that allows excessive journal adapter lateral and longitudinal movement. Replace damaged components. 


NOTE: Evaluate overall truck condition and wheel size before spot replacing defective journal box 
springs, equalizer beams, spring seats or bearing adapters. Complete truck replacement and back shop 
overhaul may be time- and cost-effective. 


2.5.3.2 Shock rings and bonded rubber chevrons 
Inspect linear or conical bonded rubber primary suspension elements for deformation or evidence of cracks 
and tearing at the bonded interface. In shock ring applications, inspect for bulging, pinched and deformed 
elastomer between the axle cap and the journal bearing housing. Replace chevrons in matched sets only. 


NOTE: Evaluate overall truck condition and wheel size before spot replacing defective primary 
suspension elements. Consider that diagonally opposite flange wheel wear and unstable ride quality 
may be a symptom of deteriorated elastomers in the primary suspension. Investigate poor ride quality 
reports. 


2.5.4 Truck frames and bolsters/slewing rings 
2.5.4.1 Cast truck frames/fabricated truck frames 
Inspect truck frames for propagating cracks and points of contact that result in mechanical wear. Carefully 
inspect welds and the heat-affected zones adjacent to welds for stress-induced cracks. Carefully inspect 
slender transition sections and the load-bearing transoms of cast steel trucks for fatigue-induced cracks. 
Inspect the attachments for brake equipment, stabilizer or radius rods and the transom attachment points used 
for articulated side frame arrangements. Inspect and lubricate transom spherical bearings where equipped. 


CAUTION: Follow all OEM recommendations with respect to welding, drilling and application of heat 
to truck frames. Heat-treated frames have a higher propensity to crack or fail as a result of 
inappropriate repairs. 


NOTE: Where cracks are suspected, confirm using non-destructive test methods such as dye penetrant. 
Use magnetic particle or ultrasonic testing to verify integrity of critical welds when trucks are 
disassembled for overhaul. 
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2.5.4.2 Truck/carbody bolsters, spring planks 
Inspect bolsters and spring plank/swing hangers for propagating cracks and points of contact that result in 
mechanical wear. Carefully inspect the stabilizer or radius rod attachment points and shock absorber 
attachment brackets for cracks. Where on-car weld repairs are permitted, use conservative weld repair pre-
heat and post weld local stress relief to neutralize stress concentrations around the weld.  


Inspect center pin receptacle liner and longitudinal, lateral and bolster vertical stop wear surfaces for 
clearances exceeding tolerance limits. Inspect side bearing contact surfaces, and replace accessible contact 
pads or plan truck replacement for renewal of wear liners, contact pads or bushings to restore manufacturer or 
RTS clearance limits. Inspect ground cables and shunts, and replace frayed shunt straps with torn conductors. 
Check ground cable and shunt attachment hardware for tightness. The points of attachment must be clean and 
flat. Use colloidal copper compounds to improve and maintain integrity of ground cable and shunt strap 
attachments. 


Inspect rubber bushings in accordance with RTS instructions and replace as required. 


2.5.4.3 Slewing rings 
Inspect slewing rings using OEM or RTS guidelines. Lubricate bearing elements based on manufacturer 
recommendations and the local operating environment. Rotate slewing rings periodically to maximize the life 
of the races. 


2.5.5 Secondary suspensions 
2.5.5.1 Steel springs 
Inspect springs for breaks and cracks and rust pitting. Inspect spring pockets for accumulations of dirt and 
debris that retains moisture. Inspect condition of resilient pads located in spring pockets. Replace springs that 
are broken or corroded in excess of specifications. Replace damaged resilient pads. Secondary springs must 
be matched so that each spring carries an equal load. Check car-leveling heights and adjust as required in 
accordance with RTS instructions. Plan to add shims after wheel truing, and remove shims when wheels are 
renewed. 


2.5.5.2 Air springs  
Inspect bellows for air leaks at the bead rings. Look for bulges in the outer ply. Look for abrasion of the plies 
between convolutions. Replace leaking or physically damaged air bellows. 


Inspect air bellows shrouds for physical damage that may impede operation of the air spring. 


Check leveling valves and adjust air spring pressure to specified values after changing a damaged bellows. 
After checking and adjusting leveling valves, check that valves admit, lap and release air properly. Determine 
the cause of sluggish leveling valve operation and repair before returning the car to service. Check car-
levelling heights. Check and secure the adjustment screws after the adjustments. 


NOTE: Periodically check carbody height and level. Secondary suspension shimming adjustments may 
be required to restore ready-to-run nominal floor height above the running rail. Plan to adjust 
shimming to compensate for the compression set of elastomers and composites used as side bearings. 
Plan to add shims after wheel truing, and remove shims when wheels are renewed. 


NOTE: A vehicle leveling work station should be established with known, minimal track surface and 
cross level deviation.  All vehicle leveling checks should be performed at the vehicle leveling work 
station in order to factor out track structure variables. 
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2.5.5.3 Torsion Rods  
Inspect torsion rod bushings for cracks and other signs of wear.  Inspect mounting hardware for 
securement.  Lubricate and/or replace as required in accordance with RTS instructions. 


2.5.6 Truck-to-carbody connections 
2.5.6.1 Radius rods 
Inspect radius rod resilient pads at the truck/bolster anchor and at the carbody anchor. Inspect radius rod 
securing hardware. Replace radius rod resilient pads that are separating from the bonded metal backing plate, 
have taken a permanent compression set or are cracked. Replace radius rod resilient pads in truck sets. Use 
recommended and approved methods to measure radius rods’ length. Use approved methods to ensure that 
radius rods are adjusted to maintain carbody and truck bolster alignment.  


2.5.6.2 Pipes, hoses and cables, cleats, and clamps 
Visually inspect all air hoses and pneumatic/hydraulic pipes for damage and loose clamps. Repair or tighten 
as required. Check flexible connections and hoses for damage of chafing. Redress hoses and cables that are 
being damaged by contact with truck and carbody equipment or by abrading each other. Inspect that cleats are 
effective in securing and routing hoses and replace or repair as required. Visually inspect all cables for 
damage such as chafing, road damage and for loose cleats and clamps. Repair, tighten or replace as required. 


2.5.6.3 Cables and chains 
Inspect hand/parking brake cables, chains, rods and links for evidence of fouling and security of attachment. 
Repair or replace as required. Adjust chains and cables so that parking brakes can be applied and released 
without interference. Lubricate as required. 


2.5.7 Ride-quality controls 
2.5.7.1 Shock absorbers/snubbers/rotary dampers 
Inspect lateral, vertical and yaw-dampening shock absorbers for fluid leaks and secure attachment. Using 
OEM or RTS guidelines, replace leaking shock absorbers and check that shock absorber mounting hardware 
is tight. Determine and remedy the cause of broken shock absorber mounting hardware, and then replace 
damaged components. Check and replenish oil in rotary shock absorbers in accordance with OEM and RTS 
guidelines. 


2.5.7.2 Tie rods and tie rod ends 
Where equipped, inspect tie rods and tie rod ends for proper attachment and freedom of motion. Adjust tie rod 
length to allow the full range of motion required by the attached shock absorber. Replace worn, loose tie rod 
ends. Lubricate tie rod ends using OEM and RTS guidelines. 


2.5.8 Miscellaneous truck-mounted equipment 
2.5.8.1 Trip cocks 
Inspect the emergency pipe trip cock for proper attachment and operation. Gauge and adjust as required. 


2.5.8.2 Antennas and receiver coils 
Where equipped, inspect truck-mounted cab signal antennas and ATC receiver coils for proper attachment. 
Inspect cable insulation for splits and cuts, and verify that connectors are tight. 
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2.5.8.3 General hardware 
Inspect all truck mounted hardware for wear, damage, and missing components in accordance with RTS 
instructions and repair or replace. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required by Sections 2.5.1 through 2.5.8 should be 
corrected and documented in accordance with established RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 
 
 
3.  References 
Association of American Railroads, “AAR Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices,” Section G, 
Wheels and Axle Manual, 2011. 
 
 
4. Definitions 
acoustical listening device: A rudimentary low-frequency vibration monitor that transforms the minute 
impacts from mismatched or distressed rolling and sliding elements into audible pressure waves that can be 
heard through an air tube stethoscope or seen by observing the plot of electrical signals generated by a 
transducer monitoring the same energy. 


baseline noise and vibration signature: The displacement response frequency from vibrations generated by 
mechanical rolling and sliding contact. Vibration characteristics can be recorded by plotting the displacement 
amplitude and frequency or when in an audible range, by characteristic sounds. The baseline signature is a 
record of the characteristics recorded from a new, rebuilt or pre-determined, known serviceable truck and is 
used as the basis for comparison. 


snubber: A friction or hydraulic device used to damp oscillations, also known as a shock absorber or damper 
(e.g., truck-to-bolster yaw oscillations). 


spin test: A diagnostic procedure typically used to detect anomalies that are not apparent when inspecting 
stationary motors, gear drives and wheel sets. Wheel sets are jacked off the running rail and rotated under no 
load conditions (or “spun”) either through resistance control of traction power line voltage or by utilizing a 
testing device supplying low voltage or low frequency. A low-voltage power supply is connected to DC 
traction motors, usually at the motor lead plug and receptacle quick disconnect. For induction motors, a 
variable-voltage, variable-frequency or fixed low-frequency power supply is required.  


spot replace: Repair or replacement of the specific unserviceable parts found defective in an assembly.  


torque stripe: Registration marks painted across a fastener and an adjacent stationary reference surface 
immediately after the specified tightening torque has been applied. Marks subsequently found out of 
registration indicate relative motion, probable loosening and reduced clamping forces.  


wheel profile gauges: Instruments for determining the deviation of the observed, actual wheel profile from the 
new or ideal wheel profile. 
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5. Abbreviations and acronyms 
AC alternating current 
AAR Association of American Railroads 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
DC direct current 
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
RTS rail transit system 


 
 
6. Summary of changes 


a) Document has been formatted to the new APTA standard 
b) Sections have been renumbered and moved around 
c) Scope and summary moved to the front page 
d) Updated Working Group membership 
e) Minor changes to spelling, capitalization and grammar 
f) New sections added Summary of changes  and Document history 
g) Table 1 – revised spin test requirement 
h) Section 2.1 – an extra bullet added for service bulletins 
i) Section 2.5.1.1 5th paragraph – additional text to refer to final skim cuts and application of friction 


modifier. Also added a note after 5th paragraph 
j) Section 2.5.1.3 1st paragraph – added text to refer to journal bearing problems 
k) Section 2.5.1.6 - added text regarding sand boxes and verification of sand volume after truck has been 


overhauled 
l) Section 2.5.2.1 – added a new bullet referring to temperature monitoring and a note on developing 


comparison standards. 
m) Section 2.5.4.1 – added a note about magnetic particle testing 
n) Section 2.5.4.2 – added after 2nd paragraph a note regarding inspection of rubber bushings  
o) Section 2.5.5.1 – added a requirement to adjust steel springs 
p) Section 2.5.5.2 – added a note to state that the car leveling system should meet or exceed RTS or 


OEM specifications 
q) Section 2.5.5.3 – added text regarding replacing torsion rods as required in accordance with RTS  


instructions 
r) Section 2.5.8.2 – added receiver coils in the section heading 
s) Section 2.5.8.3 – added new section called General hardware 
t) Section 5 Definitions – added a new definition for baseline noise and vibration signature 
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This document represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely operating/ 
planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The application of any 
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Low-Location Exit Path Marking 
 
Abstract: This standard contains minimum requirements for a low-location emergency path marking system 


for rail transit vehicles using passive means (non-electrically powered illumination) of marking the exit 


path(s) to safety. 


Keywords: emergency exit, exit path, low-location exit path mar king (LLEPM) system 


Summary: APTA rail transit systems members have expressed a commitment to increase the effectiveness of 


safety devices and features present on rail transit vehicles, not only for the passengers but for the operators 


and emergency personnel. This standard was developed to establish minimum requirements for LLEPM 


intended to provide visual guidance for passengers and rail transit vehicle operators to locate and operate 


primary exits during conditions of low light or darkness when the emergency lighting system has failed or 


when smoke conditions obscure overhead emergency lighting. This document principally addresses the 


design and use of passive-type markings due to their lower costs and maintenance requirements compared 


with an active marking design. However, if a rail transit system wishes to install an active marking system 


over a passive system, this standard does not preclude it from doing so. 


Scope and purpose: This standard applies to rail transit systems that are procuring new vehicles, retrofitting 


existing vehicles or overhauling existing vehicles. It provides guidance to rail transit systems in specifying 


minimum required equipment and minimum required performance measures for low-location emergency path 


markings. An effective systems approach uses this standard, as well as APTA RT-S-VIM-020-10, 


“Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles,” and APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, “Emergency 


Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles,” to provide a means for passengers and rail transit vehicle operators to 


locate, reach and operate emergency exits to facilitate their safe evacuation in an emergency. Agencies and 


car builders should carefully consider the options available to meet the emergency evacuation requirements 


presented in these three standards. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-VIM-S-022-10, Rev. 1“Low-Location Emergency Path Marking for 


Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


This standard represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely transit 


operating/planning agencies, rail transit systems, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest 


groups. The application of any standards or recommended practices contained herein is voluntary. In some 


cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, 


the standards or recommended practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either 


more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


 


APTA recommends the use of this document by: 


 individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Low-Location Exit Path Marking for Rail Transit 
Vehicles 


1.  General system requirements 
The low-level exit path marking (LLEPM) system shall be designed to identify the location of primary door 


exits and the exit path to be used to reach such doors by passengers and rail transit personnel under conditions 


of darkness when normal and emergency sources of illumination are obscured by smoke or are inoperative. 


1.1 Visual identity and recognition 


The LLEPM system shall be conspicuous (i.e., clearly recognizable/distinguishable), or become conspicuous 


within low-location areas, immediately and automatically upon loss of power for normal lighting, under the 


minimum general emergency light illumination levels as specified in APTA RT-S-020-10, “Emergency 


Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles.” The LLEPM system shall be installed with consideration 


for useful field of view (UFOV) to enable vehicle occupants to make positive visual identification of the exit 


path and primary door exits without undue hesitation, delay or confusion. 


At a minimum, the LLEPM system shall have three components: 


 primary door exit signs 


 primary door exit marking/delineators 


 exit path marking/delineators 


The LLEPM system shall operate independently of the car’s normal and emergency lighting systems for 90 


minutes aft.er loss of power for normal lighting and in accordance with the prevailing NFPA guidelines.  


1.2 Multilingual signs  


At a minimum, any words included in emergency exit signage shall be in English. However, when system-


specific determinations are made or are otherwise mandated by local, municipal, state or other regulations, 


then signage/instructions shall be written in the designated languages, in addition to English. 


 


 


2.  System design requirements 
The LLEPM system shall include the following: 


 an exit sign at each primary door exit, visible from a low location (i.e., extending from the floor 


upward to 4 ft. [1.23 m]), and a horizontal distance of 6 ft. (1.93 m) from the exit along the exit path 


 markings along the perimeter of the door or door frame visible from a low location (i.e., extending 


from the floor upward to 4 ft. [1.23 m]) and a horizontal distance of 6 ft. (1.93 m) from the exit along 


the exit path 


 markings on or around the door’s operating handle 


 markings/delineators indicating a path from all aisle seating and compartment locations in the rail car 


to all the car’s primary exits 
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In cars with only one designated primary door exit, additional measures shall be taken to provide emergency 


opening instructions for the secured primary exit or to direct passengers to an alternative door exit and/or 


emergency window exit. Rail transit systems shall provide information regarding alternative exits by posting 


the information inside the car and may also use onboard announcements, station signs, public service 


announcements or seat drops. If passengers are directed to an alternative door exit, then emergency 


instructions for opening that exit shall be posted at that exit location as specified in Section 2.1.1,1, “Low-


location signs.” 


LLEPM signs shall comply with the text, color and respective illuminance or luminance requirements 


specified in APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, “Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


LLEPM sign/marking component illumination or luminance levels, as applicable, shall be verified in 


accordance with Section 3 and tested, maintained and repaired in accordance with Section 6. 


The physical characteristics of high performance photoluninescent (HPPL) materials have an impact on their 


visibility and thus the performance criteria and installation location within various rail car configurations. It is 


important that HPPL material be installed in locations and orientations that provide maximum exposure to 


adequate charging light.  


2.1 Location 


2.1.1 Door exits  


2.1.1.1 Low-location signs  


Each primary door exit or designated alternative door exit shall be clearly marked with an exit sign. 


Each exit sign shall be located on or immediately adjacent to each door and placed between 6 and 18 in. 


(45.7 cm) above the floor. 


2.1.1.2 Marking/delineators 


Each primary door exit or designated alternative door exit shall be clearly marked/delineated with HPPL 


marking/delineator material placed in close proximity to or on the primary door exit. 


A minimum of 1 in. (2.54 cm) wide strips shall be applied to the extent practicable to both sides of the interior 


of each primary door exit or door frame and shall extend from the floor to a minimum height of 12 in. 


(30.5 cm) above the floor. If unable to extend HPPL material from the floor directly, then the 


marking/delineator may start at the lowest location possible (within 6 in. [15.2 cm] of the floor) and extend at 


least 12 in. (30.5 cm) vertically from that point. If this is not possible, then sufficient HPPL material shall be 


placed on the door, door frame or adjoining wall between the floor and an 18-in. vertical limit, so that the total 


area is at least 12 in.2 (77 cm2) on both sides. Additional material placed above 18 in. off the floor is 


permitted, but it does not count toward this requirement. 


In addition, each primary or, at the option of the rail transit system, secondary door exit handle, latch or 


operating button shall be identified with HPPL material as specified in APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, 


“Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles.” 


2.1.2 Exit path marking/delineators 


The location of the exit path shall be marked using passive HPPL marking/delineators. 
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The marking/delineator components shall be positioned so as to identify an exit path to all primary exits that 


is clearly visible and easily recognizable from any seat or area in the rail car, when normal lighting and 


emergency lighting are unavailable in conditions of darkness and/or smoke. 


The marking/delineator components shall be located on the floor or no higher than 18 in. (45.7 cm) on the 


seat assembly, or walls/partitions of aisles, passageways or stairways, above the plane of the floor or the 


nearest stair tread. 


Changes in the direction of the exit path shall be indicated by the LLEPM. This indication must be placed 


within 4 in. (10.2 cm) of the corner in the exit path. 


The width of each marking/delineator strip for aisles, passageways and interior stairways shall not be less 


than 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide and shall be applied either as a continuous or an intermittent strip.  


If intermittent strips are used, then they shall be placed on both sides of the aisle, passageway or stairway and 


on the floor or no higher than 18 in. Where practicable, any gaps on either side of the aisle, passageway or 


stairway shall be staggered. 


2.1.2.1 Aisles and passageways 


HPPL marking/delineator material shall be applied continuously on the floor or no higher than 18 in., to at 


least one side or down the middle of the aisle/passageway, or intermittently on both sides of the 


aisle/passageway, to provide a conspicuous delineation of the exit path to a person standing in the 


aisle/passageway. 


The width of marking/delineator strips may consist of multiple parallel strips (multi-strip), as long as the sum 


of the widths of the multiple strips is equal to or exceeds the 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide strip and the light output 


(luminous intensity) per unit length of the multiple strips exceeds that of the single 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide strip 


marking placement. 


Intermittent marking/delineator strips shall total a minimum of 6 in. (15.2 cm) in length for every 42-in. 


(106.7 cm) segment of exit path. 


2.1.2.2 Interior stairways 


In all interior stairways, HPPL marking/delineator material shall be applied, either as a continuous strip on the 


walls of both sides of the stairs, or as intermittent strips applied to the riser or tread of each step. 


If the HPPL marking/delineator material is applied to the interior stairway walls, then the marking shall be 


applied as a continuous strip, to the extent practicable, extending from the lowest to the highest step.  


If the HPPL marking/delineator material is applied to the stairway treads, then a strip of material at least 1 in. 


(2.5 cm) wide shall extend, to the extent practicable, across the full width of each tread near the step nosing.  


One of the following two methods is acceptable if the marking/delineator placement provides a clear and 


conspicuous visual delineation of the exit path to a person standing at the top and bottom landings: 


 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide L-shaped marking/delineators shall be installed on both sides of each tread nearest 


to the wall. 


 Materials shall be applied to the step risers that consist of a minimum 2 in. (5.2 cm) wide strip or two 


1 in. (2.5 cm) wide strips that extend, to the extent practicable, across the full width of the riser and 


are placed at the lower half of the riser. 
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2.2 Materials  


HPPL strip marking/delineator material used for LLEPM components shall be capable of providing a 


minimum luminance level of 7.5 mcd/m2, measured 1.5 hours aft.er normal power has ceased. 


2.3 Charging light  


Because the illuminance levels required to provide sufficient charging vary according to the type of light 


source used, the minimum charging light values are as specified in Table 1. 


TABLE 1  
Minimum Illuminance Values for Charging HPPL Materials 


HPPL 
Illuminance fc (lux) 


Type of Luminaire(Charging Light) 


0.8 (8.6) Cool-white LED (6500 K) 


0.9 (9.7) Warm-white LED (4700 K) 


1.0 (10.8) Cool-white fluorescent (4000 to 4500 K) 


1.5 (16.1) Warm-white fluorescent (3000 to 3500 K) 


3.5 (37.7) Incandescent (2900 K) 


These illuminance values shall be measured with a light meter with cosine correction accurate to 3 percent or 


better and with the sensor placed flat against the surface of the sign/marking/delineator. 


HPPL materials certified by an independent test laboratory to meet Table 1 with the lower amount of 


charging light are permitted for use in the interior stairway, as long as the specified amount of light is 


available.  


HPPL signs/markings certified by an independent test laboratory to be capable of meeting the specifications 


for high-performance photo luminescent material that are located in partitioned vestibules/compartments/ 


passageways that are no longer than 5 ft. (1.5 m) longitudinally (including partially portioned vestibules) are 


not subject to the illuminance requirements in Table 1. 


To ensure that the normal lighting system provides an adequate charge to the HPPL system, luminaires (light 


fixtures) shall be located in the proximity of each HPPL component and oriented to ensure that the HPPL 


material is adequately exposed to charging light.  


Luminaires located in the proximity of each HPPL component shall be specified such that their light-


dispersion patterns provide the above listed minimum illuminance levels at the surface of the component.  


 


 


3.  Evaluation measurements and tests 
To verify that the LLEPM system component design complies with Section 2.2, a qualification test shall be 


conducted on at least one representative car of each LLEPM layout operated by the rail transit system in 


accordance with this section.  


Rail transit systems shall confirm that LLEPM system components comply with the minimum required 


illumination or luminance criteria, as applicable, for the specified duration. 
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Some of these tests may exceed what a rail transit system is qualified and authorized to perform. In such 


cases, it would be appropriate for the qualification testing to be performed by a third party. 


3.1 Material luminance 


Manufacturer/supplier-provided independent laboratory-certified test results shall show that all tested samples 


of passive HPPL material, as used in the finished component configurations (including any cover or 


protective coating, if used, but not including text or graphics) comply with the minimum luminance criterion 


of 7.5 mcd/m2, aft.er 1.5 hours, when tested according to the provisions of ASTM E2073-02, “Standard Test 


Method for Photopic Luminance of Photoluminescent (Phosphorescent) Markings,” with the following three 


modifications:  


 Section 8.3, Activation: The HPPL material shall be activated with a fluorescent lamp of 40 W or 


less that provides no more than 1 fc of illumination as measured on the material surface. 


 Section 8.4, Luminance: The photopic luminance of all specimens of the HPPL material shall be 


measured with a luminance meter as described in Section 5.2 of ASTM E2073, a minimum of 


1.5 hours aft.er activation has ceased. 


 Section 9.1.12, Luminance in mcd/m2: The test report shall include a luminance measurement 


1.5 hours aft.er activation has ceased. 


The manufacturer/supplier is required to have a minimum of one batch of material for signs/markings/ 


delineators of a given type certified. Signs/markings/delineators of the same certified type of material can be 


sold to multiple customers, even with minor changes in text or typography.  


The manufacturer shall have an independent laboratory recertify the performance of the material at a 


maximum time period of five years from the date of the last certification. 


3.2 Ambient light charge 


To confirm that HPPL emergency sign/marking components are installed in locations that receive adequate 


charging light, illuminance measurements shall be taken in accordance with Section 2.3, as applicable. This 


requirement applies to each representative car tested.  


The charging light shall consist only of that provided by the car’s normal lighting system. All natural or other 


external light shall be excluded. Several methods can be used to eliminate ambient light for accurate data 


collection (e.g., working at night with cars parked away from bright yard lights; locating cars in a dark, 


windowless shop or car wash; masking windows and vestibules with roofing paper, flooring paper or similar 


opaque materials; or draping cars with opaque tarpaulins). 


If light diffusers are used on the light fixtures, then the measurements shall be made with the light diffusers in 


place. 


3.3 Record-keeping 


Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the car manufacturer/supplier-provided certified independent 


laboratory test report results showing that the illuminance or luminance measurements, as appropriate, on the 


active area of the signage/marking/delineator component comply with the criteria specified in Section 2.2 or 


2.3, as applicable, of this standard. Such records shall be kept until all cars with those components are retired.  


Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the illuminance test plan(s) and test results until the next periodic 


test is conducted on a representative car, or until all cars of that type are retired.  
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4.  System reliability 
All LLEPM system components shall be designed so that the exit path remains conspicuous, notwithstanding 


the failure of any single HPPL material segment. 


 


 


5.  Operating conditions 
All LLEPM systems shall be designed to operate under the conditions typically found in rail transit vehicles.  


 


 


6.  Inspection and maintenance 
6.1 Daily inspections 


Rail transit systems that conduct daily inspections shall visually inspect all LLEPM system components 


during those inspections to determine that signs/markings/delineators are present and conspicuous, and that 


signs and instructions are legible. 


6.2 Periodic inspections  


Rail transit systems shall conduct periodic inspections to verify that all LLEPM system components are 


present and functioning as intended.   


6.3 Defect reporting, repair and record-keeping 


Illegible, broken, damaged, missing or non-functioning components of LLEPM systems, including the normal 


and emergency power systems, shall be corrected and documented in accordance with established local transit 


system procedures and OEM recommendations.  
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APTA RT-S-VIM-020-08 Rev 1, “Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail Transit Vehicles” 


APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10 Rev 1, “Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles” 
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Definitions 
aisle: A path through a vehicle that is not bordered by walls, such as the path through the center of a rail 


transit car with rows of seats on each side. 


auxiliary power system: An onboard source of electrical power (e.g., alternator/generator/car battery) 


typically used under normal operating conditions to supply such functions as lighting and air conditioning. 


candela: A unit of luminous intensity in both the SI and English measurement systems. One candela is 


1 lumen per steradian (lm/sr). It is similar to the obsolete unit called the candle. 


color temperature: A numerical descriptor of the hue of a light source. It is expressed in terms of degrees on 


the Kelvin scale and refers to the temperature of a black-body radiator that produces light of the same hue as 


the source specified. Low color temperatures correspond to reddish sources, such as candle flames or 


incandescent lamps, whereas higher color temperatures are associated with bluish (or cool) color sources. 


exit path: The path or corridor through a rail transit car that provides the preferred path of evacuation from 


the car. 


foot-candle: A unit of illuminance. One foot-candle is 1 lumen per square foot (lm/ft.2). In the international 


system (SI), the units of illuminance are lux (1 fc = 10.76 lux). 


high-performance photoluminescent (HPPL) material: A photoluminescent material that is capable of 


emitting light at a very high rate and for an extended period of time. For this standard, the minimum 


luminance value for HPPL is 7.5 millicandela per square meter (7.5 mcd/m2), for 1.5 hours aft.er removal of 


the charging light source. Unless otherwise permitted in this standard, the charging light source is specified as 


a fluorescent lamp with a color temperature of 4000 to 4500 K that provides an illuminance of no more than 


1 fc on the test sample for a duration of no more than 1 hour. 


illuminance: The amount of light (luminous flux) falling on a specific unit surface area (e.g., 1 square foot). 


English units are foot-candles (fc) or lumens per square foot (lm/ft.2). International units (SI) are lumens per 


square meter (lm/m2) or lux (lx). One fc equals 10.76 lux. 


independent power source: A sealed battery or other energy storage device located within the car body 


designed to power one or more emergency light fixtures or other devices when the normal head-end power, 


main car battery, auxiliary power and/or wayside power are unavailable. 


lighting, emergency: A lighting mode that is available whenever power for the normal lighting is 


unavailable. The main car battery or one or more independent power sources can be used to supply the power 


to operate the fixtures that provide emergency lighting. 



http://www.astm.org/Standards/E2073.htm
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lighting, normal: A lighting mode available when the car is in operation with the normal power system. 


low location: An area of the rail car defined by a volume that includes the entire area of the floor, and which 


extends upward to a horizontal plane 4 ft. (1.22 m) high. 


lumen: The international unit of luminous flux, or the rate of flow of light. 


luminaire (light fixture): A device to produce, control and distribute light. A complete unit consisting of one 


or more lamps, sockets to hold and protect the lamps, optical devices to direct the light, and circuitry to 


provide the required electrical power to the lamp(s).  


luminance: The amount of light reflected from a unit area or surface or the amount of light emitted from a 


surface, e.g., EL or LED material. English units are foot-lamberts (fl). International units (SI) are candela per 


square meter (cd/m2) (also called “nits”) and millicandela per square meter (mcd/m2). (1 fl = 3.426 cd/m2 or 


3426 mcd/ m2.) 


luminescence: The emission of light other than incandescent, as in phosphorescence or fluorescence by 


processes that derive energy from essentially non-thermal sources through excitation by radiation. 


lux: The international unit of illuminance (1 lux = 0.0929 fc). 


marking/delineator: A noticeable sign, symbol, line or trace. 


passageway: A path through a vehicle that is bordered by walls to allow a passenger or crew member the 


ability to move from one location to another. 


passive illumination: Illumination that is generated without the use of direct electrical energy. 


photoluminescent (PL) material: Material having the property of emitting light that continues for a length of 


time aft.er excitation by visible or invisible light has been removed (i.e., self-illuminating). 


primary exit: The normal (preferred) door exit point used by passengers and crew members to egress from 


the affected car in an emergency.  


rail transit car: A passenger-carrying rail vehicle.  


secondary exit: An exit point used by passengers and crew to egress from the affected car and/or train in an 


emergency if the primary exit is not available or safe. 


sign: A display board, poster, placard or marking/delineator using text and/or graphics to convey information 


or direction. 


spatial average: The average of all samples taken in the vicinity of a specific location. The area of a spatial 


average varies. For a stairway, it comprises only the area of the stair step(s). For an aisle, the entire length of 


the aisle is included. 


useful field of view (UFOV): The sensory, perceptual and attentional processes that address the ability to 


attend to one’s surroundings, detect information and identify that which demands action. In terms of behavior, 


UFOV includes information that can be extracted from a glance. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 


ASTM ASTM International (formerly the American Society for Testing and Materials) 


EL electroluminescence 


fc foot-candle 


fl foot-lambert 


HPPL high-performance photoluminescent 


LED light-emitting diode 


LLEPM low-level emergency path marking 


lm lumen 


mcd millicandela 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


NFPA National Fire Protection Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


PL photoluminescent 


SI Système International d’unités 


sr steradian 


UFOV useful field of view 


 


 


Summary of document changes 
 Document title corrected and changed from Low-Level Emergency Path Marking to Low-Level Exit 


Path Making. Also removed for Rail Transit in the title. 


 Section 1.1: Changed “1.5 hours” to “90 minutes” and added “and in accordance with the prevailing 


NFPA guidelines.” 


 Section 3: Added, “Some of these tests may exceed what a rail transit system is qualified and 


authorized to perform. In such cases, it would be appropriate for the qualification testing to be 


performed by a third party.” 


 Section 3.1: Added, “The manufacturer shall have an independent laboratory recertify the 


performance of the material at a maximum time period of five years from the date of the last 


certification.” 


 Section 3.3: Substituted “the illuminance test plan(s)” for “approved illuminance test plan(s)” in the 


second paragraph. 


 Section 6.0: Added “Inspection” to the title of this section. 
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Emergency Lighting System Design for 
Rail Transit Vehicles 
Abstract: This Standard specifies the minimum performance criteria for emergency lighting for rail transit 


vehicles to provide lighting when normal lighting is disrupted as a result of loss of power due to damage or is 


otherwise unavailable. 


Keywords: emergency lighting 


Summary: APTA rail transit systems members have expressed a commitment to increase the effectiveness of 


safety devices and features present on rail transit vehicles, not only for the passengers but also for operators 


and emergency personnel. This Standard specifies minimum performance criteria for the emergency lighting 


system that operates when the normal lighting system is unavailable. It also requires periodic tests to validate 


the design. Other complementary emergency systems provide signage and path markings to locate, operate 


and reach emergency exits and are covered in separate APTA standards. An effective systems approach uses 


this standard, as well as “Low Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles,” (APTA RT-


VIM-S-022-10 Rev 1) – previously numbered as APTA RT-S-VIM-22-10 and “Emergency Signage for Rail 


Transit Vehicles” (APTA RT-VIM-S-021-10) – previously numbered as APTA RT-S-VIM-21-10, to provide 


a means for passengers and rail transit vehicle operators to locate, reach and operate emergency exits to 


facilitate safe evacuation in an emergency. Each rapid-transit system and car builder should carefully consider 


the options available to meet emergency evacuation requirements presented in these three standards. 


Scope and purpose: This Standard applies to rail transit systems that are procuring new vehicles, retrofitting 


existing vehicles or overhauling existing vehicles. This document is intended to incorporate safety 


considerations during the design and specification process when procuring new vehicles; to incorporate safety 


considerations when determining scope of work during the design and specification of major overhauls or 


retrofit campaigns; to identify those safety-critical standards that provide a high level of passenger safety; and 


to identify those safety-critical standards that provide a high level of crew safety. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-S-VIM-020-10, Rev 1“Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail 


Transit Vehicles.” 


This Standard for Emergency Lighting for Rail Transit Vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those 


parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, 


engineers and general interest groups. The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained 


herein is voluntary. In some cases, Federal and/or State regulations govern portions of a Rail Transit System’s 


operations. In those cases, the government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes 


that for certain applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit agencies, 


may be either more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This Standard describes the minimum requirements for emergency lighting systems for rail transit vehicles. 


APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 


 individuals or organizations that maintain emergency lighting systems for  rail transit vehicles; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance emergency lighting systems 


for  rail transit vehicles; and 


 individuals or organizations that design, specify, or approve emergency lighting systems for rail 


transit vehicles.  


This Standard is intended to satisfy the following objectives: 


 Incorporate safety considerations during the design and specification process when procuring new 


vehicles. 


 Incorporate safety considerations when determining scope of work during the design and 


specification of major overhauls or retrofit campaigns. 


 Identify those safety-critical standards that provide a high level of passenger safety. 


 Identify those safety-critical standards that provide a high level of crew safety. 


This APTA standard was developed to establish minimum design requirements for emergency lighting 


systems intended to provide lighting when normal lighting is disrupted as a result of loss of power due to 


damage or is otherwise unavailable. 


An effective systems approach uses this standard, as well as APTA standards APTA RT-S-VIM-022-10, 


“Low-Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles,” and APTA RT-S-VIM-021-10, 


“Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles,” to provide a means for passengers and rail transit vehicle 


operators to locate, reach and operate emergency exits to facilitate their safe evacuation in an emergency. 


Each rapid transit system and car builder should carefully consider the options available to meet emergency 


evacuation requirements presented in these three standards. 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 
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Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Emergency Lighting System Design for Rail 
Transit Vehicles 


1.  Types of lighting and power sources 


1.1 Normal 


Normal lighting is the illumination provided when the rail transit car is in revenue operation. It is generally 


powered by the car’s auxiliary power system. 


1.2 Standby 


Standby power may continue the operation of much of the normal lighting system when the normal power is 


unavailable. Standby lighting is typically provided from the main car battery and is activated in response to 


loss of the low-voltage power supply (LVPS). Standby lighting is typically provided for a fixed time period or 


until voltage drops to some predetermined level. 


1.3 Emergency 


The rail transit vehicle lighting system has historically used the main car battery to power emergency lighting. 


Varieties of emergency lighting approaches are used, but they normally include some combination of the 


following: 


 separate fixtures (i.e., not the fixtures used for normal lighting) that are powered from the main car 


battery or independent power sources such as capacitive storage or battery packs 


 fixtures that are powered from the LVPS and/or main car battery that are illuminated for normal as 


well as emergency lighting functions 


 fixtures that function as part of the normal lighting system but that also contain independent power 


sources to provide emergency lighting if other power is unavailable 


 


 


2.  Emergency lighting system requirements 
The emergency lighting system shall be designed to facilitate the ability of passengers and train crew 


members, and/or emergency responders, to see and orient themselves and to identify obstacles in order to 


assist them to safely move through and out of a passenger rail car.  


The light sources utilized to comply with the criteria required in Section 2.3 shall be electrically powered 


(e.g., incandescent, fluorescent, electroluminescent [EL] or light-emitting diode [LED] point sources). 


2.1 Location 


Emergency lighting shall illuminate the following areas: 


 passenger aisles and passageways 


 door emergency exit controls/manual releases 


 platform, steps and vestibule floor near the door emergency exits (to facilitate safe entrance/exit from 


the door) 


 car diaphragm and adjacent area  
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 stairway surfaces, including the step nose (edge wrap) and tread, and landings 


 operator areas  


2.2 Amount of light 


Table 1 contains minimum performance criteria for the emergency lighting system for the various areas of the 


rail transit vehicle.  


2.3 Power source and activation 


The emergency lighting system providing the illumination levels, as required in Table 1, shall minimally 


have one but may have multiple independent power sources. Each emergency light fixture shall activate 


automatically and be energized continuously for the duration specified in Table 1, whenever the car is in 


passenger service and normal lighting is not available. 


TABLE 1  


Minimum Emergency Lighting Performance Criteria 


Area 
Illumination Level, 


Initial 
Illumination Level, 


After 1.5 hours 
Where Measured 


Door exits 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) 
At location of emergency/manual door 
control release/instructions  


Entrance/exit/vestibule 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) At doors, at floor, center  


Diaphragm area 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) At floor, center  


Stairway (interior) 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) At floor, center of steps  


Passageway 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) 
Approximately 25 in. (64 cm) above floor at 
centerline* 


Aisle 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) 
Approximately 25 in. (64 cm) above floor at 
centerline* 


Operator Areas 1.0 fc (10.8 lx) 0.6 fc (6.5 lx) 
At location of emergency/manual door 
control release/instructions 


* Values for these areas are averages of all the measurements made. No single measurement shall be less than one-tenth of the 
values in Table 1 (i.e., 0.1 fc initially, and 0.6 fc after 1.5 hours). 


Emergency lighting shall continue to function after the standby power and any other stages of load shedding 


have terminated. 


Batteries that are used as independent power sources shall have automatic self-diagnostic modules designed to 


perform discharge tests. Capacitive storage devices do not require self-diagnostic modules due to long cycle 


life count and short charge times. These independent sources shall be charged from the normal power sources 


and shall be capable of operating in any orientation. 


 


 


3.  Evaluation measurements and tests 
To verify design and compliance with the minimum emergency light level requirements in Table 1, a 


qualification test shall be conducted on the emergency lighting system of at least one representative car/area, 


in accordance with this section.  
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Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the approved test plan describing the procedure used to obtain the 


measurement readings and a copy of the test data showing the illumination levels measured at the required 


locations, along with the results of such tests. 


Rail transit systems shall retain a copy of the test results until the next periodic test is conducted on a 


representative car/area, as required by Section 6.1. 


3.1 Preparation for testing 


The following general factors apply to all tests: 


 All emergency energy storage devices shall be in good order and fully charged. 


 All the battery loads that may be applied under emergency conditions shall be identified. Circuit 


breaker switches shall be set so that those loads (door operators, public address system, controls, 


headlights or marker lights, etc.) that are normally present in revenue service are energized during the 


emergency lighting tests. 


 The tests shall be conducted with independent power source(s) only; any feeds from auxiliary or other 


sources shall be disconnected. 


 Capacitive storage independent power source devices shall receive a maximum of a 30-minute charge 


from main power. Testing shall consist of a functional test whereby the emergency lighting fixture 


senses a loss of normal power. 


 All extraneous light shall be excluded to the extent practicable. Meaningful data shall be collected 


only if ambient light is eliminated almost completely from the areas being measured. Any approach is 


acceptable as long as ambient light is reduced below 0.01 fc (0.1 lx) in the areas being measured. 


Several methods can be used to eliminate ambient light for accurate data collection: 


o Work at night with car parked away from bright yard lights. 


o Locate car in a dark, windowless shop; paint booth; or carwash, if available. 


o Mask windows and vestibules with roofing paper, flooring paper or similar opaque 


materials. 


o Drape car with opaque tarpaulins. 


 When photoelectric cell type instruments are used, the car should be at a temperature above 60 °F 


(16 °C) and the instruments operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s operating instructions. 


This is not necessary with instruments that have temperature compensation built in. 


3.2 Data collection  


When testing the illumination of a car, a record shall be taken of the condition of the car and the method of 


making the test. As a minimum, information shall include the following: 


 number of car  


 location where test is conducted 


 identification of individual(s) conducting test  


 date 


 time of day 


 start and end times 


 method of darkening car 


 instruments used, date of last calibration and whether equipped with color correction filter 


 identification of area tested (e.g., vestibule, aisle, passageway)  
 type of lighting fixtures and record of which fixtures were lighted 


 location of readings 


 individual illumination level measurements taken  
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This information shall be contained in test procedure documentation. A copy of such documentation is an 


acceptable record.  


3.3 Documentation 


The following information shall be recorded: 


 conditions of fixtures: 


o new or old 


o type of reflector and condition 


o cleanliness 


 wattage and rated voltage of lamps 


 color temperature or manufacturer’s model number of lamps 


 battery voltage 


 description of readings (e.g., how sensor is mounted) 


 duration of test  


 car interior air temperature  


 outside ambient temperature 


3.4 Procedures for measuring illuminance of emergency lighting systems 


Measurements of the emergency lighting system performance shall be taken as spatial averages in the 


immediate vicinity of an action point, as specified in this section. No single reading used in the spatial 


average shall be below 0.1 fc (1 lx) (i.e., no dark spots are allowed). The action points considered within this 


standard are at the door exit release, at armrest level (25 in. [64 cm] above the floor), on the floor and at 


specified stairway step locations. 


3.4.1 Required equipment 


At a minimum, a sensitive, accurate illuminance meter is required. An acceptable instrument will measure 


accurately down to levels of 0.1 fc (1 lx) and ideally provide at least 6.5 ft. (2 m) separation between the 


sensor head and the display to eliminate the effects of shadows cast by the observer’s body.  


Other useful equipment would include a notebook computer or data logger to capture the data stream from the 


illuminance meter in order to determine the average illuminance levels, small flashlights suitable for reading 


the instrument displays without introducing significant additional light, and a stopwatch.  


3.4.2 Data collection timing 


To evaluate the car emergency lighting illuminance performance, readings shall be taken at the start of the test 


after the emergency lighting is activated, at the halfway point and again at the end of the final applicable time 


duration. All data shall be recorded. 


3.4.3 Required location measurements 


For the required location measurements, the instrument sensor is generally placed on the floor where the light 


is brightest, usually directly below the light fixture, with the exception of the door exit release/manual release 


location, steps and the areas that require measurements at 25 in. (64 cm) above the floor. 


To take the measurement readings, the sensor is placed on the locations listed in Table 1, using adhesives or 


supports if necessary. The observer simply records the readings using a form. 


The sensor and readout device of the illuminance meter should be held in a manner so that the readout device 


can be read without the observer’s shadow affecting the readings.  
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3.4.4 Door exit control/manual release instructions 


The measurements shall be taken directly on the surface of the location of the door control/manual release/ 


and on the surface of the instructions. 


Measurements shall be taken at the door exit control/manual release with a light meter with cosine correction 


accurate to 3 percent or better.  


As an alternative, measurements may be taken with a meter with basic accuracy of 3 percent or better (but not 


necessarily with accurate cosine correction) with the sensor placed flat on the floor at any point within a 


horizontal distance of 3 ft. (1 m) of the door control. The illumination value shall be at least five times greater 


than listed in Table 1. 


3.4.4.1 Operator Areas 


The measurements shall be taken directly on the surface of the location of the door control/manual release and 


on the surface of the instructions. 


Measurements shall be taken at the door exit control/manual release with a light meter with cosine correction 


accurate to 3 percent or better.  


As an alternative, measurements may be taken with a meter with basic accuracy of 3 percent or better (but not 


necessarily with accurate cosine correction) at any point within a horizontal distance of 3 ft. (1 m) of the door 


control. The illumination value shall be at least five times greater than listed in Table 1. 


3.4.5 Doors, vestibules, diaphragms and stairs 


No less than 0.1 fc at any of the measurement locations is permitted at the beginning of the test, and no less 


than 0.06 fc is permitted at the end of the test at any of the measurement locations.  


Measurements shall be taken on the floor at the center of each entrance/exit door threshold and diaphragm. In 


vestibules, an average of three measurements shall be taken on the floor for the spatial average calculation. 


For cars with steps for non-level boarding, measurements shall be taken near the centerline at the top and 


bottom steps. An average of these two measurements shall be calculated.  


For interior stairways, a measurement shall be taken near the centerline at the top landing, at a step in the 


middle of the stairway and at the bottom landing. An average of these three measurements shall be recorded. 


3.4.6 Aisles and passageways 


Because emergency lighting illumination levels may vary within a car, an average based on at least 20 


measurements shall be taken at equidistant intervals along the aisle centerline at a height of approximately 


25 in. (64 cm) above the floor to represent the mean illuminance level throughout the car length. 


To ensure that the minimum illuminance level reading in the spatial average is at least 0.1 fc at the beginning 


of the test and 0.06 fc at the end of the test, the measurements shall be taken at whatever location along the 


aisle appears darkest to the observer. Whether measurements are recorded manually or by computer, they 


shall be taken in a manner that the observer’s shadow does not affect the readings. 


If measurements are to represent system performance at a given point in time along the battery discharge 


curve, then these readings must be collected within a short time period. Collecting this quantity of readings 


manually is difficult to accomplish quickly. Therefore, the computerized data collection method is 


recommended. 
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3.4.7 Multilevel cars 


Illuminance measurement readings shall be taken at the required locations on the main level of the car and on 


all subsequent levels of multilevel cars (e.g., low-floor section, high-floor section). 


 


 


4.  System reliability 
The emergency lighting system for rail transit vehicles shall be designed so that at least 50 percent of the 


emergency lighting fixtures operate, notwithstanding the failure of any single individual light fixture or 


individual sealed battery, captive storage unit, or other power source. 


 


Independent power sources making use of firmware, software, and/or microcontrollers shall follow the 


guidelines within IEEE 1558-2004 – “Standard for Software Documentation for Rail Equipment and 


Systems” Type 3 or higher.  


 


 


5.  Operating conditions 


Each main car battery and each independent power source in a rail transit vehicle shall be capable of 


operating in all equipment orientations within 45 degrees of vertical and after the initial shock of a collision or 


derailment resulting in the following individually applied accelerations: 


 longitudinal: 8g 


 lateral: 4g 


 vertical: 4g 


The emergency lighting system components for rail transit vehicles shall be designed to function normally in 


the presence of mechanical vibrations and shock, in any orientation, and despite electromagnetic interference 


and other conditions. 


 


 


6.  Maintenance 


6.1 Periodic inspections and tests 


A periodic inspection and functional test shall be made of the emergency lighting system, including all power 


sources. Routine cleaning of the light fixtures and components also should be part of the rail transit system 


maintenance program. 


After the initial design and functional verification tests required by Section 3, tests to confirm the minimum 


illumination level and duration of the emergency lighting system shall be conducted no less frequently than 


once every eight years. This may be accomplished by using a statistically valid documented sampling method 


on a representative group of cars and areas. 


Corrective action shall be taken whenever the tested values are less than the minimum values stated in 


Table 1. 


Sealed batteries used as an independent power source for each emergency light circuit shall be replaced at the 


interval specified by the manufacturer or, if not specified, at least every five years.  


Capacitor-based energy storage devices do not have a replacement requirement. However, a functional test of 


the devices shall be conducted as part of a periodic inspection.  
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6.2 Defect reporting, repair and recordkeeping 


Defects, such as nonoperational emergency lighting fixtures, shall be reported and repaired in accordance 


with established local transit system procedures and OEM recommendations.  


 


 


Related APTA standards 
APTA RT-VIM-S-021-10 Rev 1, “Emergency Signage for Rail Transit Vehicles” 


APTA RT-VIM-S-022-10 Rev 1, “Low-Location Emergency Path Marking for Rail Transit Vehicles” 


APTA PR-E-S-013-99 Rev 1, “Standard for Emergency Lighting System Design for Passenger Cars”  


 


 


Definitions 
action point: The position where a function or task is performed. Such functions may include, but are not 


limited to, activities such as reading a label or operating a release mechanism.  


aisle: A path through a vehicle that is not bordered by walls, such as down the center of a rail transit car that 


has a row of seats on each side. 


auxiliary power system: An onboard source of electrical power (e.g., alternator/generator/car battery) 


typically used under normal operating conditions to supply such functions as lighting and air conditioning. 


color temperature: A numerical descriptor of the hue of a light source. It is expressed in terms of degrees on 


the Kelvin scale and refers to the temperature of a black-body radiator that produces light of the same hue as 


the source specified. Low color temperatures correspond to reddish (or warm) colored sources, such as candle 


flames or incandescent lamps, whereas higher color temperatures are associated with bluish (or cool) colored 


sources. Fluorescent and LED sources are available in a wide range covering low to high color temperatures.  


electroluminescence (EL): Luminescence resulting from the application of an alternating electrical current 


to phosphor. 


entrance/exit: The partially enclosed area of a car adjacent to the side loading doors. It provides 


access/egress to the car interior. See also vestibule. 


foot-candle (fc): A unit of illuminance. One foot-candle is 1 lumen per square foot (lm/sq. ft.). In the 


international system, the unit of illuminance is lux (1 fc = 10.76 lux). 


illuminance: The amount of light falling on a unit of area (e.g., 1 sq. ft. of surface). English units are foot-


candles (fc) or lumens per square foot (lm/sq. ft.). International units (SI) are lumens per square meter (lm/m2) 


or lux (lx). One fc equals 10.76 lux. 


independent power source: A sealed battery, capacitive storage or other energy storage device located 


within the car body that is designed to power one or more emergency light fixtures or other devices when the 


normal head-end power, main car battery, auxiliary power and/or wayside power are unavailable. 


lighting, emergency: A lighting mode that is available whenever power for the normal lighting is 


unavailable. The main car battery or one or more independent power sources can be used to supply the power 


to operate the fixtures that provide emergency lighting. 
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lighting, normal: A lighting mode that is available when the car is in operation with the normal power 


system. 


lighting, standby: A lighting mode available (on some cars) when the car loses normal power, but the main 


car battery has not yet discharged to load shed. See also independent power source and load shed. 


load shed: An electrical power system design in which some of the main car battery load is disconnected 


partway through the discharge cycle so that the remaining battery capacity can be used exclusively to provide 


power to the most important loads—e.g., a portion of normal lighting, emergency lighting and the public 


address system. The effect is to considerably extend the length of time these critical loads can be supported. 


The approach may include disconnecting such items as door operators, controls and some of the lighting from 


the main battery power source. 


lumen: The international unit of luminous flux or the time rate of flow of light. 


luminaire (light fixture): A device to produce, control and distribute light. A complete unit consisting of one 


or more lamps, sockets to hold and protect the lamps, optical devices to direct the light, and circuitry to 


provide the required electric power to the lamps. 


lux: The international unit of illuminance (1 lux = 0.0929 fc). 


main level: A level of a rail transit car that contains a passenger compartment whose length is equal to or 


greater than half the length of the car. 


passageway: A path directly bordered by walls that allows a passenger or crew member to move from one 


location to another. 


representative car/area: A car/area that shares the relevant characteristics of the car(s)/area(s) it represents. 


room/compartment: A space that can be occupied by passengers or crew, enclosed on at least three and 


usually all four sides. 


spatial average: The average of all samples taken in the vicinity of a specific location. The area of a spatial 


average varies. For a stairway, it includes only the area of the stair step(s). For an aisle, the entire length of the 


aisle is included. 


vestibule: An area of a passenger car that normally does not contain seating and is used in passing from the 


seating area to the side exit doors. See also entrance. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
EL electroluminescent 


fc foot-candle 


LED light-emitting diode 


lm lumen 


LVPS low-voltage power supply 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 
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Summary of document changes 
 Sections have been moved and renumbered. 


 Sections of definitions, abbreviations and acronyms have been moved to the rear of the document. 


 Five new sections added: “Introduction,” “Note on alternate practices,” “Related APTA Standards”, 


“Summary of document changes,” and “Document history.” 


 Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document, along with other cosmetic changes, 


such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


 Working group membership updated. 


 Table 1 – Added entry for ‘Operator Areas’ 


 Added a new Section 3.3 ‘Documentation’.  


 Old Section 3.3 ‘Required location measurements’ subdivide into five new Sections namely – 3.4.4 


‘Door exit control/manual release instructions’, 3.4.4.1 ‘Operator Areas’, 3.4.5 ‘Doors, vestibules, 


diaphragms and stairs’, 3.4.6 ‘Aisles and passageways’, and 3.4.7 ‘Multilevel cars’.    


 Section 5 ‘Operating conditions’ – Individual applied accelerations increased Longitudinal from 5g to 


8g, Lateral from 2g to 4g, and vertical from 3g to 4g. 


 An additional document added to the Reference Section APTA PR-E-S-013-99 Rev 1, “Standard for 


Emergency Lighting System Design for Passenger Cars”  
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Calibration of Inspection and 
Maintenance Precision Measuring 
Devices and Tools 


Abstract: This Standard covers basic procedures for calibration of inspection and maintenance precision 


measuring devices and tools. 


Keywords: calibration, precision measuring device, tools 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for the calibration of precision measuring devices and tools 


used by vehicle maintenance departments within a rail transit system. Rail transit systems shall tailor this 


standard to accommodate their specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This standard, in combination with the ISO standard referenced, includes all essential 


periodic inspection and maintenance requirements for the calibration of precision measuring devices and tools 


used to inspect and maintain rail vehicles. This procedure covers all types of electronic test equipment, 


mechanical tools and measuring devices used to generate quantitative measurements and/or data. Calibration 


and certification is based on standards set by the National Institute of Science and Technology, original 


equipment manufacturers’ recommended calibration cycles, and a transit agency’s specifications. This 


standard is intended for use by the vehicle maintenance department within a rail transit system. It establishes 


procedures for the periodic calibration of inspection and maintenance of precision measuring devices and 


tools to ensure the accuracy of measurements obtained by these devices. 
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Introduction 


This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-017-03 Second Revision January 6, 2016 Standard for 


Calibration of Inspection and Maintenance Precision Measuring Devices & Tools. 


 


This Standard for the Calibration of Inspection and Maintenance Precision Measuring Devices and Tools for 


rail transit vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, 


transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 


application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal 


and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government 


regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or 


practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than those 


given in this document. 


This Standard describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements for the calibration of rail transit 


precision measuring devices and tools. APTA recommends the use of this standard by individuals or 


organizations that use measuring devices and tools to make quantitative measurements to demonstrate 


compliance with a specified requirement. 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Calibration of Inspection and Maintenance 
Precision Measuring Devices and Tools 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
This section provides guidance to the rail transit system (RTS) to develop initial calibration and audit 


programs. In implementing this Standard, frequencies for individual tasks shall be established based on a 


number of factors, including but not limited to the following:  


 operating environment/conditions 


 OEM-recommended intervals 


 performance requirements 


 historical data 


 failure analysis 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs 


 industry experience 


 rail transit system’s testing and experience 


NOTE: In the absence of experience, recommendations or history, initial calibration and audit intervals 


shall be as specified below. 


1.1 Calibration intervals 


Precision measuring devices and tools shall be inspected, repaired and calibrated at regular intervals for 


proper operation and accuracy. A periodic precision measuring device and tool recalibration program shall be 


developed based upon the measurement equipment’s stability, purpose, usage and environmental conditions. 


Table 1 establishes the initial calibration interval for equipment that has seen normal operating conditions. 


TABLE 1 
Calibration Intervals 


Description 
Maximum Initial Intervals Between Calibration 


Under Normal Operating Conditions 


Mechanical/pneumatic devices and analog gauges 1 year 


Transducers 1 year 


Portable analog instruments 1 year 


Portable digital instruments 2 years 


Portable electrical/electronic devices  1 year 


Electrical/electronic bench devices  2 years 


Special tools As required by the OEM 


Special gauges As required by the OEM 
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NOTE: Normal operating conditions do not include the following: 


 dropping 


 overloading 


 working outside the environmental conditions specified by the OEM 


 working in a severe operating condition 


In the event that the device is suspected of being damaged, then the device shall be recalibrated immediately. 


In some instances damage is not readily discernable. Severe operating conditions involve a device being used 


in an operating environment that involves the potential for the device to lose its calibration due to frequent 


use, environmental conditions or rough handling. The RTS should develop a policy on recalibrating precision 


measuring devices that operate under severe conditions more frequently than the guidelines in Table 1. 


1.2 Audit intervals 


As part of the Quality Assurance Plan, the RTS shall develop and implement a procedure for auditing the 


correct implementation of the calibration system. Table 2 establishes the initial audit intervals for the devices 


and facilities. Each audit should be documented in accordance with the RTS’s procedures. 


TABLE 2 
Audit Intervals 


Periodic Audit Initial Intervals Between Audits 


Measuring devices and tools for the presence of required and 
current calibration labels 


6 months 


In-house proof testing process 
as required by RTS’s Quality Assurance 
Plan 


All calibration facilities and the procedures and personnel who 
perform the calibrations 


2 years 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


2.1 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 


standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times. 


Established RTS safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 


these inspections and tests. 


2.2 Training requirements 


Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that 


provide employees with the knowledge and skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 


outlined in this standard. 


2.3 Calibration of precision measuring devices 


The RTS shall develop and implement a calibration procedure that is in compliance with ISO 10012 and this 


standard. The calibration procedure shall require employees to perform self-tests and self-calibration on 


equipment with built-in self-test and self-calibration routines prior to taking any measurements. 
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Measuring devices that do not successfully pass the self-test or self-calibration process shall not be used. 


2.3.1 Precision measuring device and tool list  


Each RTS shall develop procedures for creating, developing and maintaining a complete and up-to-date 


“calibration database” of precision measuring devices and tools requiring calibration. The procedure shall 


include a methodology to incorporate newly purchased precision measuring devices and tools to the 


calibration database prior to the equipment being used by the RTS. The RTS also shall develop a procedure 


for retiring equipment that is damaged beyond economic repair or obsolete. This equipment shall be disposed 


of to prevent further use by the RTS. A sample calibration database is provided in Annex A. 


2.3.2 Calibration categories 


The RTS may develop two calibration categories: “calibration required” and “no calibration required.” The 


RTS’s manager of quality assurance or the person identified by the RTS’s Quality Assurance Plan shall 


approve the classification of individual devices into a specific calibration category.  


The RTS shall develop a procedure for changing the designation of devices between the categories 


“calibration required” and “no calibration required.”  


2.3.2.1 Calibration required 


This designation is for precision measuring devices and tools in regular use by the RTS to generate 


quantitative measurements or data that are used to demonstrate compliance with specified requirements. Rail 


transit systems have the option of sending these precision measuring devices to a qualified calibration facility 


or may use in-house personnel qualified on specific equipment to perform calibration.  


2.3.2.2 No calibration required (NCR) 


This designation is specifically for any device or tool that does not require an accuracy check, periodic 


maintenance or calibration as classified by the RTS’s procedure. 


Devices or tools with a status of “no calibration required” shall be classified and tracked in the RTS’s 


database.  


2.3.3 Calibration recall notification 


Each RTS shall develop procedures to issue a recall notification and to verify that all devices and tools 


requiring calibration are recalibrated or removed from service on the expiration of the current calibration. 


When equipment is returned from calibration and/or repair, the department will document the repairs made 


and/or the calibration information in accordance with the RTS’s procedure. 


2.3.4 Qualified calibration and repair facilities 


All organizations/departments performing calibrations to precision measuring devices and tools shall be 


certified to ISO 10012 or ANSI Z540-1. All standards used for calibrating precision measuring devices and 


tools shall be traceable to the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST). Calibrations may be 


performed either internally or externally to the RTS. 


After repair, the RTS shall have the precision measuring device or tool re-calibrated. 
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2.4 Calibration documentation 


The RTS shall develop a procedure for documenting the calibration and repair of its precision measuring 


devices and tools. At a minimum, the calibration documentation shall include the following: 


 calibration database 


 a certificate of calibration for each device that is calibrated 


 documentation for the repair and subsequent re-calibration of all equipment identified by this standard 


 calibration labels 


2.4.1 Calibration database 


The RTS shall develop a calibration database that includes the following: 


 device description, supplier, model number, serial number and/or tool identification number 


 the date of calibration of the measuring device or tool 


 the calibration due date 


A sample calibration database is provided as a reference in Annex A. 


2.4.2 Calibration labels 


All precision measuring devices and tools shall have a current tamper-resistant calibration label affixed to the 


tool in a conspicuous location. If the tool is too small to affix a label to it, the RTS shall determine the 


appropriate location. 


Calibration labels must be applied by an authorized individual and have the following minimum information: 


 calibration due date 


 identification of organization/department performing calibration 


Test equipment that requires no calibration is required to have a label affixed to it with the following 


information: 


 “NCR” in contrasting letters (see Section 2.3.2.2) 


 date affixed 


 serial number of the equipment 


 identification of classifying individual or department designated by the RTS.  


2.4.3 Measuring device and tool identification number 


Each measuring device or tool that is classified as “calibration required” shall have a unique identification 


number permanently affixed or inscribed on the device, independent of the calibration label. The device 


identification number may be a manufacturer’s serial number or a unique number assigned by the RTS.  


2.5 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during these tasks should be corrected and documented in accordance with RTS 


procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Related APTA Standards 
None at this time. 
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and Test Equipment – General Requirements,” 1994. 


 International Organization for Standardization, ISO 10012-1:1992, “Quality Assurance Requirements 


for Measuring Equipment – Part 1: Metrological Confirmation System for Measuring Equipment,” 


1992. http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=17943 


 International Organization for Standardization, ISO 10012-2:1997, “Quality Assurance for Measuring 


Equipment – Part 2: Guidelines for Control of Measurement Processes,” 1997. 


http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=17944 


 


 


Definitions 
For the purposes of this standard, the following terms and definitions apply: 


precision measuring device: Any mechanical, electrical, electronic or pneumatic instrument that when 


utilized properly provides a measurement that is used to demonstrate compliance with specified requirements. 


proof testing: An abbreviated calibration procedure performed by the RTS that compares a shop measuring 


device and tools to a known calibrated standard that is traceable to NIST and verifies that the shop measuring 


device’s accuracy is within specified parameters. 


special tool: A customized tool fabricated, purchased or supplied for a specific purpose. A special tool may 


be considered a precision measuring device. 


special gauging: Gauges used to verify OEM specifications. A special gauge may be considered a precision 


measuring device. 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


ISO  International Standards Organization 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


NCR no calibration required 


NIST National Institute of Science and Technology 


RTS rail transit system 


 



http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=17943

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=17944
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Summary of changes 


1. Document formatted to the new APTA recommended practice format. 


2. Sections have been moved and renumbered. 


3. Scope and summary moved to the front page. 


4. Sections of definitions, abbreviations and acronyms moved to the rear of the document. 


5. Four new sections added: “Related APTA Standards”, “Summary of document changes,” “Note on 


Alternate Practices” and “Document history.” 


6. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document, along with other cosmetic changes, 


such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


7. Working Group membership updated. 
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Annex A (informative): Sample calibration database 


Description Model ID # Serial # Manufacturer Location 
Calibration 
Frequency 


Stock # 
Calibration 


Date 
Calibration 
Due Date 


Allen ground leak 
detector 


SG-65M2B W-111 R194 Ajax 
Consolidated 


Coach shop 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Barco 
speedometer 


50-07084 W-044  Bach-Simpson Canopy 1 year 00-20-617 6/7/2002 6/7/2003 


Caliper, dial 0-6"  W-033 G-344014 Aerospace Loco insp. 
shop 


1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Caliper, dial 0-8" 500-197 W-066 7919 Mitutoyo Proj. adm. 1 year 00-22-004 1/8/2002 1/8/2003 


Caliper, digital 0-6"  W-050 7021764 Mitutoyo Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External At Pylon 4/3/2002 


Capacitance meter 820 W-014 90-40948 BK Precision Electronics lab 2 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Compression 
tester set 


9572281 W146H  EMD Diesel repair 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Dial indicator 697 W-069  Starrett Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Digital back to 
back gauge 


543-453B W-067 5469 Mitutoyo Proj. adm. 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Digital force gauge FGE-100X W-147 Z9502B033 Shimpo PM 1 year  4/25/2002 4/25/2003 


Digital micron 
gauge 


9450D W-007 12453 TIF Coach shop 1 year 00-00-372 1/25/2002 1/25/2003 


Digital 
thermometer 


50S/50D W-135  Fluke A/C, C. 
Campbell 


1 year 00-21-388 6/21/2002 6/21/2003 


Durometer, 
hardness gauge 


1700 W-139 A-02543 Rex Gauge Co. Paul Elias 2 year 00-21-539 10/5/2000 9/7/2002 


Force gauge FGE-200H W-141 E300H001 Shimpo Paul Elias 1 year 00-21-550 11/14/2001 11/14/2002 


Freon charging 
scale-1 


TIF 9010 W-005 30475 TIF Coach shop 1 year 00-00-007 1/21/2002 1/21/2003 


Frequency counter 1803 W-015 11807936 BK Precision Electronics Lab 2 year External 6/21/2002 6/21/2003 


Go/no-go thread 
plug gauge 


5/8-18 
UNF 


W-129  Frank Cox PM/wheel cart 1 year External Out of 
service 


5/2/2002 


Hydraulic torque 
machine 


70 W-061 7143DP Tame Inc. Loco/traction 
motors 


2 year External 1/6/2001 1/6/2003 


Indicator, test 711 W-037 T3 Starrett Loco repair 
shop 


1 year 00-21-403 At Pylon 6/14/2002 


LCD vacuum 
gauge 


69070 W-137  Ritchie A/C, C. 
Campbell 


1 year 00-20-806 Out of 
service 


Trying to 
find a 
supplier 


LCR meter 878 W-020 23705931 BK Precision Electronics lab 2 year External To be 
calibrated 


Extension 
1/12/03 


Megohmeter TES1601 W-148 990309874  Diesel repair 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Micrometer 0-1" 
.0001" 


 W-105 GO 4-20 Mitutoyo Loco repair 
shop 


1 year 00-21-404 6/21/2002 6/21/2003 


Multimeter, digital  Fluke 26-3 W-120 73020269 Fluke PM day shift 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Oscilloscope 1477b W-018 12923 BK precision Electronics lab 2 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Pressure gauge A551090 W-125  Beacon  1 year 00-99-548 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Pressure gauge/ 
master 


 W-132  Beacon C.S. Silvio 1 year 00-99-548 6/21/2002 6/21/2003 
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Description Model ID # Serial # Manufacturer Location 
Calibration 
Frequency 


Stock # 
Calibration 


Date 
Calibration 
Due Date 


Roughness meter M3A W-045 27174 Perthen Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External 12/5/2001 12/ 5/2002 


Signal receiver-
Allen ground 


SR-
95M12B 


W-130 R194 Ajax 
Consolidated 


Coach shop 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Sound level meter K7010 W-144 185522 Kleton Diesel repair 1 year External 12/10/2001 12/10/2002 


Tachometer, 
digital 


3T2159 W-078  Cat Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Test bridge 5305 W-068  Leeds & 
Northrup 


Tool crib 1 year External 12/5/2001 12/5/2002 


Torque multiplier GA 185 W-118 19434 Snap-On Diesel repair 1 year 00-21-379 1/24/2002 1/24/2003 


Torque wrench  
0-250 lbs.  


TW-12 W-075  Westward Coach shop 1 year 00-21-274 At Pylon 5/24/2002 


Velocity pickup PMC258D W-051-
2 


Balmac211 PMC/Beta Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External 12/15/2001 12/15/2002 


Vibration meter 211 W-051 840012 Balmac Loco repair 
shop 


1 year External 12/15/2001 12/15/2002 


Waveform 
generator 


33120A W-017 US-
34015157 


Hewlett-
Packard 


Electronics lab 2 year 00-22-011 2/11/2002 2/11/2003 


Tape Measure    Stanley Coach Shop NCR  NCR NCR 
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On-Track Equipment Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the periodic inspection and maintenance of 


systems and components of on-track equipment (OTE). It covers the development of rail transit system (RTS) 


inspection and maintenance schedules for OTE. 


Keywords: on-track equipment, periodic inspection and maintenance, vehicle inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the development of periodic inspection and 


maintenance schedules for on-track equipment. Individual rail transit systems should tailor these practices to 


accommodate their specific equipment, mode of operation and operating environment. 


Scope and purpose: The purpose of any periodic maintenance inspection schedule is to positively affect 


equipment reliability, performance and safety while expending the minimum amount of resources to achieve 


results that are in keeping with RTS operational requirements, budgets and goals. This Recommended 


Practice applies to rail transit systems that operate light rail, heavy rail or rail subway systems. This 


document does not apply to rail transit systems regulated by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). This 


document should be used by rail transit systems that operate under Federal Transit Administration state safety 


oversight jurisdiction. This Recommended Practice provides recommendations for periodic inspection and 


maintenance of on-track equipment and is helpful when used in the creation of vehicle inspection schedules. It 


includes factors that should be considered by the RTS when developing these schedules. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-027-17, “On-Track Equipment Periodic Inspection and 


Maintenance.” 


This Recommended Practice is intended to assist rail transit system (RTS) personnel in developing and 


implementing basic maintenance and inspection procedures for on-track equipment. Since on-track equipment 


may be different, the procedures and steps described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor 


required for, every RTS inspection and maintenance procedure. 


This Recommended Practice represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its pro-


visions, namely, transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants and engineers. The 


application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, 


federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for 


certain applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may 


be either more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This document describes the basic periodic inspection and maintenance requirements for on-track 


equipment. APTA recommends the use of this document by: 


• Individuals or organizations who use On-Track Equipment; 


• Individuals or organizations who perform periodic inspection and maintenance for On-Track 


Equipment; 


• Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the performance of periodic inspec-


tion and maintenance for On-Track Equipment; and 


• Individuals or organizations who influence how periodic inspections and maintenance is per-


formed for On-Track Equipment. 
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On-Track Equipment Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


1.  Background 
Because many variations exist in vehicle design, system size and environmental considerations across rail 


transit systems, no single method of developing and implementing periodic on-track equipment (OTE) 


inspection and maintenance can be applied to the entire industry.  


Each RTS, based on specific equipment design, usage, maintenance facilities and operating environment, 


must compile and enact specific periodic inspection and maintenance protocols. 


2.  Requirements 
The following are requirements incumbent on an effective OTE periodic inspection and maintenance 


program. Each of the following is explained more fully in the body of the document: 


 Safety is the first consideration in determining inspection intervals, checks and warnings for 


employees. 


 The inclusion of OEM inspection and maintenance tasks as a part of new equipment and technologies 


procurements.  


 Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks need to include the regular inspection and maintenance of 


all on-track-equipment’s safety features. 


 Development of periodic inspection and maintenance schedules to use OEM recommendations, 


engineering principles, and RTS experience. 


 Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks are scheduled, tracked, and are performed within the 


requirements of the RTS. 


 Inspection records include date and maintainer information and are maintained for a RTS defined 


period of time. 


 Periodic inspection and maintenance task lists are subject to regular review by the RTS. 


 On-track-equipment needs to meet safe operating status requirements defined by the RTS. 


 


 


3.  Safety 
Safety considerations by the RTS should be present in the following: 


 Conduct task appropriate equipment and safety training. 


 Identification and creation of danger, warning and caution elements within the task descriptions 


through a job hazard analysis (risk mitigations) such that employees are made aware of procedures 


that could be harmful to either themselves or others. 


 Safe operation is an intentional outcome of the OTE’s periodic inspection and maintenance program. 


 Ensure facilities and equipment are adequate to safely perform the periodic inspection and 


maintenance tasks. 


 Availability and identification of the personal protective equipment necessary to perform each 


inspection and maintenance task. 
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 Promote the regular enforcement of rules and procedures to maintain the safety culture within the 


RTS. 


 Use of FMEA and FMECA, or other failsafe methodologies to validate changes to safety critical 


equipment that the RTS has specified.  


 


 


4.  Equipment procurement contracts 
As a minimum the RTS should consider the following, including but not limited to:  


• Training. 


• Procedures for inspection and maintenance. 


• Schedule.  


• Spare parts.  


• Illustrated Parts Catalog (IPC).  


• Hazard analysis. 


• RAM (reliability and maintainability) study. 


 


 


5.  Development 
Periodic inspection and maintenance schedules should be developed taking into account inspection and 


maintenance interval recommendations based on: 


 RAM studies performed on the equipment during its development 


 Original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommendations  


 Warranty considerations 


 Subject matter expert (SME) input 


 Maintenance history of similar equipment 


 Engineering input 


 Legal considerations  


 Regulatory requirements 


 


5.1 Building an inspection and maintenance schedule with OEM or RAM 
recommendations 
Approaches to inspection and maintenance schedules should be developed for programs such as reliability 


centered, predictive, preventative and corrective, as determined by the RTS. 


Schedules should be developed using RAM and OEM information regarding intervals for inspection and 


maintenance. Identify and record all suggested component, sub-component, system and sub-system 


maintenance tasks required for a particular inspection type.  


See Figure 1. All suggested component, sub-component, system and sub-system maintenance requirements 


for the recommended inspection (“A” inspection, in this example) are listed. 
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Based on the OEM recommendations, RAM data, SME input, historical data, engineering input, regulatory, 


legal requirements and warranty considerations, the columns to the right of the systems and subsystems 


represent each RTS-assigned inspection and maintenance interval for the fleet. These RTS inspection 


intervals are subject to adjustment to best suit agency conditions.  


Some equipment, such as hi-rail equipment and track equipment, will not include RAM studies and may only 


include the inspection and maintenance interval recommendations of the sub-component suppliers, if 


anything. In either event, the creation of a spreadsheet is useful in tracking RAM, OEM and sub-supplier 


recommendations to the initial inspection and maintenance interval sheet. 


FIGURE 1  
Example Inspection Data Spreadsheet 


 


5.2 Building an inspection and maintenance schedule without OEM or RAM 
recommendations 


OEM and RAM recommendations, when available, should be used to build inspection schedules. However, 


when they are not available, inspection and maintenance schedules can be built using inspection and 


reliability data from similar RTS equipment, sub-component supplier information and subject matter expert 


input. This method will necessitate heavy post-inspection quality, reliability and engineering oversight to 


verify whether or not the interval estimates need to be adjusted, and to make new interval recommendations 


when the original estimates have not provided for the adequate maintenance of the related piece of equipment. 


A sample fleet should be tested using the intervals developed to determine areas where the initial intervals 


should be adjusted. A method is to start with safety devices/equipment; braking equipment, stopping 


mechanisms, propulsion and ancillary equipment; finishing up with hoses, pipes, tanks, wiring, gauges, 


lighting, indicators, chassis, and cab.  
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5.3 Types of inspection and maintenance schedule intervals 


Inspection and maintenance schedules typically use either distance, calendar time or equipment hours of 


operation as the units of measure for intervals. Some use combinations of these parameters. 


 Distance based: As stated, intervals follow set distance requirements. This method has the 


advantage of allowing for easy “special event” budgeting and for bringing vehicles in for inspection 


when the designated distance has been travelled. This method does not account for time when a piece 


of equipment is keyed “on” (powered up), in a ready status, but not moving. 


 


 Calendar time: This method follows the time elapsed since a vehicle has been placed in service. One 


advantage to this approach is that vehicles are inspected at regular intervals, regardless of distance. 


This method does not take into account service use variations between vehicles run as “trippers” 


when compared with those used for “regular” service. Also, this method does not account for time 


when the vehicle is keyed “on” (powered up), in a ready status, but not moving. 


 


 Equipment hours of operation: This method tracks the “on” time (powered up) for the equipment 


and therefore is the only method capturing both the time a vehicle is moving down the tracks and the 


time that it is in a “ready,” keyed-on status, not moving.  
 


5.4 Organizing inspection and maintenance steps for efficiency 
After the types of service and intervals of the periodic inspection and maintenance tasks have been 


determined, list inspection tasks together on the inspection sheet based on inspection action characteristics 


that will allow for the most efficient and effective completion of the work. Typical grouping can be done by 


the inspection step’s location, power/operational requirements or tools used. There are both safety and 


efficiency benefits to be gained through the structured organization of inspection steps. 


 


5.5 Standardization of inspections 
Additional efficiencies can be achieved through the standardization of inspections across multiple types of 


vehicles. Inspection groupings can be standardized fleet to fleet, shop to shop, allowing maintainers, to be 


familiar with the inspection protocols of different fleets or locations.  


 


Standardization of inspections across fleets and locations may promote the ability to standardize inspection 


times at properties. The standardization of times can be achieved by creating procedural and tracking 


documentation that detail the work that can consistently be achieved in a shift or regular unit of time. Creating 


standardized times for the completion of periodic inspections and maintenance allows for greater efficiency in 


the scheduled use of inspection facilities and personnel. 


 


5.6 Inspection and maintenance on-time performance 
RTS should develop an on-time performance criteria for periodic inspection and maintenance schedules. On-


time performance requirements are typically tracked as a percentage of the inspection and maintenance 


intervals such as time, distance, and condition. For example, if the inspection was a 5,000-mile inspection, 


and the tolerance for on-time performance is 10 percent, then inspections starting between the distances of 


4,500 and 5,500 miles are considered to be on time. 


 


5.7 Inspection and maintenance document approval and retention  
Federal, state, local and RTS oversight groups, and counsel, will have guidelines that define the retention 


period and appropriate signatories required to approve the inspection documents. These will be specific to 


each RTS. Typically these could include appointed representatives from engineering, maintenance, safety, 


security, quality and, in some instances, law enforcement.  
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The RTS should develop a hierachial process governing the types of changes required and the level and type 


of signature needed for approval. Documents that are re-formatted and does not change the intent of the 


document may require a lower level of authorization, whereas a change to a safety-sensitive process may 


entail a higher level of authorization. 


 


 


6.  Implementation  
The RTS should implement the use of on-track equipment inspection and maintenance procedures. The 


implementation program may include but not limited to: 


• Documentation 


• Training 


• Scheduling 


• On-time performance of periodic inspection and maintenance 


 


6.1 Documentation  


The RTS’s document control process should ensure that the latest version of the maintenance inspection 


procedure should be used. Clear documentation of the requirements and parameters of each periodic 


inspection and maintenance procedure should be readily available to any employee performing the associated 


task. The mechanism by which the task information is available could be a planned maintenance document, or 


an electronic device with links to each task. 


 


6.2 Training 
The RTS should implement training designed to support the inspection changes. 


 


6.3 Scheduling 
The RTS should implement an electronic maintenance tracking system that typically involves initiating a 


fleet, a series, or a single piece of on-track equipment, corresponding to a series of inspection templates 


arranged into a schedule. Some type of cross-checking against an electronic scheduling system, which will 


verify on a regular basis the integrity of the scheduling process, should be developed and used. Pen-and-paper 


type scheduling systems should also incorporate a regular mechanism that will verify that all on-track 


equipment is regularly meeting the requirements of the periodic inspection and maintenance schedule. 


 


6.4 On-time performance of periodic inspection and maintenance 
The RTS should implement on-time performance requirements over the periodic inspection and maintenance 


program. This statistic should be tracked within any periodic inspection and maintenance program. 


 


 


7.  Contractor on-track equipment 
Contractors should be required to demonstrate that their equipment can pass an RTS daily safety test, based 


upon similar equipment already in use by the RTS. Contractors should also be required to perform a daily 


safety test on days when the equipment will be in use, and they must be able to demonstrate that the required 


inspection and maintenance of the equipment has been performed, documented, and approved by the RTS. 
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8.  Quality assurance 
The RTS should ensure quality assurance processes are used in the development, implementation, review, and 


approval of periodic inspection and maintenance programs. The outcome of a quality assurance program is to 


ensure equipment reliability goals are achieved. 


 


 


9.  Engineering 
The RTS may engage engineering personnel in determining solutions to recurring periodic inspection and 


maintenance issues, and in identifying reliability issues that may have periodic inspection and maintenance 


root causes or solutions. 


 


 


10.  Quality control 
The RTS should use quality control processes in the periodic verification of inspection and maintenance 


completion and the validation that the tasks are being completed as written in the inspection and maintenance 


tasks’ descriptions.  


 


 


Related APTA standards 
APTA RT-OP-S-021-15 (Published October 30, 2015) - Standard for On-Track Equipment Safety Require-


ments  
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Definitions 
On–track equipment (OTE) - A rail mounted vehicle or equipment including high-rail vehicle and equipment 


that is not used for revenue service but is used to inspect, maintain and repair the rail system. 


 


Rail transit system (RTS) – The organization that operates rail transit service and related activities. Also 


known as the transit system, transit agency, operating agency, operating authority, transit authority and other 


similar terms. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
FMEA failure mode and effects analysis 


FMECA failure mode and effects criticality analysis 


FRA Federal Railroad Administration 


NATSA North American Transportation Services Association  


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


OTE on-track equipment 


RAM reliability and maintainability 


RTS rail transit system 


SME subject matter expert 
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Rail Transit Vehicle Pre-Departure Inspection 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the pre-departure inspection of systems and 
components on rail transit vehicles. It covers exterior inspection, interior inspection and brake system tests. 


Keywords: pre-departure inspection, rail transit system, rail transit vehicle, vehicle inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the development of pre-departure inspections 
of rail transit vehicles. Individual rail transit systems should tailor these practices to accommodate their 
specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice applies to rail transit systems that operate light rail, heavy 
rail or rail subway systems. This document does not apply to rail transit systems regulated by the Federal 
Railroad Administration. This document should be used by rail transit systems that operate under Federal 
Transit Administration state safety oversight jurisdiction. This Recommended Practice provides 
recommendations for pre-departure inspections of rail transit vehicles to confirm the fitness for service of 
these vehicles. It includes a pre-departure operator’s cab check, vehicle exterior inspection, vehicle interior 
inspection and brake system functional check. As resources and operating tempo permit, some rail transit 
systems may be able to perform an expanded pre-departure inspection that incorporates inspection of items 
and systems related to comfort, quality and reliability. 
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Introduction 
This Introduction is not part of RT-VIM-RP-008-02 First Revision June 28, 2013, Recommended Practice for 
Rail Transit Vehicle Pre-Departure Inspection. 


This Recommended Practice for Pre-Departure Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit vehicles represents 
a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit operating/planning 
agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The application of any standards, 
practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state regulations 
govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government regulations take 
precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards 
or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than 
those given in this document. 


This Recommend Practice is intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and 
inspection procedures. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the procedures and steps described in 
this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every RTS maintenance and inspection 
procedure.   
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Rail Transit Vehicle Pre-Departure Inspection 


1.  Background 
Due to the many differences in vehicle design, system size and operating tempo among rail transit systems, a 
standard set of inspection criteria to be used across the industry is not workable. Specifically what to and how 
to inspect needs to be determined individually by each rail transit system (RTS) based on its specific 
equipment design and operating environment. 
 
The following guiding principles are recommended to develop the pre-departure inspection: 


 The inspection should not require the vehicle to be placed over a pit. 
 The inspection should not require coupling or uncoupling of vehicles. 
 The inspection could be performed by either operating or maintenance personnel, but anyone doing 


the inspection must be adequately trained to do so. 
 The inspection should be a walk-around and walk-through visual examination looking for obvious 


defects. 
 The Recommended Practice should provide flexibility for rail transit systems to inspect some items 


on a less frequent than pre-departure basis based on past safe operating history. 
 


Rail transit systems should develop local policies and procedures that implement this Recommended Practice. 
The local policies and procedures should be based on manufacturers’ recommendations and operating 
experience with the equipment covered. Since the purpose of the pre-departure inspection is to ensure safety, 
local policies and procedures must provide clear guidance and criteria for removing vehicles from or not 
placing vehicles in revenue service when safety critical defects are identified. 
 
 
2.  Requirements 
2.1 Safety 
Established RTS safety practices, rules and procedures must be followed at all times in the performance of 
these inspections. 
 
2.2 General requirements 
Each RTS should determine which vehicle systems or components must be inspected on a pre-departure basis. 
 
Each RTS should identify those vehicle systems or components that, based on extensive past operating 
experience, do not require a pre-departure inspection but can be inspected at greater intervals. Each RTS shall 
develop and conduct a periodic inspection and maintenance program with required inspection frequencies for 
these systems or components. 
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Each RTS should perform a pre-departure inspection of the systems or components, identified in accordance 
with Section 3 of this Recommended Practice, on each rail transit vehicle prior to placing that vehicle in 
revenue service. That pre-departure inspection should consist of: 


 An operator’s cab check; 
 An external vehicle inspection; 
 An internal vehicle inspection; and 
 A brake system functional check. 


 
Each RTS should develop specific written policies and procedures that take into account specific equipment 
designs and local operating conditions to implement the vehicle pre-departure inspections recommended by 
this Recommended Practice. These policies and procedures should give inspectors clear guidance and criteria 
for reporting equipment that should be removed from or not placed into revenue service. 
 
Each RTS should ensure that employees and/or contractors responsible for the performance of vehicle 
inspections have the skills and knowledge required to effectively perform the inspections assigned to them. 
Refer to APTA RT-RP-VIM-011, “Rail Transit Vehicle Inspection Training and Qualifications,” for guidance 
on training for inspecting rail transit vehicles. 
 
 
3.  Vehicle inspections 
The vehicle inspections and tests recommended by Sections 3.1 through 3.4 should be conducted prior to 
placing the vehicle into revenue service or operations (work train service, testing, plowing, etc.). 


NOTE: Light rail and heavy rail vehicle designs differ. Light rail vehicles are often designed for street 
running and are equipped with additional street running safety features. If a vehicle is not equipped 
with a listed component or system, then the corresponding pre-departure inspection of the 
component/system may be omitted. Also, all repairs and adjustments are to be made in accordance 
with RTS policies and procedures. 
 


3.1 Operating cab inspection 
Inspect and/or test all the cab components or systems identified by the RTS. Rail transit systems should 
consider including the following in the operator’s cab pre-departure inspection: 


 presence of restrictive operating tags or devices; 
 train configuration settings; 
 train control settings; 
 cab signal equipment; 
 electrical circuit breakers; 
 windshield wipers and washers; 
 windshield and side glazing; 
 horns, gongs buzzers and bells; 
 radio, public address and intercom systems; 
 side-view cameras; 
 interior/exterior mirrors; 
 closed-circuit television (CCTV) interior surveillance; 
 security of equipment panel covers and guards;  
 cab lights, gauges and indicators; 
 emergency equipment/tools;  
 verify that all bypass and cut-out switches are in the normal position and properly sealed 
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 annunciator panel indicators (normally equipped with a test feature to ensure that indicator lights are 
functional);  


 all cabs’ doors closed (and locked, if applicable) indication; 
 all cars’ doors closed and locked per RTS policy with all corresponding indications; and 
 train operator display (TOD). 


 
3.2 Vehicle pre-departure exterior inspection 
When possible, and in accordance with RTS yard and track safety rules and procedures, conduct a full walk-
around visual inspection of the vehicle for obvious defects. If the rail yard configuration does not allow full-
walk around inspections to be safely done, only one side of the vehicle may be inspected. As much as 
possible without uncoupling or going under the vehicle, inspect all systems or components identified by the 
RTS for visual defects, presence and function. Rail transit systems should consider including the following 
components or systems as part of the pre-departure inspection: 


 train makeup; 
 presence of restrictive operating tags; 
 coupler assembly and draft gear (as can be inspected without uncoupling); 
 pilot/snow plow; 
 track brake; 
 parking brake/handbrake; 
 headlights; 
 taillights; 
 brake lights; 
 marker lights; 
 equipment provided for the disadvantaged; 
 directional turn signals; 
 sander; 
 trucks/bogies and equipment; 
 wheels and wheel bearings, where visible; 
 friction brake components, where visible;  
 steps, stairs, threshold plates and anti-climbers; 
 handholds; 
 windows and window gaskets and seals; 
 exterior emergency signage; 
 status of exterior emergency indicators; 
 electrical cables, jumpers and connectors (as can be inspected without disconnecting or uncoupling); 
 pantographs, current collectors or fuel level; 
 buffers, springs, chains, and/or diaphragms between cars; 
 automatic train control, automatic train operation and automatic train protection components; 
 transponders; 
 trip switches or trip cocks;  
 air suspension system levelers; 
 brake cutouts;  
 hanging equipment/components; and 
 carbody damage, dragging equipment or fouling debris that would interfere with safe train movement. 
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3.3 Vehicle pre-departure interior inspection 
While performing an interior walk-through, inspect all components or systems identified by the RTS for 
obvious visual defects, presence and function. Rail transit systems should consider including the following as 
part of the vehicle interior pre-departure inspection: 


 floors, passages and aisle ways; 
 interior lighting; 
 emergency lighting; 
 emergency tools and equipment; 
 emergency signs/decals; 
 emergency window exits; 
 emergency brake handles; 
 seats; 
 luggage racks; 
 ADA equipment; 
 heating, ventilation and air conditioning;  
 side passenger and emergency doors;  
 circuit breakers; and 
 all doors locked per RTS policy. 


 
3.4 Brake system functional check 
A functional check of the friction brake system shall be made in accordance with the rail transit system’s 
policies and procedures. Rail transit systems should consider checking the following: 


 deadman or alerter feature; 
 train operator’s emergency brake application actuation device; 
 friction brake apply and release, normal function and indications; and 
 a low-speed brake application. 


 
 


4.  Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 or 3.4 should be corrected in 
accordance with established RTS policies and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommendations. 
 
 
5.  Supervisory oversight 
Supervisors of RTS employees or contractors assigned vehicle inspection and maintenance tasks should 
conduct spot checks or use other techniques to ensure that the assigned tasks, including pre-departure 
inspections, are performed in accordance with the rail transit system’s policies and procedures. 
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Definitions 
contractor: A person under contract with the RTS or an employee of a person under contract with the RTS to 
perform inspection and/or maintenance of rail transit vehicles. 


deadman control: A pressure- or activity-actuated device that detects inattention or disability of a train operator. 


heavy rail system: A railway with the capacity for a heavy volume of traffic and characterized by exclusive 
rights-of-way, multicar trains, high speed and rapid acceleration, sophisticated signaling and high platform 
passenger loading. Also known as “rapid rail,” “subway” or “elevated railway.” 


light rail system: A railway that may use shared or exclusive rights-of-way. Light rail systems may run trains 
intermingled with street traffic. Light rail systems frequently operate with low-platform loading and single-car 
trains. Also known as “street car,” “trolley car” or “tram.” 
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pre-departure inspection: A visual and/or functional check of rail transit vehicle components or systems, 
performed prior to placing a vehicle or train into revenue service, conducted in accordance with local RTS 
procedures by a person trained to have the necessary skills and knowledge to effectively perform these tasks. 
 
 
Abbreviations and acronyms 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 
APTA American Public Transportation Association 
BART Bay Area Rapid Transit 
CCTV closed-circuit television 
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
RTS rail transit system 
TOD train operator display 
 
 
Summary of document changes 


1. Document formatted to the new APTA standard format. 
2. Sections have been renumbered and moved around 
3. Two new sections added, Summary of Document changes and Document history 
4. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document and other cosmetic changes, such as 
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


5. Changes in the following sections: 
a) 1. Background – removed references to “the committee” 
b) 3.1 Operating cab inspection – added buzzers, bypass and cut-out switches, and reference to cab 


doors 
c) 3.2 Vehicle exterior inspection – added trucks/bogies and equipment and hanging equipment. 
d) Included additional abbreviations such as – APTA, BART as transit properties and TOD for train 


operator display 
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Third Rail Current Collection Equipment 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This Rail Standard covers basic procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of third rail 
current collection equipment on rail transit vehicles, with emphasis on maintenance of high-voltage current 
collection devices. 


Keywords: periodic inspection and maintenance, third rail current collection equipment 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for the inspection and maintenance of third rail current 
collection equipment. Individual rail transit systems should tailor these standards to accommodate their 
specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This standard includes all essential periodic inspection and maintenance requirements for 
third rail current collection equipment used on rail transit vehicles. This standard is intended for use by rail 
transit equipment maintenance organizations. It establishes procedures for periodic inspection and 
maintenance of third rail current collection equipment used on rail transit vehicles. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-S-001-02 First Revision June 28, 2013, Standard for Third 
Rail Collection Equipment Periodic Inspection and Maintenance. 
 
This Standard for Third Rail Collection Equipment Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit 
vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 
operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 
application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, 
federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 
government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain 
applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more 
or less restrictive than those given in this document. 
 
This Standard iss intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and inspection 
procedures on rail transit door systems. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the procedures and 
steps described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every RTS maintenance 
and inspection procedure. 
 
APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 
 


 Individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 
 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 
 Individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 
 
 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 
equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 
environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 
certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 
less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 
so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 
system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 Identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met. 
 State why each of these requirements cannot be met. 
 Describe the alternate methods used. 
 Describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Third Rail Current Collection Equipment Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Maintenance tasks on the third rail current collection equipment shall be performed on a regular schedule to 
ensure proper operation of the equipment. The sections of this standard listed in Table 1 provide a guide of 
detailed procedures for each identified maintenance task. 


TABLE 1 
Maintenance Frequency 


Inspections and Maintenance Recommended Inspection Intervals (Not to Exceed) Section


Visual 30 days1 2.5.1 


Mechanical 180 days1 2.5.2 


Electrical 12 months1 2.5.3 


Cleaning/coating 24 months1 2.5.4 


Lubrication As required by OEM 2.5.5 


1. Each inspection interval includes all previous levels. Rail transit systems may opt to use equivalent mileage instead of 
recommended days when determining inspection intervals.


The frequency of tasks in Table 1 shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. 
Further, in the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies 
for individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 
 Industry experience; 
 Operating environment/conditions; 
 Historical data; 
 Performance requirements; 
 Failure analysis; 
 Rail transit system’s testing and experience; and 
 Reliability centered maintenance programs. 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
WARNING: The following inspection and maintenance procedures must be performed in a voltage-free 
area, (disconnected from all sources of supply) and where no third rail is present. Follow proper lock-
out/tag-out procedures as required by the rail transit system. 


WARNING: Ensure the proper electrical discharge of auxiliary and propulsion capacitors. Follow proper 
procedures as required by the OEM and rail transit system. 
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WARNING: Ensure that the vehicle is properly secured against uncontrolled movement in accordance 
with the rail transit system rules before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


WARNING: When disconnecting components from the third rail current collection system, ensure that 
all components are adequately supported to prevent uncontrolled movement. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proved safe and authorized for use by the 
rail transit system. Consult original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and Material Safety Data Sheet 
(MSDS) references for suitability for each application to prevent personal injury and damage to the 
equipment. 


2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required to perform third rail current collection equipment inspection 
and maintenance: 


 Approved non-conducting cleaning solvents. 
 Approved lubricants as required by the OEM. 
 Other materials recommended by the OEM 


2.2 Tools 
The following tools are normally required to perform third rail current collection equipment inspection and 
maintenance: 


 Standard tools carried by the maintenance personnel; 
 500 or 1000 VDC megohmmeter (commonly referred to as a “megger”);* 
 Multimeter;* 
 Force gauge (spring scale or digital);* 
 Torque wrench;* 
 third rail shoe height gauge; 
 Contact shoe pad wear gauge (if applicable); and 
 Fulcrum gauge (if applicable). 


NOTE: Tools marked with an asterisk require periodic calibration as specified by the rail transit 
system’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI Standards and as required by the rail 
transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that 
provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 
outlined in this standard. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 
2.5.1 Visual 


a) Electrical: Frayed, burnt, broken, cut or otherwise defective shunt straps or electrical cables shall be 
replaced. Make sure that cables and shunts are not chafing or rubbing. 
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NOTE: If required by the rail transit system or manufacturer’s recommendation, use colloidal copper 
coating material between connections. 


b) Mechanical: Missing or damaged cotter pins, bolts, nuts, lock washers, support brackets and electrical 
terminals shall be replaced. Inspect for the alignment of torque stripes on the associated hardware if 
applicable. Loose hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications. Reapply torque stripes, if 
applicable.  


NOTE: Elastic lock nuts and chemical locking compounds are not to be used to secure current carrying 
components. 


c) Wear indicator: Current collector shoes shall be replaced if the pad wear limit telltale hole is exposed 
or the shoe is worn down to the condemning limit. Use shoe pad wear gauge, if applicable. 


NOTE: Current collector shoes can wear and deteriorate at an accelerated rate during severe weather when third 
rail icing occurs. It is therefore recommended to inspect all vehicles immediately following such weather. 


d) Shoe contact: Inspect the current collector shoe pad for correct contact to the third rail. Excessive 
burning of pad contact area generally indicates improper shoe height, misalignment or improper 
spring tension. If required, adjust or replace components in accordance with rail transit system 
procedures. Report all abnormal conditions. 
 


e) Current collector height: Inspect the current collector shoe height from top of running rail using the 
rail transit system’s approved height gauge. Adjust as required. Follow manufacturer’s 
recommendations for all other required adjustments. 
 


f) Fuse condition: Inspect all ribbon or braided type fuses for burnt, separated or otherwise damaged 
elements, and replace as required. Inspect the open element indicator on cartridge type fuses. If 
activated, replace fuse. 
NOTE: The reasons for a blown fuse should be found and corrected. 
 


g) Inspect all insulating materials for burnt or broken condition. 


2.5.2 Mechanical 
a) Inspection: Inspect the current collector shoe spring and shoe back assembly for damage, broken 


springs or broken supports. All defective components shall be replaced. 
b) Assembly function: Test for correct current collector shoe spring tension. Adjust as required. 


2.5.3 Electrical 
a) Perform an insulation test using a megger set at 500 or 1000 VDC. Ensure that the knife switch or 


main breaker is in the open position. Connect the megger negative lead to carbody ground and the 
positive lead to the line side of the main knife switch or circuit breaker. An insulation level sufficient 
to ensure freedom from tracking, arcing, fire and other electrical hazards shall be achieved and 
maintained. Equipment, except as noted below, shall meet a minimum level of 5 MΩ.  


TIP: If minimum megohm readings are not achieved, follow the steps in Section 2.5.4 and retest. 


NOTE: Third rail shoe beams, as described in Section 2.5.4 (c) below, in service prior to the effective 
date of this standard may not exhibit the same insulation resistance as newer equipment and are more 
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sensitive to variations in humidity and temperature. Rail transit systems should utilize a combination of 
OEM recommendations and their own experience to determine a minimum acceptable level. In the 
absence of other data, a minimum of 5 MΩ is recommended. 


b) Fuse condition: Perform circuit continuity test on all cartridge type fuses and replace all fuses that 
exhibit an “open” condition. Inspect all ribbon type fuses for security and signs of damage or 
overheating. Replace all damaged or blown fuses.  


NOTE: The reasons for a blown fuse should be found and corrected. 


2.5.4 Cleaning/coating 
a) Fuse assembly: Clean surface thoroughly with an approved nonconductive grease-dissolving solvent, 


and inspect for evidence of structural deterioration, electrical tracking or flashover. 
b) Collector mounting brackets: Clean surface thoroughly and inspect for evidence of structural 


deterioration, electrical tracking or flashover. 
c) Shoe beams: Wooden beams and beams made of other types of porous material may require periodic 


surface cleaning and recoating with an approved dielectric material. Follow manufacturer’s 
recommendations and rail transit system practices when determining whether this step is necessary. 


d) Correct any leaks that are dripping on any part of the collector system. 


2.5.5 Lubrication 
Generally, none is required for this type of assembly. However, refer to the OEM recommendations for all 
required lubrication applications. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5.1 through 2.5.5 shall be corrected 
and documented in accordance with rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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References 
American Public Transportation Association, Recommended Practices: 


• APTA PR-E-RP-004-98 “Gap and Creepage Distance”  (Document was previously numbered as 
APTA RP-RP-E-004-98) 


• APTA PR-E-RP-009-98, “Wire Used On Passenger Equipment” (Document was previously 
numbered as APTA RP-E-009-98) 


 
Definitions 
third rail: An electrical conductor (also called contact rail) located alongside the track designed to carry energy 
for the propulsion and auxiliary systems of trains. 


third rail current collection equipment: A mechanical assembly, commonly mounted to a rail transit vehicle truck 
frame (usually four assemblies per car, electrically linked together). Its design provides a continuous pressure 
applied sliding shoe connection to the third rail for the purpose of transferring power from the third rail to the 
rail transit vehicle. 
 
 
Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
MΩ megohm 
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet  
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
VDC voltage in a direct current 
 
 
Summary of document changes 


1. Document formatted to the new APTA standard format. 
2. Sections have been renumbered and moved around. 
3. Two new sections added, “Summary of document changes and “Document history” 
4. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document and other cosmetic changes, such as 
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


5. Changes and additions in the following sections: 
a) 2.5.4 Cleaning/coating – added point d. 
b) Abbreviations and acronyms - Added Ω for megohm in  
c) Abbreviations and acronyms - VDC for voltage in direct current  
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Pantograph Current Collection Equipment 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This standard covers basic procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of pantograph 
current collection equipment on rail transit vehicles, with emphasis on maintenance of high-voltage current 
collection devices. 


Keywords: pantograph current collection equipment, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for pantograph current collection equipment inspection and 
maintenance. Individual rail transit systems should tailor these standards to accommodate their specific 
equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This standard is intended for use by rail transit equipment maintenance organizations. It 
establishes procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of pantograph current collection equipment 
used on rail transit vehicles. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-S-002-02 First Revision June 28, 2013 Standard for 
Pantograph Current Collection Equipment Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


This Standard for Pantograph Current Collection Equipment Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail 
transit vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 
operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 
application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, 
federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 
government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain 
applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more 
or less restrictive than those given in this document. 
 
This Standard is intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and inspection procedures 
on rail transit door systems. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the procedures and steps 
described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every RTS maintenance and 
inspection procedure. 
 
APTA recommends the use of this standard by: 
 


 Individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 
 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 
 Individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 
 
 


Note on alternate practices 
Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 
equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 
environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 
certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 
less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 
so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 
system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 Identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met. 
 State why each of these requirements cannot be met. 
 Describe the alternate methods used. 
 Describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Pantograph Current Collection Equipment Periodic Inspection 
and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Maintenance tasks on the pantograph current collection equipment shall be performed on a regular schedule to 
ensure proper operation of the equipment. The sections of this standard listed in Table 1 provide a guide to 
detailed procedures for each identified maintenance task. 


TABLE 1 
Inspections and Maintenance Intervals 


Inspections and Maintenance Recommended Inspection Intervals (not to exceed)1 Section 


Carbon strips 90 days 2.5(a) 


Head/horns 90 days 2.5(b) 


Raising and lowering 120 days 2.5(c) 


Bearings 180 days 2.5(d) 


Chain/cable and cam 180 days 2.5(e) 


Contact force 180 days 2.5(f) 


Shunts 180 days 2.5(g) 


Shunt connections 180 days 2.5(h) 


Insulators 180 days 2.5(i) 


Roof cables 1 year 2.5(j) 


Insulation test 1 year 2.5(k) 


Lightning arrester 1 year 2.5(l) 


Fuse 1 year 2.5(m) 


1 Rail transit system transit systems may opt to use equivalent mileage instead of recommended days when determining inspection 
intervals. 


The frequency of tasks in Table 1 shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. 
Further, in the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies 
for individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 
 industry experience; 
 operating environment/conditions; 
 historical data; 
 performance requirements; 
 failure analysis; 
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 rail transit system’s testing and experience; and 
 reliability centered maintenance programs. 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
WARNING: The following inspection and maintenance procedures must be carried out under overhead 
wire that is voltage free or in an area where no overhead wire is present. Follow proper lock-out/tag-
out procedures as required by the rail transit system. 


WARNING: During the lowering and raising operation, all personnel must remain clear of the 
pantograph to avoid being struck by the mechanism. Pay particular attention to rotating equipment and 
energy stored in the springs. 


WARNING: Ensure the proper electrical discharge of auxiliary and propulsion capacitors. Follow proper 
procedures as required by the OEM and rail transit system. 


WARNING: Ensure that the vehicle is secured against uncontrolled movement in accordance with the 
rail transit system’s rules before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


WARNING: When detaching equipment from the pantograph assembly, ensure that all components are 
adequately supported to prevent uncontrolled movement. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proved safe and authorized for use by the 
rail transit system. Consult OEM and MSDS references for suitability for each application to prevent 
personal injury and damage to the equipment. 


2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required for pantograph current collection equipment inspection and 
maintenance: 


 approved non-conducting cleaning chemical; 
 approved lubricants; and 
 referenced OEM’s maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Tools 
The following tools are normally required for pantograph current collection equipment inspection and 
maintenance: 


 standard tools carried by the maintenance personnel; 
 force gauge (spring scale or digital);* 
 500 or 1000 VDC megohmmeter (commonly referred to as a megger);* 
 multimeter;* and 
 stopwatch. 


NOTE: Tools marked with an asterisk require periodic calibration as specified by the rail transit 
system’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards and as required by the rail 
transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 
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2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that 
provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 
outlined in this standard. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 
a) Visually inspect the carbon strips for thickness and condition. Replace the carbon strips if the 


remaining material is less than manufacturer’s recommendations or rail transit system’s practice. 
Carbon strips shall be replaced if cracks are detected. 


NOTE: Carbon strips must always be replaced as a complete set. Grooving or chipping of the carbons 
can be corrected by grinding, provided that the damage is not too severe. 


NOTE: Carbon strips can wear and deteriorate at an accelerated rate during severe weather when 
contact wire icing occurs. It is, therefore, recommended to inspect all vehicles immediately following 
such weather. 


b) Check pantograph head for level and freedom of movement (rotation in relationship to pantograph 
arm). Check pantograph horns for damage or wear. If so equipped, check function of spring-pots and 
lubricate with approved lubricant. 


c) Visually inspect the pantograph during raising and lowering for freedom of operation. Record the 
time required for movement in both directions. If required times are not met, make necessary 
adjustments per the OEM. In addition, check the manual raise and lower mechanism and lockdown 
mechanism. Make sure a manual raise handle is on board the vehicle if so equipped. 


d) Inspect the bearings for freedom of movement and excessive play. Replace as required. Clean the 
exterior of the bearing assembly and lubricate with approved lubricants. 


e) Visually inspect the chain/cable and cams for wear and freedom of movement. Replace as required. 
Lubricate the chain/cable with the approved lubricant. 


f) Measure the contact force, using a force gauge, ascending and descending through the specified 
operating range. Compare the average of the two readings to that specified by the rail transit system. 
If necessary, make required adjustments to obtain desired contact force. 


g) Visually inspect all shunts for frayed, broken, cut, burnt or otherwise defective conditions. If any of 
these conditions exist, replace the shunt. When replacing shunts, make sure the contact surfaces are 
clean and free from dirt or corrosion. 


NOTE: If required by rail transit system or manufacturer’s recommendation, use colloidal copper 
coating material between connections. 


NOTE: Ensure that the shunts do not rub against each other or a frame member. Adjust shunts as 
required to provide clearance. 


h) Visually inspect all shunts for loose connections and tighten as required. 
i) Clean insulators with an approved nonconductive, carbon-dissolving solvent. Visually inspect for 


damage and replace if required. 
j) Visually inspect all roof-mount cables for condition and tightness of connections. Make certain that 


cables are not lying over objects that will cause them to chafe. 
k) Perform an insulation test using a megger set at 500 or 1000 VDC. Ensure that the knife switch or 


main breaker is in the open position. Connect the megger negative lead to the carbody ground and the 
positive lead to the line side of the main knife switch or circuit breaker. An insulation level sufficient 
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to ensure freedom from tracking, arcing, fire and other electrical hazards shall be achieved and 
maintained. Equipment shall meet a minimum level of 5 megohms. 


l) Visually inspect the lightning arrester for cracks, damage or oil leakage. Replace if required. 
m) Visually inspect ribbon/cartridge fuse for deterioration and burning, if so equipped. Using a 


multimeter, check the continuity of the fuses. Replace if required. 


NOTE: The reason for a blown fuse should be found and corrected 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5 shall be corrected and documented 
in accordance with rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Definitions 
carbon strip: The current collector strip mounted to the top of the pantograph, which slides along the contact 
wire. 


pantograph (pantograph current collection equipment): The current collector apparatus, typically consisting of a 
linked framework mounted on top of a rail transit vehicle. 
 
 
Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet 
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
VDC volts direct current 
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On-Board Recording Equipment 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice covers basic procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of 


data, audio and video recording equipment on rail transit vehicles, with emphasis on maintenance of safety-


critical components. 


Keywords: periodic inspection and maintenance, recording equipment 


Summary: This document establishes a recommended practice for solid state/digital data, audio and video 


recording equipment inspection and maintenance. Individual rail transit systems should tailor these 


recommended practices to accommodate their specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice includes all essential periodic inspection and maintenance 


requirements for data, audio and video recording equipment used on rail transit vehicles. It is intended for use 


by rail equipment maintenance organizations. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-015-03, Rev. 2, “On-Board Recording Equipment Periodic 


Inspection and Maintenance.” 


This document describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements for solid state/digital audio and 


video recording on-board recording system’s on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this 


document by: 


 individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 
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On-Board Recording Equipment Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Maintenance tasks on the data, audio and video recording equipment should be performed on a regular schedule 


to ensure proper operation of the equipment. The sections listed in Table 1 provide detailed procedures for each 


identified maintenance task. 


TABLE 1  
Recommended Maintenance Intervals 


Inspections and Maintenance 
Recommended Inspection 
Intervals (Not to Exceed) 


Section 


Vehicle Data Recording System (VDRS) 180 days 2.5.1 


Vehicle Video Recording System (VVRS) – Tape 60 days 2.5.2 


Vehicle Video Recording System (VVRS) – Solid state 180 days 2.5.3 


Video Cab Voice Recording System (VCVRS) – Tape 60 days 2.5.4 


Video Cab Voice Recording System (VCVRS) – Solid state 180 days 2.5.5 


All recording systems 60 days 2.5.6 


The frequency of inspection and maintenance tasks shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local 


regulations. Further, in the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance program, 


frequencies for individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not 


limited to the following: 


 original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommended intervals 


 industry experience 


 operating environment/conditions 


 historical data 


 performance requirements 


 failure analysis 


 rail transit system’s testing and experience 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs 
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2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


2.1 Materials 


The following materials are normally required for on-board recording systems inspection and maintenance: 


 Portable test unit capable of downloading playback capability and interpreting data vehicle data 


recording system (VDRS)  


 Reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Devices and tools 


The following tools are normally required for on-board recording equipment inspection and maintenance: 


 standard tools carried by the maintenance personnel 


 portable test unit specified by the OEM 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards and as required by the rail 


transit system, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


2.4 Training requirements 


Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that 


provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 


outlined in this Recommended Practice. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 


2.5.1 Vehicle Data Recording System (VDRS) periodic maintenance 


a) Where applicable, verify that the current wheel size setting input to the recording system is accurate.  


b) Verify that recorder time/date information is correct. Calibrate as required in accordance with rail 


transit system procedures. 


c) Download all recorded data from the VDRS using equipment and/or software provided by the recorder 


OEM, and following the prescribed steps dictated by the recorder OEM. 


d) Review downloaded data and verify that all recorded parameters are being recorded within prescribed 


tolerances. If some parameters would not normally be recorded due to the rarity of occurrence, then a 


reasonable attempt should be made to trigger the parameter on the vehicle before the data is 


downloaded. 


e) If any devices are not recording properly, repair or replace as required in accordance with the rail transit 


system’s procedures.  


NOTE: Many stand-alone data recorders currently in production are equipped with a self-test feature that 


verifies that the data being recorded by the unit is exactly as presented to the recorder. This feature can 


help determine if any irregularities in data recording are being caused by the recorder itself (the self-test 


feature will indicate a failure) or by the sensor and wiring system feeding information to the recorder 


(no failure will be indicated by the self-test feature). 


2.5.2 Solid state Vehicle Video Recording System (VVRS) periodic maintenance  


a) Review current recorder time and date and recalibrate recorder to reflect the correct time and date. 


b) Download all recorded data from the VVRS software provided by the recorder OEM, and following 


the prescribed steps dictated by the recorder OEM.  
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c) Review the most recent downloaded video, and verify that the video is being recorded as designed.  


d) Repair as necessary or replace malfunctioning components. 


2.5.3 Solid state Vehicle Cab Voice Recording System (VCVRS) periodic maintenance  


a) Review current recorder time and date and recalibrate recorder to reflect the correct time and date.  


b) Download all recorded data from the VCVRS using equipment and/or software provided by the 


recorder OEM, and following the prescribed steps dictated by the recorder OEM.  


c) Review the most recent downloaded audio, and verify that the audio is being recorded as designed.  


d) Repair as necessary or replace malfunctioning components. 


2.5.4 General on-board recording systems inspection  


a) Inspect all cameras, camera housings and recording stations for any condition that would prevent 


intended operation of the recorder.  


b) Clean the camera lens.  


c) Replace missing or damaged equipment/hardware, and tighten any loose hardware. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5.1 through Section 2.5.6 should be 


corrected and documented in accordance with rail transit system procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Definitions 
vehicle cab voice recording system (VCVRS): An installed system, consisting of an audio recording 


mechanism, recording medium and any sensors and wires that feed audio to the recording mechanism. 


vehicle data recording system (VDRS): An installed system, or a capability integrated into another functional 


system, consisting of a data recording mechanism, a recording medium, processing software and hardware, and 


any sensors and wires that feed vehicle performance data to the recording mechanism. 


vehicle video recording system (VVRS): An installed system, consisting of a video recording mechanism, 


recording medium, and any sensors and wires that feed video to the recording mechanism. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


NATSA North American Transit Standards Association 
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OEM original equipment manufacturer 


VCVRS vehicle cab voice recording system 


VDRS vehicle data recording system 


VVRS vehicle video recording system 
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Diesel Prime Mover and Drive Systems 
Periodic Inspections and Maintenance 
Abstract: This standard covers the basic procedures for the periodic inspection and maintenance of diesel 
engine prime movers and drive propulsion systems that are applied to self-powered rail transit vehicles 
designed for passenger revenue service. These procedures specifically address engines, fuels, lubricants and 
fluids for diesel prime movers and drive systems. 


Keywords: coolant, engine, fuel, gearbox, grease, lubricant, maintenance, oil, periodic inspection, 
turbocharger 


Summary: This standard addresses the inspection and maintenance of drive equipment that is unique to diesel 
engine prime mover rail transit revenue vehicles. Diesel engine prime mover propelled rail transit vehicles are 
very similar in design and construction to traditional LRVs that collect power for propulsion from wayside 
power distribution systems. A diesel engine driven alternator/generator used in diesel-electric drives or a 
diesel engine hydraulic/mechanical transmission used in diesel-hydraulic drives are the components unique to 
these self-propelled and self-contained rail transit vehicles. 


Scope and purpose: This standard applies to passenger carrying rail transit vehicles. It is intended to be 
applied, as applicable, by rail transit systems for periodic inspection and maintenance. This standard shall be 
used in conjunction with the rail transit system (RTS) instructions and original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) specifications and recommendations. The requirements contained in this document are intended to 
provide best practice inspection and maintenance criteria for incorporation into the diesel engine prime mover 
and hydraulic/mechanical transmission component of a RTS vehicle inspection and maintenance program. 


NOTE: For electric drive vehicles, APTA RT -VIM-RP-010 provides inspection and maintenance 
guidelines for electrical rotating machinery and APTA RT-VIM-RP-018 provides inspection and 
maintenance guidelines for electrical/electronic control equipment. 
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Introduction 
 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-S-012-03, Standard for Diesel Prime Mover and Drive   
Systems Periodic Inspections and Maintenance. 
 
This standard for Diesel Prime Mover and Drive Systems Periodic Inspections and Maintenance for 
rail transit revenue Vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its pro-
visions, namely, rail transit system/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and 
general interest groups. The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is 
voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s 
operations. In those cases, the government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA 
recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail 
transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 
 
This standard describes the basic maintenance and inspection requirements for diesel prime movers 
and drive systems mounted on rail transit revenue vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this 
standard by: 


• Individuals or organizations that maintain diesel prime mover and drive systems on rail transit 
vehicles; 


• Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of diesel prime mover and 
drive systems on rail transit vehicles; and 


• Individuals or organizations that influence how diesel prime mover and drive systems are maintained 
on rail transit vehicles. 


 
Note on alternate practices 
 
APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating environments that make strict 
compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, certain rail transit systems may need 
to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or less restrictive than this document 
prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to the APTA standards so long as the alternates are 
based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the RTS safety program plan (or 
another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall do the following: 
• Identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met. 
• State why each of these requirements cannot be met. 
• Describe the alternate methods used. 
• Describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 
findings may be used to substantiate this claim).  
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Diesel Prime Mover and Drive Systems Periodic Inspections 
and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the diesel prime mover and drive systems shall be performed on 
a regular schedule as determined by the RTS. The frequency of any task contained within this periodic 
inspection and maintenance standard shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. 
Further, in the conduct of the RTS’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for 
individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to the 
following: 


• OEM-recommended intervals 
• industry experience 
• operating environment/conditions 
• historical data 
• performance requirements 
• failure analysis 
• RTS testing and experience 
• reliability-centered maintenance program 


 
An example of the intervals and the relevant inspections and maintenance tasks to be undertaken are listed in 
Table 1. Individual rail transit systems shall develop their own intervals based on operational experience. 
Intervals shall be determined that verify correct prime mover operation until the next scheduled inspection 
and maintenance step. Specific operational conditions may require rail transit systems to adjust intervals. 


Table 1 provides a baseline maintenance plan with intervals (calendar day based or operating hours based), 
neither of which may be exceeded (after the RTS establishes its intervals to be followed). These intervals 
shall be used in conjunction with OEM inspection and maintenance recommendations for developing the RTS 
diesel prime mover with an electric drive, or a hydraulic drive system, inspection and preventive maintenance 
program.  


As experience is gained with diesel engine driven rail transit vehicles, inspection and maintenance intervals 
should be reviewed for effectiveness and, where warranted, the intervals changed to achieve cost-effective 
reliability without compromising safety or longevity of the equipment. Specific operational conditions may 
require rail transit systems to adjust intervals. Changes to this standard by an RTS must be done in accordance 
with its system safety program plan, maintenance plan and/or other plan documents as determined by the 
RTS.  


The RTS may at its option select a maintenance plan that is either based on calendar days or operating hours 
but initially must not exceed the maximum limits of either methodology shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 - Baseline Diesel Prime Mover and Drive Systems Maintenance Intervals (with text paragraph references)  


Inspections and Maintenance Task Time Operating Hours 


Break-in period inspection and service (2.5.3) n/a 50 hours 


Fueling station inspection and service (2.5.4) each refueling n/a 


PM 1: 
Service lubrication points (2.5.5.1) 
Engine lube oil system check (2.5.5.2) 
Cooling system checks (2.5.5.3) 
Fuel system check (2.5.5.4) 
Engine air intake system check (2.5.5.5) 
Coupling and drive belt check (2.5.5.6) 
Actuate emergency manual engine stop (2.5.5.7) 
Inspect and test fire and smoke detectors (2.5.5.8) 


4 months 250 hours 


PM 2: 
Engine exhaust system check (2.5.5.9) 
Engine performance check (2.5.5.10) 
Torque converter/transmission/reverse gear checks (2.5.5.11) 
Engine and transmission oil, fuel and air filter change (2.5.5.12) 
Engine valve lash adjustment (2.5.5.13) 


1 year 1000 hours 


PM 3: 
Radiator/heat exchanger service (2.5.5.14) 
Engine/transmission mount service (2.5.5.15) 
Drive belt renewal, hose renewal (2.5.5.16) 
Engine pre-heating check (2.5.5.17) 
Engine starting system check (2.5.5.18) 


5 years 5000 hours 


The maintenance plan develops as follows: 
• Fuel station checks are added to and performed as part of PM 1 work. 
• PM 2 work includes the combined PM 1 tasks. 
• PM 3, which is a major maintenance activity, includes fuel station checks, PM 1 tasks and PM 2 


tasks. 
 


2.  Specific tasks 
WARNING: Verify that equipment is secured against uncontrolled movement, in accordance with the 
RTS’s safety instructions, before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. 


WARNING: Drive system fluids and lubricants can be inherently dangerous. Applicable regulations 
must be followed when handling, utilizing, storing, and disposing of these substances. 


2.1 Materials 
Consumable materials such as filters, gaskets, seals, fluids and lubricants will be required. Refer to the OEM 
for specifications with respect to consumable materials and recommended replacement intervals. 


2.2 Tools 
OEM test kits in addition to the standard tools carried by maintenance personnel are sufficient for this 
maintenance task. 
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2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of this maintenance task. 


RTS established safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 
these inspections and tests. 


2.4 Training requirements 
The RTS and/or its maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that provide 
employees with the knowledge and skills necessary to safely perform the tasks outlined in this standard. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance procedures 
In all of the following instructions, the OEM maintenance manuals shall be referred to for such items as 
torque values, voltage settings, pass/fail criteria condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific 
procedure methodology. Devices shall be cleaned for proper inspection. These instructions cover the visual 
inspection, adjustment, change of consumable materials, and functional testing of diesel prime mover and 
drive systems mounted on rail transit revenue vehicles. Some procedures will not be applicable due to design 
variations. Methodologies for the resolution of deficiencies noted while performing these instructions shall be 
tailored by each RTS, in conjunction with the OEM recommendations. Documentation of the inspection and 
maintenance process with respect to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found shall be 
done in a comprehensive manner to create a useful database, which will enhance the reliability and 
accountability of the process. 


The impact on operations and maintenance in terms of costs, reliability and availability depend on inspection 
and maintenance activities being carried out in accordance with the OEM specifications and instructions. The 
overall system, of which the prime mover is an integral part, shall be inspected and maintained in such a way 
as to ensure trouble-free engine operation at all times. For this purpose: 


• verify that sufficient fuel is available; 
• verify that the combustion air is dry and clean; 
• use only dry clean compressed air; and 
• use only clean filtered raw water. 


 
In addition, it is essential that: 


• inspection and maintenance tasks are completed by trained personnel; 
• suitable tools are used; and 
• recommended renewal parts, fluids and lubricants per the current OEM specifications are used. 


 
2.5.1 Inspection and maintenance instructions 


• Proper care shall be taken to keep the prime mover and associated equipment in a clean and 
serviceable condition at all times to facilitate early detection of leaks and prevent subsequent damage. 


• Protect rubber and synthetic components from oil and fuel. Never apply organic detergents. Wipe 
with a dry cloth only. 


• Replace all seals and gaskets in accordance with OEM recommendations. 
NOTE: To minimize deterioration during extended out-of-service intervals, perform engine preservation 
tasks in accordance with OEM recommendations. 
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2.5.2 Inspection and maintenance procedure 
The inspection and maintenance procedure recommended in this standard considers: 


• operational checks; 
• periodic maintenance tasks ensuring safety, reliability and the maximum service life; 
• partial prime mover disassembly to replace accessories and components at the end of their service 


lives; and 
• the timing of major overhauls and complete prime mover disassembly required to maintain reliability 


and optimal performance. 
 


2.5.3 Break-in period inspection and service 
New or newly overhauled engines and transmissions require a one-time inspection and service after a short 
period of running time as recommended by the OEM. In general, maintenance actions include checking for 
leaks, inspecting hardware and retorquing fasteners that may have loosened after the initial service interval. 
The initial service interval maintenance procedures also includes draining and replacing break-in lubricating 
oils, seals and filters to remove machining fines and assembly debris from the engine and transmission. 


The following inspection and maintenance tasks are recommended after the break-in period: 


TABLE 2 - Break-In Inspection and Maintenance Tasks 


Task No. Break-In Inspection and Maintenance 
1. Accessory attachments • Inspect brackets and attachments. Retorque if required.  


2. Belt drives • Verify proper belt drive tension. Reset tension when required. 


3. Cooling system • Check coolant level. Inspect coolant for foam or emulsified oil residue. Drain and replace 
coolant if contamination is observed. 


• Verify the proper tightness of hose clamps and flange hardware. 
• Check for leaks at flanges and hose connections with the engine cold and again idling at 


operating temperature. 
• Check radiators for indications of leaks. Determine the source of indications. Repair the 


cause. 
• Check that fan shrouds and air ducts are secure. Retighten hardware as required. 
• Verify the proper operation of dampers and shutters. 
• Check cooling fan drive attachment. 


4. Engine oil • Change oil and filters. 


5. Engine performance • Check running noises. 
• Check for abnormal vibrations. 
• Check engine and external pipes for leaks. 
• Check fault log data. 


6. Exhaust system • Check for exhaust gas leaks. 
• Check tightness of flanges and securing hardware. Retorque if required. 
• Check that water has not collected in all low point exhaust system elbows. If equipped, 


verify that the drain arrangement is functioning. 
• Drain condensate (if equipped with drain valve). 
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TABLE 2 - Break-In Inspection and Maintenance Tasks 


Task No. Break-In Inspection and Maintenance 


7. Fuel system • Drain the fuel pre-filter water separator. 
• Change primary and secondary fuel filters. 
• Inspect system for leaks. Check that engine fuel delivery tubing, hoses and fittings are tight. 


Reseal and retighten where required. Pay special attention to tightness of suction lines and 
fittings. 


• Inspect fuel supply lines for secure attachment and abrasion damage. Retorque loose fuel 
supply line support brackets and fittings as required. Replace damaged tubing, hoses, and 
piping. 


• Inspect fuel tank mounting attachments. Retorque and torque stripe where required. 
• Verify that the fuel tank breather is open and completely unrestricted. 
• Verify correct operation of fuel tank liquid level indicator. 


8. Mounts • Check torque of engine and transmission mounts. Retorque and torque stripe when 
required. 


9. Torque converter 
transmission, reverse 
gear 


• Change oils and filter. Check oil level after changing. Inspect for foaming or entrapped air. 
• Inspect for and correct leaks. 


10. Valve timing • Check valve lash. Adjust if required. 


2.5.4 Fueling station prime mover inspection and maintenance 
The out-of-service time required for refueling prime mover equipped rail transit revenue vehicles provides an 
efficient opportunity to perform a basic inspection and servicing. Since fuel consumption and refueling 
intervals are proportional to engine wear and tear, basic system integrity checks shall be performed each time 
the prime mover powered rail transit revenue vehicle is re-fueled.  


TABLE 3 -Fuel Station Inspection and Maintenance Tasks  
Task No. Fuel Station Inspection and Maintenance 


1. Air filter • Check restriction indicator. 


2. Cooling system • Check coolant level. 


3. Engine oil • Check level. 


4. Engine performance • Check running noises. 
• Check for unusual vibrations. 
• Check engine and external pipes for leaks. 
• Check exhaust gas color and for excessive visible quantity. 
• Check engine management monitor for faults (if equipped). 
• Check actual fuel consumption. 


5. Exhaust system • Check for exhaust gas leaks. 
• Drain condensate (if equipped with drain valve). 


6. Fuel pre-filter • Drain water and contaminants (when required by the OEM/RTS). 


7. Monitoring and control 
system 


• Check control lamps and fault code display. 
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TABLE 3 -Fuel Station Inspection and Maintenance Tasks  
Task No. Fuel Station Inspection and Maintenance 


8. Torque converter, 
transmission and reverse 
gear 


• Check oil levels. 
• Check for oil leaks 
• Check for pneumatic control air leaks 


9. Engine and transmission 
mounts 


• Visually inspect the engine/transmission resilient mounts. 


2.5.5 Periodic preventive maintenance and inspections tasks 
The RTS shall develop preventive maintenance intervals that are structured so that the components of the 
prime mover and drive systems are inspected, serviced, repaired or replaced before they become unsafe, 
unreliable or inefficient. 


2.5.5.1 Lubrication points service  
Follow vehicle manufacturer guidelines for applying specified lubricant to all lubrication points. These points 
shall include (if applicable): 


• drive shaft universal and slip joints 
• bearings and couplings 


 
2.5.5.2 Engine lube oil system  


a. Use periodic chemical and spectrographic analysis of used crankcase oil to determine oil condition as 
an indication of unusual internal component wear. Analysis shall be done by OEM or approved 
specialists. 


b. Change oil based on chemical or spectrographic analysis of its condition. 
c. Change full flow and bypass filters. 
d. Monitor oil temperature to gauge effectiveness of lubricating oil cooler. 
e. Inspect external lubricating supply pipes, hoses, filter heads and canisters for oil leaks. Find the 


source of any oil leakage and repair the problem. 
WARNING: Lubricating oil leaks are a fire hazard. 


NOTE: Stop the prime mover and investigate the source of oil leaks, oil accumulations or the smell of 
hot oil. Repair the source of the oil leak. Thoroughly clean oily residues from the prime mover and the 
prime mover compartment before restarting the engine. 


2.5.5.3 Cooling system 
Where applicable:  


a. Check radiators for tube to header leaks, damaged fins and dirty heat transfer surfaces. 
b. Check radiators for cleanness and wash them if needed following OEM instructions. 
c. Inspect pipe and hose connections for leaks or evidence of leaks. 
d. Check that temperature control devices maintain uniform coolant temperature through the full range 


of engine load. 
e. Check pH balance and specific gravity of glycol coolants to verify effectiveness. 
f. Change coolant, and flush the cooling system as recommended by the OEM. 
g. Check drive belt conditions. 
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h. Inspect cooling fan shrouds and ducts. 
 


2.5.5.4 Fuel system  
a. Inspect fuel tank mountings, monitor torque stripes and retorque or replace loose fuel tank mounting 


hardware. 
b. Inspect the fuel tank breather system and verify that it is unrestricted. 
c. Clean the fuel tank sight glass and verify accuracy of fuel tank mounted gauges. 
d. Inspect fuel supply piping and hoses, and check tightness of suction line fittings. 
e. Inspect engine fuel delivery connections, manifolds and tubing for leaks or mechanical damage. 


WARNING: Fuel leaks are a fire hazard. Stop the prime mover when there is a fuel leak in the fuel 
supply system or an accumulation of fuel oil on or around the prime mover. Investigate the source of 
fuel oil odors. 
NOTE: Any fuel oil leakage on or around the prime mover must be repaired before restarting the 
engine. Accumulations of fuel oil must be removed. The area must be thoroughly cleaned and free of 
oil residue. 


f. Monitor fuel suction pressure to determine fuel filter change-out intervals or replace primary and 
secondary filters on a predetermined periodic basis. 


2.5.5.5 Engine air intake system  
a. Monitor the inlet air filter indicator and change the filter medium when the flow restriction indicator 


indicates excessive inlet depression. 
b. Ensure that the air filter medium is properly seated in the filter housing. 
c. Inspect air inlet ducts and boots for holes, tears and loose clamps that allow intake air to bypass the 


air filters, and verify that all clamps are tight. 
 


2.5.5.6 Couplings and drives  
a. Verify that coupling components are properly aligned. 
b. Verify tightness of flange bolts, studs and nuts. 
c. Lubricate couplings as required by the OEM. 
d. Inspect belt drive and belt condition. 
e. Maintain belt drive belt tension. 
f. Verify the serviceability of belt drive sheaves and tensioners. 
g. Lubricate belt drive sheave hubs as required by the OEM. 


 
2.5.5.7 Emergency manual engine stop  
Verify that the emergency manual engine stop switches (if equipped) are operational. 
 
2.5.5.8 Fire and smoke detectors  
Verify that the fire and smoke detectors (if equipped) are operational. 
 
2.5.5.9 Engine exhaust system  


a. Inspect attachment and condition of thermal blankets. 
b. Remove blankets to inspect exhaust manifolds and stacks for traces that indicate exhaust leaks. 
c. Inspect flexible joints for cracks. 
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d. Retorque manifold, flex joint and stack attachment hardware. 
e. Drain condensate from the silencer. 


 
2.5.5.10 Engine performance checks  


a. Perform OEM proof of engine performance tests that may include electrical load testing or torque 
converter stall testing. 


b. Check function of controls and control indicators. 
c. Review fault logs to diagnose intermittent, recurring prime mover and transmission problems. 
d. Check running noises. 
e. Check for abnormal vibrations. 
f. Monitor lubricating oil consumption. 
g. Monitor the color and opacity of exhaust under load and no-load conditions. 


 
2.5.5.11 Transmission/torque converter/reverse gear  


a. Perform transmission and torque converter electrical control diagnostic checks and/or hydraulic 
control pressure checks. 


b. Perform a chemical and spectrographic analysis of torque converter, transmission and reverse gear oil 
to determine oil condition and as an indication of unusual internal component wear. 


c. Change oil based on chemical or spectrographic analysis of its condition.  
d. Change oil filters. 
e. Clean breathers. 
f. Repair the source of transmission/torque converter/reverse gear oil leaks and pneumatic control air 


leaks. 
WARNING: Lubricating oil leaks are a fire hazard. 
NOTE: Stop the prime mover and investigate the source of oil leaks, oil accumulations or the smell of 
hot oil. Repair the source of the oil leak. Thoroughly clean oily residues before restarting the engine. 
 


2.5.5.12 Engine and transmission oil, fuel and air filter change  
Refer to OEM instructions and recommended practices for fluid and filter changes 
. 
2.5.5.13 Engine valve lash adjustment  
Refer to OEM engine service instructions and recommended practices for checking and setting engine valve 
lash.  
 
2.5.5.14 Radiator/heat exchanger service  
Remove engine cooling radiators and transmission heat exchangers; de-scale and degrease tubes, shells and 
headers; clean heat rejection surfaces; inspect heat rejection fin physical condition; and replace gaskets. 
 
2.5.5.15 Engine/transmission mount service  
Check engine and transmission resilient mounts.  
 
2.5.5.16 Drive belt renewal, hose renewal  
Replace drive belts with age-related checks and cracking. Replace aged cooling system hoses and flex 
connectors that are soft, bulging or that reveal torn or abraded reinforcing cord. 
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2.5.5.17 Engine pre-heating systems 
Where equipped with a pre-heating device, check the operation of the engine mounted flame start device, 
cooling water heaters or block heaters, and check the associated diagnostic interface for faults. 
 
2.5.5.18 Engine starting system 
Check electric starter operation, battery capacity and engine firing speed. 
 
2.6 Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5 shall be corrected and documented 
in accordance with the RTS procedures and OEM specifications and recommendations. 
 
 
3.  References 


• OEM Inspection and Maintenance Manuals 
• Engine Manufacturers Association 
• RTS procedures for diesel prime mover and drive systems inspection and maintenance procedures 


 
4.  Definitions 
For the purposes of this standard, the following terms and definitions apply: 


prime mover: An engine that provides mechanical power to drive the alternator/generator in diesel-electric 
vehicles or the hydraulic/mechanical transmission in diesel-hydraulic drive vehicles. 


revenue vehicle: A rail transit vehicle designed, built and used for transporting passengers in routine revenue 
service.  


NOTE: This standard specifically addresses diesel engine embodiments. 
 
 


5.  Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
EMA Engine Manufacturers Association 
FAME fatty acid methyl esters  
OEM original equipment manufacturer 
RTS rail transit system 
ULSD ultra-low sulfur diesel 
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Annex A (Informative): Lubricant, fluid, fuel, coolant and preservative specifications 
A.1 General 
Service life, operational reliability and the performance of prime movers and associated equipment are largely 
dependent on the fluids and lubricants used. Correct selection and handling of fluids and lubricants is 
therefore extremely important. Instructions are contained in the following sections for fluids and lubricants 
that rail transit systems may modify or supplement as required in accordance with OEM specifications. 


Test standards for fluids and lubricants: 
• DIN: Federal German Standards Institute 
• EN: European Standards 
• ISO: International Standards Organization 
• ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials 
• IP: Institute of Petroleum 


NOTE: The use of approved fluids and lubricants, either in accordance with the specified designation or 
with the stated specification, usually constitutes a component of the OEM warranty conditions for 
prime movers and associated equipment. 
WARNING: Engine lubricants and coolants are considered hazardous waste and must be disposed of in 
accordance with the RTS’s hazardous waste disposal procedures. 
 
 


A.2 Lubricants 
A.2.1 Engine oils 
Requirements of engine oils for diesel engines: 


• Engine oil is specified by the OEM. 
• For synthetic oils, the RTS, in conjunction with the respective OEM, must consider engine size, load 


profile, performance, cost and other parameters to decide whether to use synthetic oils. 


Viscosity class selection: 
• Selection of a viscosity class is recommended by the OEM and based primarily on the ambient 


temperature at which the engine is to be started and operated. Taking into consideration the relevant 
performance criteria, engines can be operated with either single grade or multi-grade oils, depending 
on application. 


Oil drain intervals for diesel engines: 
• Engine oil drain intervals depend on the engine oil, quality, its conditioning, the operating conditions, 


operating hours and the fuel used. 
• Limits for oil service life serve as guide values and are contained in the appropriate OEM 


maintenance schedules and operating instructions. 
• The RTS must follow OEM requirements for an oil change when limit values are reached or 


exceeded. 
• In addition to analytical limit values, the engine condition, its operating condition and any operational 


faults are the decision factors considered by the OEM with regard to engine oil changes.  
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Laboratory analysis to determine the service life of the engine oil: 
• Engine oil analysis is usually performed by the OEM, oil analysis laboratories, oil manufacturers or 


using an RTS-approved OEM test kit. The oil sample must be taken in accordance with OEM 
specifications and instructions (including laboratories and manufacturers if used). 


Results from each periodic laboratory analysis shall be charted to show the trend of each tested quantity (e.g. 
metallic ppm). The RTS, in conjunction with the diesel engine OEM, oil supplier and oil laboratory, shall 
determine the analytic limit values for each tested quantity. Engine oil samples must be analyzed in 
accordance with OEM recommendations. The test methods (e.g., ASTM D445 viscosity at 100 ºC maximum 
mm2/s) and the limit values (15.0 maximum mm2/s SAE 5W-30) that relate to individual oil samples for 
viscosity and other engine oil characteristics are determined by the OEM and indicate when the results of an 
individual oil sample analysis are to be regarded as abnormal. 


Minimum requirements of operation monitoring: 
• The oil analyses required by OEM maintenance schedules can usually be made using an OEM test kit 


that contains all of the required equipment and instructions. The following checks are performed: 
- determination of oil dispersancy (spot test) 
- determination of fuel content 
- determination of water content 


A.2.2 Lubricating greases 
Lubricating greases for diesel engines and associated equipment: 


• Lubricating greases are specified by the OEM. 


Lubricating greases for general purposes: 
• Lithium saponified greases shall be used for all lubrication points with the exception of emergency air 


shutoff flaps installed between exhaust turbochargers and mechanical couplings. 


Lubricating greases for applications at high temperatures: 
• These greases shall be used for emergency air shutoff flaps that are located between turbochargers 


and intercoolers. 


Lubricating greases for mechanical couplings: 
• Lubricating greases for mechanical couplings are specified by the OEM. 


A.2.3 Special purpose lubricants 
Turbochargers: 


• Turbine oils must be used in accordance with OEM specifications. Follow OEM recommendations. 


Lubricants for gear couplings: 
• The application of the respective lubricants and their service lives are specified in the OEM operating 


instructions and maintenance schedules. 


A.3 Coolants 
A.3.1 Requirements of coolants: 
Coolants for use in prime mover engines shall be prepared from suitable fresh water and an OEM-approved 
coolant additive. 
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Conditions for coolant additive approval are OEM specified. They include: 
• emulsifiable corrosion preventative oils; 
• corrosion inhibiting antifreeze; and 
• water-soluble corrosion inhibitors. 


NOTE: Coolant manufacturers are usually informed in writing if their product is OEM approved. 


A.3.2 Fresh water 
For coolant preparation, use only clean, clear water in accordance with OEM specifications for: 


• total alkaline earth metals (water hardness); 
• pH value at 68 deg F; 
• chloride ions; and  
• anion total. 


NOTE: The RTS must have its fresh water tested to ensure that it meets the specifications of the cooling 
system OEM.  


A.3.3 Emulsifiable Corrosion Preventative Oils 
Emulsions of OEM approved corrosion preventative oils (1.0% to 2.0% by volume) and suitable fresh water 
provides adequate corrosion protection. 


A.3.4 Antifreezes with Corrosion Inhibiting Properties 
To avoid long term engine damage the RTS should adhere to the OEM engine coolant specification that 
includes pH and dissolved solids limits. Antifreeze and corrosion inhibiter concentrations shall be determined 
together with the OEM based on the available water quality and the ambient temperatures.  


A.3.5 Water Soluble Corrosion Inhibitors  
Where water soluble corrosion inhibitors can be used, follow the OEM recommendations to ensure adequate 
protection with the correct concentrations. Water soluble corrosion inhibitors may be used in climates where 
there is no danger of freezing and are required for higher coolant temperatures and large temperature drops in 
heat exchangers. 


NOTE: Coolant additives for aluminum-free engines must be used in accordance with the OEM 
recommendations.  


A.3.6 Operational Monitoring 
Careful controls must be implemented to ensure that coolants (different manufacturers and different types) are 
not mixed and that coolants are replaced or tested and treated with OEM approved additive boosters when 
indicated by testing at the OEM recommended interval. Frequent coolant mixture checks are important 
features for trouble free engine operation and can be performed using OEM test kits that contain the required 
equipment, chemicals, and instructions for the determination of the following: 


• pH value 
• Corrosion preventative oil content 
• Antifreeze corrosion inhibiting concentration 
• Water-soluble corrosion inhibitor content. 


In the event of a sudden drop in coolant additive concentration or if the additive is no longer absorbed, change 
the coolant. Clean the engine coolant system in accordance with OEM specifications. 
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A.4 Fuels 
The properties and limit values specified by the OEM will achieve optimum engine performance, long engine 
service life, and levels of acceptable exhaust emissions levels. 


Annex B (Informative) provides a sample specification for fuel. Prior to implementing a fuel testing program, 
the RTS should develop the pass-fail requirements in conjunction with the diesel engine OEM and fuel 
supplier. 


NOTE: The designation “sulfur free” applies to diesel fuels with a sulfur content of maximum 10 ppm. 


A.4.1 Biodiesel 
NOTE: The standard general term “FAME” (fatty acid methyl esters) is generally used to designate 
biodiesel fuels. 


It is intended that future OEM engine series will be approved for operation with FAME. The RTS must verify 
with the engine OEM as to whether their engines are approved or not approved for operation with FAME in 
compliance with EN 14214. 


A.5 Preservatives 
A.5.1 Types of Preservatives 
Preservatives are OEM specified. They include: 


• Corrosion inhibiting oils for internal preservation of the fuel system 
• Corrosion inhibitors for external preservation 
• Initial operating oils and corrosion inhibiting oils for internal preservation 


 
A.5.2 Requirements 
Preservation and represervation shall be carried out on: 


• New or overhauled engines, gearboxes, and couplings after the initial successful test stand run 
typically carried out at the OEM facility. 


• Engines, transmissions and couplings that are to be taken out of service longer than an OEM specified 
period. 


For an overview of the types of preservation periods, tasks, and form sheets, refer to the OEM specifications. 


A.5.3 Corrosion Preventive Oils for Internal Preservation of Oil Coated Components of Engines and 
Gearboxes 
OEM approved viscosity class corrosion preventive oils shall be used. 


A.5.4 Corrosion Inhibitors for External Preservation of all Non-Painted Parts 
OEM approved corrosion inhibitors shall be used. 


A.5.6 Corrosion Preventive Oils for Cooling, Lubrication, and Fuel System Internal Preservation 
OEM approved corrosion preventative oils shall be used. 


A.5.7 Depreservation 
Follow OEM specifications and put the engine into operation in accordance with OEM engine documents and 
recommendations. 
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A.6 Flushing and Cleaning Engine Coolant Systems 
Flushing and cleaning procedures for engine coolant systems must be performed in accordance with OEM 
specifications. 
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Annex B (Informative): Physical and chemical properties for North American ultra-low 
sulfur diesel fuel 
Engine manufacturers support the introduction and use of ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuels having 
uniform properties. Specifically, the Engine Manufacturers Association (EMA) recommends that all ULSD 
fuel distributed in North America meet the requirements of ASTM D975 and the following additional 
performance requirements that are included in Table 4 below. 


1. Lubricity: Based on testing conducted on ULSD fuels in accordance with ASTM D6079, fuel injection 
manufacturers require a maximum wear scar diameter of 460 micrometers for ULSD. 


2. Cetane: To improve the sociability aspects of diesel fuel performance such as white smoke, engine 
starting and engine combustion noise, ASTM D613 requires a minimum cetane number of 43 for 
ULSD.  


TABLE 4 - Performance Requirements for ULSD 


Property ASTM Test Method 
or (other)


General Reference Fuel 
Specification 


Sulfur, microg/g D5453 15 max 


Lubricity, HFRR at 60 deg F, micrometers D6079 
EMA 


520 
460 


Aromatic HC, vol % D5186-96 10% max 


Polycyclic aromatic HC, wt % D5186-96 3.5 max 


Nitrogen content, ppm D4629-96 10 max 


Natural cetane number D975 
D613-84 and EMA 


40 min 
43 min 


Gravity, API D287-82 33-39 


Viscosity at 40 deg C, mm2/s D445-83 1.9 to 4.1 


Flash point, deg F D93-80 130 min 


Distillation, deg F D86-96  
 IBP  340-420 
 10% Rec  400-490 
 50% Rec  470-560 
 90% Rec  540-640 
 EP  580-660 


Ash, wt % D482 0.01 max 


Carbon residue, 10% Btms, wt % D524 0.35 max 


Copper (Cu) strip corrosion, 3 hours at 122 deg F, rating D130 and EN590 1A 


Stability, mg/m3 D2274 10 max 


When considering ULSD fuel properties, it is important to recognize the need to maintain the cleanliness of 
ULSD fuel from the time that it leaves the refinery until it is delivered to the vehicle. The use of a smaller 
than 5 micrometer filter at the point where the fuel is dispensed into the vehicle is recommended. 
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Introduction 
This Introduction is not part of RT-VIM-RP-009-02 Second Revision June 28, 2013, Recommended Practice 
for Battery Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance.   
 
This Recommended Practice for Battery Systems Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit vehicles 
represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 
operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 
application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, 
federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 
government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain 
applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more 
or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This Recommend Practice is intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and 
inspection procedures on rail transit door systems. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the 
procedures and steps described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every 
RTS maintenance and inspection procedure.   


APTA recommends the use of this recommended practice by: 


 Individuals or organizations that operate rail transit systems; 
 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the operation of rail transit systems; and 
 Individuals or organizations that influence how rail transit systems are operated (including but not 


limited to consultants, designers and contractors). 
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Battery Systems Periodic Inspections and Maintenance 
1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the battery system should be performed on a regular 
schedule as determined by the rail transit system. The frequency of any task contained within this 
Recommended Practice should comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. 
Further, in the conduct of a rail transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, the 
frequencies for individual tasks should be established based on a number of additional factors, 
including but not limited to the following: 


 OEM- recommended intervals 
 Industry experience 
 Operating environment/conditions 
 Historical data 
 Performance requirements 
 Failure analysis 
 Reliability-centered maintenance programs 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 
WARNING: Read and understand all Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) before proceeding with work 
to maintain the battery. 


WARNING: Do not wear metallic clothing or jewelry when handling battery or battery components. Use 
tools with insulated handles only. Care should be taken to avoid shorting individual cells or groups of 
cells. 


WARNING: Alkaline/acid electrolyte in the battery is a strong caustic/corrosive agent. Wear rubber 
gloves, protective goggles, face shield, long-sleeved clothing and an approved apron when handling 
batteries or components. Make sure that an emergency water supply is readily available in case 
electrolyte accidentally comes in contact with clothing, skin or eyes. If electrolyte is splashed on 
clothing or skin, wash the affected area immediately with water for 10 to 15 minutes and follow 
approved safety procedures for chemical burns or spills. If electrolyte is splashed in eyes, immediately 
flood eyes with water and call a physician.  


WARNING: The electrolyte level must be maintained as per the OEM recommendation. When 
electrolyte levels are allowed to remain below minimum (lower) level, excessive heat is generated 
within the cells, causing damage to the cells. If this condition is allowed to continue for an extended 
period of time, a battery fire could result. 


WARNING: A separate storage maintenance area should be provided for nickel-cadmium batteries. The 
electrolyte is chemically opposite to the sulfuric acid used in lead-acid batteries. Fumes from a lead-
acid battery can contaminate the electrolyte in a nickel-cadmium battery. This precaution should 
include equipment such as hand tools and syringes used with lead-acid batteries. Every precaution 
should be taken to keep anything containing acid away from the nickel-cadmium battery shop. 


WARNING: Charging batteries give off a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas that are extremely 
flammable. Never allow sparks, flames or smoking materials near the battery area.  
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WARNING: Use only approved dispensers (cell toppers) to add water.  


WARNING: Battery cells can generate very high currents, and multi-cell batteries can attain high 
voltages. Caution must be exercised during battery maintenance to prevent electrical burns or shocks. 


2.1 Materials 
The following materials are normally required for battery periodic inspection and maintenance: 


 OEM and rail transit system recommended lubricants 
 OEM and rail transit system recommended cleaning supplies 


Reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Tools  
In addition to the standard tools carried by maintenance personnel (standard tools should be suitably 
insulated for working on batteries), the following specialized equipment will be required: 


 digital voltmeter* 
 cell topper (filler pistol) 
 nylon brush 
 cell tester 
 torque wrench (0 –250 in.-lb.)* 
 hydrometer 


NOTE: Tools marked with * require periodic calibration as specified by the rail transit system’s 
practices. 


Refer to the OEM for specific requirements and other specialized tooling. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) meeting minimum ANSI standards, and as 
required by the rail transit system, should be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection 
and maintenance tasks. The following personal protective equipment should be worn while 
performing these inspection and maintenance tasks: 


 approved apron 
 protective face shield 
 goggles 
 rubber gloves 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training 
programs that provide employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and 
effectively perform the tasks outlined in this Recommended Practice. 
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2.5 Inspection and maintenance 
In all of the following procedures and recommended practices, the OEM’s maintenance manuals 
should be referred to for such items as torque values, condemning limits, clearance measurements 
and specific procedure methodology. Devices should be cleaned for proper inspection. These 
procedures cover only the visual inspection, gauging, adjustment and functional testing of battery 
systems mounted on a rail transit vehicle. Some procedures may require the use of heavy lifting and 
support devices due to the size and weight of the equipment. Some procedures require more than one 
individual. Some procedures will not be applicable due to design variations.  


Methodologies for the resolution of deficiencies noted while inspecting, gauging, adjusting or 
functionally testing the batteries and associated devices should be tailored by the rail transit system 
in conjunction with the OEM. Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process as to 
interval, deficiencies and resolution of those deficiencies found should be done in a comprehensive 
manner so as to create a useful database, which will enhance the reliability and accountability of the 
process. 


The following suggested inspection and maintenance procedures are intended for use in conjunction 
with the OEM’s recommended inspection and maintenance procedures. In the event of a conflict 
between this Recommended Practice and the manufacturer’s recommendations, the manufacturer’s 
recommendations should prevail. 


2.5.1 Prepare battery for inspection 
a. Place battery switch (breaker) to OFF position and place lockout tag per rail transit system 


procedures. 
b. Remove battery box cover or open battery box and slide crate assemblies/battery tray (if equipped) 


out to their fully extended service position.  
c. Disconnect the battery leads as per the OEM and rail transit systems procedures. 


2.5.2 Crate assembly 
a. Make sure cell assemblies are properly seated in each crate assembly. Make sure each crate assembly 


is clean and dry. Inspect each crate assembly for proper drainage. Check for soft or weakened crate 
structure. 


b. Inspect each cell assembly for signs of leaking, excessive corrosion or physical damage. Batteries that 
are excessively corroded should be removed from the car for proper cleaning. 


2.5.3 Clean battery and tray 
a. Use a soft nylon brush to loosen any accumulation of corrosion from the battery or terminals. Use 


clean, lint-free wiping rags to wipe cells clean. Use water to clean tops of cells only if absolutely 
necessary. Vent caps should be closed during cleaning. 


b. It is important to keep the battery dry and clean. This will contribute to top performance, maximum 
service life and non-contamination of cell during topping off. 


2.5.4 Electrolyte 
CAUTION: To avoid contamination of electrolyte, only use distilled or deionized water that has been 
properly labeled and stored in plastic containers. For maximum safety while working on the battery, 
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always keep the vents closed, except for the moment of topping off or measuring specific gravity of 
electrolyte. 
 


a. Open vent plug assembly and insert glass or plastic hydrometer into cell assembly so that it contacts 
top of plates. Using hydrometer, remove electrolyte from cell and measure specific gravity of 
electrolyte. Return electrolyte to cell. Repeat on all cells. 


b. Adjust electrolyte level in each cell assembly with distilled or de-ionized water, as required, so that 
electrolyte is level in all cells and above plates according to OEM recommendations. On cells with 
transparent cases, fill to top line. Close all vent plug assemblies.  


c. Wipe clean exterior surface of all cell assemblies, crate assemblies and interior of battery box with 
clean, lint-free wiping rags. 


d. Using less than 30 psi of compressed air in accordance with OSHA 29-CFR 1910.242b, blow-dry cell 
assemblies, crate assemblies, and interior of battery box. 


CAUTION: Do not splash or spill water or electrolyte on the battery. Do not overfill the battery. When 
electrolyte levels are allowed to remain above maximum (upper) level, overflow of electrolyte could 
result. When the exterior of the battery is wet, ground leakage and erratic battery operation could 
result. 


2.5.5 Battery connection inspection 
a. Check cell-to-cell and post-to-post rigid connectors for loose connections, missing or defective 


hardware, corrosion and hot spots. Replace/repair/torque to OEM specifications. 
b. Check inter-crate flexible jumper cables for loose connections, missing or defective hardware, 


chafing and loose lugs. Repair/replace as required. 


2.5.6 Battery leads inspection 
a. Check battery leads for chafed or cut insulation. Replace as required. 
b. Check battery leads for broken strands. Replace as required. 
c. Check for corrosion of terminals and cable lugs; clean or replace as required. 
d. Check battery leads for worn or loose cable lugs. Replace as required. 
e. Check battery connections for loose hardware, and torque nuts to OEM specifications. 


2.5.7 Cell voltage 
a. Ensure that the battery is disconnected from the charging system and all loads. With cell voltage 


tester or digital voltmeter, measure and record each cells voltage. If any cell’s voltage differs from the 
average by more than the manufacturer’s recommendation, record on inspection report and notify 
proper individual in accordance with rail transit system procedures.  


b. Check output voltage of power supply and battery charger at the battery lead terminals.  


2.5.8 Temperature sensor 
a. Check temperature sensor for chafed or cut insulation, broken strands and cracked or broken casing. 


Repair or replace as required. 
b. Check temperature sensor for proper resistance reading per OEM. 
c. Check temperature sensor for secure mounting. Repair as required.  


2.5.9 Battery box condition 
a. Check condition of battery box for cracks and breaks. Repair or replace as required.  
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b. Inspect battery box and brackets for loose or missing mounting hardware. Tighten loose mounting 
hardware. Replace missing mounting hardware. 


c. Check battery box for dirt on tray and rack assembly. Clean as required with sash brush. 
d. Inspect vent holes for dirt. If vent holes are dirty or clogged, clean area around holes with bristle 


brush. 


2.5.10 Prepare battery for operation 
a. Place crate assembly into battery tray if it was removed. 
b. Reconnect intercrate flexible jumper cables if removed, and torque nuts to OEM specification. 
c. Connect the battery leads as per OEM and rail transit systems procedures.  
d. Apply thin coat of non-oxidizing anti-seize compound or equivalent on all rigid connectors and nuts. 
e. Push battery tray (if equipped) into battery box. Check for ease of movement and engagement of 


locking devices. Close door and secure with latches. 


2.5.11 Battery Miscellaneous Equipment 
a. Check battery trainline fuses if equipped. If found open, seek cause before replacement. 
b. Check battery trainline resistors if equipped. Inspect for general condition, security of attachment and 


proper resistance as required. 
 
 


3.  Correction of deficiencies 
Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections in Sections 2.5.1 through 2.5.11 should be 
corrected and documented in accordance with established rail transit system procedures and OEM 
recommendations. 
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Definitions 
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distilled water. 
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Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice covers basic procedures for periodic inspection and maintenance of 


electric motors on rail transit vehicles, with emphasis on maintenance of safety-critical components. 


Keywords: electric motor, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: This document establishes a recommended practice for electric motor inspection and maintenance. 


Rail transit systems should tailor these recommendations to accommodate their specific equipment and mode 


of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice includes essential periodic inspection and maintenance 


requirements for integral horsepower electric motors utilized on rail transit vehicles. Running maintenance 


should be developed by the rail transit system based on its service requirements and mileage. Rail transit 


systems may exceed recommendations given herein. This Recommended Practice is intended for use by rail 


equipment maintenance organizations. 
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Introduction 
This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02 Rev 2 ‘Recommended Practice for Passenger 


Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and Maintenance’. 


 


This Recommended Practice for rail transit vehicles represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned 


with its provisions, namely transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and 


general interest groups. The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. 


In some cases, federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those 


cases, the government regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain 


applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit agencies, may be either more 


or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This Recommended Practice describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements for electric motors 


found on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this Recommended Practice by: 


 individuals or organizations that maintain electric motors on rail transit vehicles; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of electric motors on rail 


transit vehicles; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how electric motors are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 
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Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the electric motors should be performed on a regular schedule as 


determined by the rail transit system (RTS). The frequency of any task contained within this Recommended 


Practice shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Maintenance tasks on electric 


motors should be performed on a regular schedule to ensure proper operation of the equipment. Further, in the 


conduct of a RTS’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, the frequencies for individual tasks should 


be established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to the following: 


 original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommended intervals 


 industry experience 


 operating environment/conditions 


 historical data 


 performance requirements 


 failure analysis 


 RTS’s testing and experience 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


 WARNING: Before working on electrical motors, make sure that the appropriate system circuit 


breakers or knife switches are open and properly locked and/or tagged in accordance with the RTS 


procedures. 


2.1 Materials 


The following materials are normally required for electric motor inspection and maintenance: 


 approved lubricant required by the OEM 


 reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional appropriate information 


 RTS or OEM-approved brushes 


 operation and maintenance manuals for respective property 


 approved brush wear chart for each motor type operation (Figure 1 shows a sample chart) 
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FIGURE 1  
Minimum Motor Commutator Brush Length in 1∕32 in. Increments 


 


 


 
Sample chart only; charts vary by brush type 


2.2 Devices and tools 


The following devices and tools are normally required for electric motor inspection and maintenance: 


 standard tools carried by maintenance personnel 


 multimeter* 


 torque wrench* 


 spring gauge 


 sandpaper (medium grade)  


NOTE: Do not use conductive abrasive cloth. 


 micrometer* 


 depth gauge* 


 grease gun (metered) 


 grinding stones 


 inspection mirror 


 profiler/profilometer* 
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 dial indicator* 


 flashlight 


 brush holder brush box go/no-go gauge 


 air hose 


 megohmmeter (megger) 500 V or 1000 V* 


 air nozzle, pressure regulated 


NOTE: Devices and tools designated with an asterisk (*) require periodic calibration as specified by 


the rail transit system’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards and as required by the RTS, 


shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


2.4 Training requirements 


RTS and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that provide 


employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in 


this Recommended Practice. Visual aids are available from various brush manufactures exhibiting commutator 


and brush conditions for DC motors. Aids such as these will provide employees with various recognizable 


motor conditions. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance of DC motors 


The inspection and maintenance checks below are general checks for all DC electrical motors using a supply 


voltage up to 1000 VDC. However, these checks should be applied only to those motors that are economically 


feasible to repair. These checks are tailored primarily for transit vehicle traction motors. 


2.5.1 Visual interior inspection 


Visually inspect the following: 


a) The field coils wherever visible for overheating or charred conditions. If these conditions are found, 


then perform an electrical test as outlined in Section 2.5.4. 


b) Field coil connectors wherever visible for discoloration, cracks or looseness of connections. If these 


conditions are found, then perform an electrical test as outlined in Section 2.5.4. 


c) The security of brush holder to motor. If necessary, secure in accordance with OEM recommendations. 


d) The condition of the string band or Teflon band. Epoxy type string band must not indicate signs of 


cracking, chipping, flaking appearance or uneven color. Teflon type must indicate a tight fit to V ring 


and contact with commutator bars with no peeling or any type of hole that may have been caused by 


motor flashover. If any of these conditions exist, then replace the motor. 


e) The mounting hardware for looseness. All hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications. 


f) Bearing for lubrication leakage. No leakage is allowed on the interior of the motor. 


g) Inspect for signs of flashovers (end of commutator, string/Teflon band and flash arc horns). If flashing 


is noted, then dress and clean all areas. Vacuum or blow out inside of motor after dressing flashovers.  


h) The commutator condition. The ideal surface is shown in Figure 2. Review the commutator conditions 


shown in Figure 3: burnt bar edge, bar burning, streaking, grooving, copper dragging and threading. If 


any one of these conditions is observed, then stone the commutator as illustrated in Figure 4 or replace 


the motor. 
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FIGURE 2  
Ideal Surface 


 


 


FIGURE 3  
Commutator Problems 


  
Burnt commutator bar edge Commutator bar burning 


  
Streaking Grooving 
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FIGURE 3  
Commutator Problems 


  
Copper dragging Threading 


 


FIGURE 4  
Motor Stoning Tool 


 


2.5.2 Visual exterior inspection 


Visually inspect the following: 


a) The inlet filter, if applicable, for excessive dirt or damage. Clean or replace filter per OEM 


recommendation. 


b) Motor mounts, resilient or steel for failure or breakage condition. Resilient mounts with ground straps 


between stator and truck frame must not show signs of cracking or damage. 
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c) Leads for any overheating at the opening in the lead cleat. If found, determine cause and replace the 


lead as required. All loose hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications. 


d) Motor leads shall not chafe or indicate broken insulation. If chafing is found, then reposition the lead. 


If broken insulation is found, then replace the motor. 


e) Bearing caps or cartridges for overheating and lubricant leakage. If found, then perform corrective 


action to determine the cause. Replace the motor as required. 


f) All mounting hardware for looseness. If any are found loose, then torque to OEM specification. To 


expedite future inspections, apply torque stripes and/or witness marks to the mounting hardware. 


g) That all ground straps/cables insulation is in good condition and show no signs of cracking, over heating 


or fraying. Replace if required. All loose hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications.  


NOTE: If any motor is found to be vibrating unusually or noisily, identify the problem. If found, then, 


repair or replace the motor as required. 


2.5.3 Mechanical inspection 


a) Inspect brushes for missing, chipping (incidental chips do not require replacement), discoloration, 


loose/broken strands and fraying. Replace in kind if these conditions exist. 


b) Measure brush lengths per OEM/individual RTS property specifications. Ensure that they will not 


exceed condemning limits before the next inspection. Use an approved chart for brush wear limits that 


is based on RTS operating limits (see Figure 1). Replace in kind if brushes do not meet the 


specifications of the OEM or RTS, or if brushes will not meet service life before next inspection.  


NOTE: If brushes are replaced, all brushes on the same motor must be from the same brush 


manufacturer’s type and grade. 


c) Measure brush holder distance from commutator per OEM specifications. Adjust as required.  


NOTE: Nominal distance on many motors is 3∕32 to ⅛ in. 


d) Measure brush holder distance from the commutator riser per OEM specifications. Adjust as required. 


e) Measure brush holder distance from the arc horn if applicable per OEM specification. Adjust as 


required. 


f) If a problem is identified, then use a spring gauge to measure spring tension at the top of the brush. 


Correct brush pressure is essential for optimum motor operation. Replace spring arm if OEM/RTS 


specification is not met.  


NOTE: Nominal pressure for rail transit vehicle motors is 6 to 10 lb. 


g) Verify that brushes move freely (no binding), but not excessively in the brush box. If binding or 


excessive movement is evident, then use the brush holder go/no-go gage to determine the correct 


operating limits. Replace the brush holder if no-go specifications fail OEM/RTS specifications. If the 


brush holder passes go/no-go inspection, yet the brushes still indicate signs of loose fit, and then 


measure the brush dimensions according to OEM specifications. Replace brushes as required. 


h) Check for proper shunt dressing. Correct shunt dressing is essential for motor operation. Improper 


routing may cause brushes to bind in the brush box, causing the brush to lose contact with the 


commutator surface. Check OEM specifications for proper shunt dressing for the motor in question. 


i) Check commutator for high mica, low mica or commutator deficiencies. 


j) Check flash pins for signs of damage. 


NOTE: Measure commutator total indicated runout (TIR) with use of dial indicator or 


profiler/profilometer (see Figure 5 for dial indicator use). 
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FIGURE 5  
Dial Indicate Commutator 


 


2.5.4 Electrical 


 WARNING: Under no circumstances should a megger be used on energized lines or 


equipment. Do not use a megger in a flammable or explosive atmosphere. 


a) Disconnect motor leads. 


b) Connect the motor leads so that all leads to the field and armature windings of the motor (or motors) 


are together and insulated from ground. If it is not practical to connect all the windings together, then 


the leads to each individual winding should be connected together and insulated from ground. 


c) Connect 500 or 1000 VDC megger, in accordance with the RTS procedures, between each connected 


group of leads and a clean motor frame ground.  


d) Operate megger and record megger reading in accordance with RTS requirements. Repair or replace as 


required. 


 WARNING: Discharge winding(s) after each test using the megger’s built-in shorting 


feature, if so equipped, or a separate insulated discharge jumper. 


2.5.5 Cleaning 


 WARNING: To avoid possible injury while using compressed air for dislodging dirt and 


debris, wear appropriate eye and respiratory protection. Compressed dry air used for cleaning 


must be reduced to less than 30 psi per OSHA 29 – CFR 1910.242b. 


a) Use low-pressure compressed air nozzle to blow carbon dust and dirt from interior of motor at each 


preventive maintenance cycle or as determined by service environment. 


b) Filters with gaskets should be checked for proper seal when installed. 


c) Check security of gaskets when the filter is removed. Replace or repair as necessary. 


d) If equipped with removable filters, then clean in accordance with OEM recommendations. 
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e) If the filter has deteriorated to be uncleanable, replace with serviceable filter. 


f) Clean brush holder insulators and string/Teflon band with dry, clean cloth. 


2.5.6 Lubrication 


 WARNING: Do not over grease. 


a) Motor bearing and/or couplings must be serviced as recommended by OEM or RTS requirements. 


b) Check for lubrication leakage, internal and external. If found, then determine the cause. Replace the 


motor in accordance with RTS requirements. 


c) Check motor coupling for proper lubrication by measuring depth if possible. Check OEM or RTS 


specifications for proper depth. 


2.6 Inspection and maintenance of AC motors 


The inspection and maintenance checks in this section are general checks for all AC electrical motors up to 


1000 VAC. However, these checks should be applied only to those motors that are economically feasible to 


repair. These checks are primarily tailored for transit vehicle traction motors. 


2.6.1 Visual interior inspection 


Inspect for bearing lubrication leakage if possible. No leakage is allowed on the interior of the motor. If found, 


then replace the motor. 


2.6.2 Visual exterior inspection 


Visually inspect the following: 


a) The inlet filter, if applicable, for excessive dirt or damage. Clean or replace filter per OEM 


recommendation. 


b) Motor mounts, resilient or steel for failure or breakage condition. Resilient mounts with ground straps 


between stator and truck frame must not show signs of cracking or damage. 


c) Leads for any overheating at the opening in the lead cleat. If found, determine cause and replace the 


lead as required. All loose hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications. 


d) Motor leads shall not chafe or indicate broken insulation. If chafing is found, then reposition the lead. 


If broken insulation is found, then replace the motor. 


e) Inspect for bearing lubrication leakage. If found, then replace the motor. 


f) All mounting hardware for looseness. If any are found loose, then torque to OEM specification. To 


expedite future inspections, apply torque stripes and/or witness marks to the mounting hardware. 


g) That all ground straps/cables insulation is in good condition and show no signs of cracking, over heating 


or fraying. Replace if required. All loose hardware shall be torqued to OEM specifications.  


NOTE: If any motor is found to be vibrating unusually or noisily, identify the problem. If found, 


then, repair or replace the motor as required. 


2.6.3 Electrical inspection 


a) Conduct a motor insulation test as per RTS or OEM recommendations. Replace the motor if necessary.  
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2.6.4 Cleaning 


 WARNING: To avoid possible injury while using compressed air for dislodging dirt and 


debris, wear appropriate eye and respiratory protection. Compressed dry air used for cleaning 


must be reduced to less than 30 psi per OSHA 29 – CFR 1910.242b. 


a) Use low-pressure compressed air nozzle to blow dust and dirt from the interior of the motor at each 


preventive maintenance cycle or as determined by the service environment. 


2.6.5 Lubrication 


 WARNING: Do not over grease. 


a) Motor bearing and/or couplings must be serviced as recommended by the OEM or RTS procedures. 


b) Inspect for lubrication leakage, internal and external. If found, then determine the cause. Replace the 


motor if required in accordance with RTS requirements. 


c) Inspect the motor coupling for proper lubrication by measuring the depth if possible. Check OEM or 


RTS specifications for proper depth. 


2.7 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 should be corrected 


and documented in accordance with RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 


 


 


3.  Documentation/maintenance log reports 
All maintenance performed on rail transit vehicle motors must be documented. This documentation should be 


noted on a unified type of form (electronic or paper) developed by the RTS. It should include the following: 


 car number 


 motor serial number 


 date maintenance performed 


 location of motor 


 description of problem 


 corrective action and part replaced 


 operational test and inspection 


 mileage/hours/date since last maintenance activity 


 serial number of part installed and removed if applicable 


 signature or identification number of person performing the maintenance activity 
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Definitions 
armature: The part of a machine, whether rotating or stationary, that carries the winding connected to the 


external circuit in which the principal electromotive force (EMF) is induced.  


NOTE: This term is usually limited to the rotating part of a DC machine and refers to the complete 


assembly of the winding with core and commutator. 


brush: A conductor serving to provide, at a rotating surface, electrical contact with a part moving relative to 


the brush. 


brush holder: A structure designed to carry a brush or brushes that enables it to be maintained in contact with 


a sliding surface. 


cleat: A device used to secure motor cables in place. A cleat typically consists of an assembly of two pieces of 


insulating material provided with grooves for holding one or more conductors at a definite spacing from the 


surface, wired over and from one another, and with screw holes for fastening in position. 


commutator: An assembly of bars of segmental section, insulated from one another and connected to the coils 


of an armature winding. The assembly comprises a hollow cylinder on which brushes bear, generally on the 


cylindrical surface but sometimes on the radial surface. The arrangement serves to connect each of the sections 


of the armature winding in turn with an external circuit connected to the brushes. 


integral motor: A motor with an HP rating that is one (1) or greater. 


megger/megohmmeter: A precision device designed to test dielectric strength of both motor and cable 


insulation. 
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profiler/profilometer: A precision device designed to measure commutator surfaces. 


rotor: A rotating part of an electrical machine with a shaft, usually applied to an AC machine. 


stator: The fixed part of an electrical machine. A base or other support or suspension elements, if provided, is 


not ordinarily considered to be part of the stator. 


total indicated run out (TIR): Total deviation from perfectly round condition. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 
AC alternating current  


ANSI American National Standards Institute 


CFR Code of Federal Regulations 


DC direct current 


EMF electromotive force 


MΩ megohm 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 


psi pounds per square inch 


TIR total indicated run out 


TM traction motor 


V volts 


 


 


Summary of document changes 


 Document formatted to the new APTA standard format. 


 Sections have been renumbered and moved. 


 Scope of work and summary sections moved to the front page. 


 Definitions, abbreviations and acronyms moved to the back of the document. 


 Two new sections added, “Summary of document changes and “Document history” 


 Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document and other cosmetic changes, such as 


capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


 Section 2.2 - Title changed from Tools to Devices and Tools. 


 Section 2.5.4 – (c) and (d) MG values deleted and left to the RTS to determine acceptable values.   


 Previous Section 5.6.2 renumbered to 2.6.2 – “Visual Exterior Inspection” Deleted and a new Section 


2.6.2 added for ‘Visual exterior inspection’ added. 


 Previous Section 5.6.3 renumbered to 2.6.3 – “Mechanical Inspection” subsections deleted and 


replaced with new subsections. 


 Previous Section 5.6.4 renumbered to – “Electrical Inspection” – subsections (a) and (b) deleted and a 


new subsection (a) added. 


 Section on Definition – New definition for Integral motor added 


 Section on Definition – Definition for Slip ring deleted as it is not used in the document. 
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This document represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely operating/ 
planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The application of any 
standards, recommended practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state 
regulations govern portions of a transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government regulations take 
precedence over this standard. The North American Transit Service Association (NATSA) and its parent organization 
APTA recognize that for certain applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual agencies, may 
be either more or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


© 2017 NATSA and its parent organization. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, in an electronic retrieval 
system or otherwise, without the prior written permission of NATSA. 


Friction Brake Equipment Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 
Abstract: This standard gives the minimum requirements for the periodic inspection and maintenance of 


brake cylinders, tread brake units, disc brake units, brake discs, tread brake shoes, disc brake pads and track 


brakes as used on rail transit vehicles. 


Keywords: brake discs, disc brake pads, disc brake units, periodic inspection and maintenance, track brakes, 


tread brake shoes, and tread brake units 


Summary: This document establishes a standard for the minimum inspection and maintenance requirements 


for friction brake equipment for rail transit vehicles. It covers brake cylinders, tread brake units, disc brake 


units, brake discs, tread brake shoes, disc brake pads and track brakes inspection. 


Scope and purpose: This standard shall be used in conjunction with the rail transit system’s instructions and 


original equipment manufacturer (OEM) recommendations to perform periodic inspection and maintenance of 


rail transit vehicles. This standard is intended for use by rail transit systems to apply basic procedures to 


perform periodic inspection and maintenance of brake cylinders, tread brake units, disc brake units, brake 


discs, tread brake shoes and disc brake pads for rail transit vehicles. 
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Introduction 


This introduction is not part of APTA RT-S-VIM-007-02, Rev. 3, “Friction Brake Equipment Periodic 


Inspection and Maintenance.” 


This standard represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit 


operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The 


application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is voluntary. In some cases, federal 


and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government 


regulations take precedence over this standard. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the standards or 


practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more or less restrictive than those 


given in this document. 


This standard describes the basic maintenance and inspection requirements for the friction brake equipment as 


used on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this standard by:  


 Individuals or organizations that maintain brake cylinders, tread brake units, disc brake units, brake 


discs, tread brake shoes, disc brake pads and track brakes on rail transit vehicles; 


 Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of brake cylinders, tread 


brake units, disc brake units, brake discs, tread brake shoes, disc brake pads and track brakes on rail 


transit vehicles; and 


Individuals or organizations that influence how brake cylinders, tread brake units, disc brake units, brake 


discs, tread brake shoes, disc brake pads and track brakes are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 


 


 


Note on alternate practices 


Individual rail transit systems may modify the practices in this standard to accommodate their specific 


equipment and mode of operation. APTA recognizes that some rail transit systems may have unique operating 


environments that make strict compliance with every provision of this standard impossible. As a result, 


certain rail transit systems may need to implement the standards and practices herein in ways that are more or 


less restrictive than this document prescribes. A rail transit system may develop alternates to APTA standards 


so long as the alternates are based on a safe operating history and are described and documented in the 


system’s safety program plan (or another document that is referenced in the system safety program plan). 


Documentation of alternate practices shall: 


 identify the specific APTA rail transit safety standard requirements that cannot be met; 


 state why each of these requirements cannot be met; 


 describe the alternate methods used; and 


 describe and substantiate how the alternate methods do not compromise safety and provide a level of 


safety equivalent to the practices in the APTA safety standard (operating histories or hazard analysis 


findings may be used to substantiate this claim). 
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Friction Brake Equipment Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on friction brake equipment shall be performed on a regular 


schedule as determined by the rail transit system (RTS). The frequency of any task contained within this 


standard shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in the conduct of a rail 


transit system’s periodic inspection and maintenance programs, frequencies for individual tasks shall be 


established based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 


 industry experience; 


 operating environment/conditions; 


 historical data; 


 performance requirements; 


 failure analysis; 


 RTS’s testing and experience; and 


 Reliability-centered maintenance programs. 


 


 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


WARNING: Ensure that equipment is secured against uncontrolled movement in accordance with RTS 


safety procedures before commencing inspection and maintenance procedures. During inspection and 


maintenance tasks, the brakes may be cycled ON and OFF; ensure that safe operating and maintenance 


procedures are observed. If any corrective or preventative procedures are required, ensure that brakes 


are cut out before performing any work. 


 


2.1 Materials 
Use materials as recommended by the OEM and in accordance with RTS approved procedures. 


 


2.2 Tools 
Use tools as recommended by the OEM and/or in accordance with the RTS approved procedures.  


 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 
Appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) meeting minimum ANSI standards, and as required by the 


RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


 


2.4 Training requirements 
Rail transit systems and/or their maintenance contractors shall develop and execute training programs that 


provide employees with the knowledge and skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks 


outlined in this standard. The program shall include training as determined by the RTS and in accordance with 


regulatory requirements. 
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2.5 Inspection and maintenance 


In all of the following procedures, the OEM’s maintenance manuals shall be referred to for such items as 


torque values, voltage settings, condemning limits, clearance measurements and specific procedure 


methodology.  


 


Devices must be cleaned for proper inspection. These procedures cover only the visible inspection, 


adjustments and functional testing. Methodologies for the resolution of deficiencies noted while performing 


these procedures must be tailored by the individual property in conjunction with the OEM’s 


recommendations.  


 


Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process as to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those 


deficiencies found shall be done in a comprehensive manner so as to create a useful database, which will 


enhance the reliability and accountability of the process. 


 


2.5.1 Cab brake control equipment (visual/audible and operational inspection) 
1. Inspect cab brake equipment for damage, leaks, or loose components. Correct any damage or leaks 


found and secure loose components. Refer to OEM. 


2. Verify that cab gauges are readable and within their calibration period. 


3. Apply and release the brakes and verify operation for: 


• proper operation of the master controller or brake valve; 


• no binding of the handle; 


• proper brake cylinder gauge indication; and 


• proper function of brake status indicating lights. 


4. Apply a service brake application and verify proper brake cylinder pressure or indication. 


5. Apply an emergency brake application and verify proper brake cylinder pressure or indication. 


6. Lubricate the brake valve or master controller as recommended by the OEM and in accordance with 


RTS procedures. 


7. Operate all emergency and penalty brake initiating devices in the cab and verify proper operation. 


 


2.5.2 Brake control equipment (visual/audible and operational inspection) 


1. Inspect air brake operating control equipment for damage, leaks, or loose components. Correct any 


damage or leaks found and secure loose components. Refer to OEM. 


2. Verify proper position of all cutout valves and seals as required. 


3. Inspect brake control unit for damaged or loose components and air leaks. Correct any damage found 


and secure loose components. Refer to OEM. 


4. Inspect hydraulic pressure control unit for damaged or loose components, hydraulic leaks and fluid 


level. Correct any damage found, secure loose components, and refill and bleed as required. Refer to 


OEM. 


5. Inspect mounting hardware, torque stripes and safety/tamper proof seals. Repair or replace as 


required. 


6. Inspect the hydraulic accumulator for damaged or loose components. Pressure-test the accumulator as 


recommended by the OEM. 


7. Clean or replace filters/breathers as recommended by the OEM and in accordance with rail transit 


system procedures. 


8. Verify operation of trip valve/trip switch, if equipped, and lubricate as recommended by the OEM. 


9. Verify proper pressure with a test gauge in all modes of brake and release conditions. 


10. Perform self-tests and verify proper brake operation. 


11. Review on-board recording equipment for recorded faults. 
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2.5.3 Hand brake equipment/parking brake equipment (visual/audible and operational 
inspection) 


1. Inspect hand brake equipment/parking brake equipment for damage, leaks, or loose components. 


Correct any damage or leaks found and secure loose components. Refer to OEM. 


2. Apply and release the hand brake equipment/parking brake equipment; verify proper operation and 


inspect for interference and damage. 


3. Lubricate the hand brake equipment/parking brake equipment as recommended by the OEM and in 


accordance with the RTS procedures. 


4. Verify manual quick-release mechanism.  


 


2.5.4 Tread brake equipment (visual/audible and operational inspection) 


1. Inspect brake cylinder or tread brake units for damage, leaks, loose or missing components and 


mounting hardware. Correct any damage or leaks found; secure loose and replace missing 


components. Refer to OEM. 


2. Inspect brake lines and hoses for leaks, longitudinal cracks, mounting and chafing. Repair/replace as 


required. 


3. Inspect for missing tread brake shoes and replace all missing tread brake shoes.  


4. Inspect the thickness of the tread brake shoes. Replace the tread brake shoe if remaining wear 


material is less than the condemning limit established by the RTS to ensure that there will be useful 


life to the next inspection interval. Make sure that the brake shoe key is fully inserted through the 


brake shoe key slot. 


 
NOTE: Because of taper of the wheel tread, care must be taken to ensure that the inspection 


measurement is performed at the thinnest point of the brake shoe. 


 


5. Inspect tread brake shoes for broken or missing friction braking material. Figure 1 shows inspection 


criteria. If the tread brake shoe is found condemnable, replace.  


6. During tread brake shoe replacement, the brake shoe key is to be inspected and replaced if broken, 


worn or damaged. Ensure that any brake shoe keys replaced are secured in place. 


7. Apply and release the brakes and verify operation for: 


• proper operation of the brake cylinders or tread brake units per the OEM; 


• proper piston travel per the OEM  


• no indication of binding or fouling of the tread brake equipment levers and/or pins. 


8. Lubricate the brake cylinder levers or linkages as recommended by the OEM and in accordance with 


RTS procedures. 
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FIGURE 1  
Tread Brake Shoe Condemning Limits 


Note: Figure 1 shows the standard condemning limits for tread brake shoes unless a different criteria is specified by 
the OEM or by RTS procedures 


 


2.5.5 Disc brake equipment (visual/audible and operational inspection) 


1. Inspect disc brake units for damage, leaks, loose or missing components. Correct any damage or leaks 


found and secure loose and replace missing components. Refer to OEM. 


2. Visually inspect brake lines and hoses for leaks, longitudinal cracks, mounting and chafing; repair as 


required. 


3. Apply and release the brakes and verify operation for: 


• proper operation of the disc brake unit per OEM; 


• proper piston travel per the OEM 


• no indication of binding or fouling of the disc brake unit’s levers and/or pins. 


4. Lubricate the disc brake unit as recommended by the OEM and in accordance with RTS procedures. 


5. Inspect the brake disc faces for damage, cracks or nicks along the outer periphery of the brake disc. 


Some radial and thermal checks and cracks occur during operation. Refer to the OEM for 


condemning and inspection requirements. 


6. Inspect the hub for lateral movement on axle seat, cracks, broken or missing tangs, or damage. Refer 


to the OEM for condemning and inspection recommendations. 


7. Inspect brake disc mounting hardware, such as bolts, nuts, washers and retaining mechanisms, for 


proper attachment. Refer to the OEM for condemning and inspection recommendations. 


8. Measure the brake disc at the greatest wear locations for proper thickness and improper wear patterns 


such as scoring or excessive dishing. Refer to the OEM for condemning and inspection 


recommendations and in accordance with RTS procedures. 
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9. Inspect the brake disc for any fin obstructions or damage. Refer to the OEM for condemning and 


inspection recommendations 


10. Inspect for missing disc brake pads. Replace missing disc brake pads and ensure that the disc brake 


pad is properly secured. Note: Repair/replace damaged brake equipment as a result of a missing brake 


pad in accordance with OEM or RTS procedures.  


11. Inspect the thickness of the disc brake pads. Replace the disc brake pad if remaining wear material is 


less than the condemning limit set by the RTS to ensure that there will be useful life to the next 


inspection interval. Ensure that the disc brake pad is properly latched and/or secured. Note: Uneven 


pad wear may be the result of caliper failure. Refer to OEM manual or RTS procedures for further 


evaluation. 


 
NOTE: Because of taper wear, care must be taken to ensure that the inspection measurement is 


performed at the thinnest point of the disc brake pad. 


 


12. Inspect disc brake pad for broken or missing friction braking material. Figure 2 shows inspection 


criteria. If the disc brake pad is found condemnable, measure the dishing of disc, replace the disc 


brake pad. Make sure that the brake pad is properly secured. 


13. During disc brake pad replacement, the disc brake pad securing mechanism shall be visually 


inspected and replaced if broken, worn, or damaged. 


14. Inspect disc brake unit for worn bushings and pins. Refer to OEM for condemning and inspection 


recommendations. 
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FIGURE 2  
Disc Brake Pad 


Note: Figure 2 shows the standard condemning limits for disc brake pads unless different criteria is specified by the 
OEM or by RTS procedures 


 


2.5.6 Track brake equipment 


1. Inspect for slag buildup on the contact surface. Remove slag buildup if found. 


2. Inspect components for proper attachment, signs of damage or corrosion, or missing parts. Correct 


any damage found, and secure loose and replace missing parts. Refer to the OEM. 


3. Inspect magnet contact surface height with approved gauge, and adjust suspension as necessary. Refer 


to the OEM. 


4. Inspect electrical cable connections for cracks, kinks and abrasions. Repair/replace as required. 


5. Inspect pole shoes for wear. If wear is beyond condemning limits, replace pole shoe. Refer to the 


OEM, and comply with RTS procedures. 


6. Inspect condition of suspension and related components. Replace as required. 


7. Inspect track brake stops for looseness or damage. Check buffer pads for wear, and replace as 


required. 


8. Inspect condition of compression spring. Replace as required. Refer to OEM. 


9. Inspect attaching bolts and ensure that locking wire or cotter pin, if used, is securely attached. 


Replace as required. 


10. Verify proper operation of track brakes and suspension by energizing and de-energizing the track 


brake. 
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11. Verify all light annunciations where applicable. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 2.5.1 through 2.5.6 shall be corrected 


and documented in accordance with the RTS procedures and OEM recommendations.  


 


 


Definitions 


brake control unit: A device that controls and transmits pressure to brake units in response to control 


commands. 


 


brake cylinder: A cylinder in which compressed air acts on a piston that transmits the force of the 


compressed air to the associated brake rigging. 


 


brake disc: A circular solid or finned plate that rotates with respect to the disc brake pads that are brought 


into contact with it to provide retarding force. Usually mounted to the wheel, hub or axle. Also known as a 


friction ring. 


 


brake head: A holder that carries the detachable brake shoe or brake pad. 


 


brake shoe key: A key by which a brake shoe is fastened to a brake head. 


 


caliper: The assembly on disc brakes that holds the disc pads and straddles the disc. 


 


disc brake pad: A replaceable friction element secured to a brake head for the purpose of producing a 


retarding force onto the face of a disc. 


 


disc brake unit: A friction brake in which the brake pads create retarding force by rubbing on a separate disc 


or discs mounted on the wheel hub or the axle. 


 
dishing: the amount of concavity of the surface of a brake disc due to wear. 
 


hydraulic pressure control unit: A device that controls and transmits hydraulic pressure to disc brake units 


in response to control commands. 


 


track brake: A magnetic friction brake that compresses against the running rail and is activated by an 


electrical signal. 


 


tread brake shoe: A replaceable friction element secured to a brake head for the purpose of producing a 


retarding force onto the tread of the wheel. 


 


tread brake unit: A friction brake in which the brake shoes create retarding force by rubbing on the wheel 


treads. 


 


 


Abbreviations and acronyms 


ANSI American National Standards Institute 


NATSA North American Transportation Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 
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Summary of document changes 


 Committee membership updated. 


 Added one new section at the end of the document ‘Summary of Changes’. 


 Deleted reference to BCU (Brake Control Unit) in the Abbreviations and Acronyms section as it is 


not used in the document. 


 Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document. 


 There were other cosmetic changes, such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling and grammar.  
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Solid-State Auxiliary Power Unit 
Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the periodic inspection and maintenance of 


solid-state auxiliary power units (APUs) mounted on rail transit vehicles. It provides a set of useful practices 


that can be selected and applied during the inspection and maintenance process as the particular design 


warrants. 


Keywords: rail transit vehicles, periodic inspection and maintenance 


Summary: The auxiliary power unit is a solid-state device that conditions primary vehicle power and supplies 


power to the auxiliary loads. This Recommended Practice provides guidance for the periodic inspection and 


maintenance of solid-state APUs mounted on rail transit vehicles. Individual rail transit systems should tailor 


these recommendations to accommodate their specific equipment and mode of operation. 


Scope and purpose: This document establishes a recommended practice for the inspection and maintenance 


of the power supply for auxiliary subsystems on rail transit vehicles. This procedure may also be used in 


secondary subsystem power supplies. This document may not be applicable to disposable or non-serviceable 


units. This Recommended Practice is intended for use by rail equipment maintenance organizations.  
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Introduction 


This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-016-03 First Revision January 6, 2016 Recommended 


Practice for Solid State Auxiliary Power Unit Periodic Inspection and Maintenance. 


 


This Recommended Practice represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, 


namely transit operating/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. 


The application of any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, 


federal and/or state regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the 


government regulations take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain 


applications, the standards or practices, as implemented by individual rail transit systems, may be either more 


or less restrictive than those given in this document. 


This document describes the basic inspection and maintenance functions for auxiliary power supply systems 


mounted on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of these practices by: 


 individuals or organizations that maintain auxiliary power supply systems on rail transit vehicles; 


 individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of auxiliary power supply 


systems on rail transit vehicles; and 


 individuals or organizations that influence how auxiliary power supply systems are maintained on rail 


transit vehicles.  
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Solid State Auxiliary Power Unit Periodic 
Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the solid-state auxiliary power units (APUs) should be 


performed on a regular schedule as determined by the rail transit system (RTS). The frequency of any task 


contained within this Recommended Practice for periodic inspection and maintenance of solid-state APUs 


shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in the conduct of a RTS’s 


periodic inspection and maintenance programs, the frequencies for individual tasks should be established 


based on a number of additional factors, including but not limited to: 


 OEM-recommended intervals; 


 industry experience; 


 operating environment/conditions; 


 historical data; 


 performance requirements; 


 failure analysis; and 


 reliability-centered maintenance programs. 


 


 


2.  Requirements and specific tasks 


WARNING: Read and understand all relevant material safety data sheets (MSDSs) before 


proceeding with work to maintain the APU. 


WARNING: Do not wear metallic clothing or jewelry when working on live electrical circuits or 


components. Use tools with insulated handles only.  


WARNING: Verify that all power is removed from car. Wait for an appropriate time as specified 


by the OEM before opening auxiliary power supply cover to allow components to discharge.  


WARNING: Follow all OEM recommendations with respect to discharging residual voltages and 


grounding procedures.  



http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=warning+signs&view=detailv2&&id=22DA91EA51C238ACE97E85D14B4F010F4B6D767D&selectedIndex=0&ccid=kR75W0do&simid=608018626618132361&thid=OIP.M911ef95b47680c84251c9a872d97b976H0

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=warning+signs&view=detailv2&&id=22DA91EA51C238ACE97E85D14B4F010F4B6D767D&selectedIndex=0&ccid=kR75W0do&simid=608018626618132361&thid=OIP.M911ef95b47680c84251c9a872d97b976H0

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=warning+signs&view=detailv2&&id=22DA91EA51C238ACE97E85D14B4F010F4B6D767D&selectedIndex=0&ccid=kR75W0do&simid=608018626618132361&thid=OIP.M911ef95b47680c84251c9a872d97b976H0
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2.1 Materials 


The following materials are normally required for solid-state APU inspection and maintenance: 


 OEM- and RTS recommended lubricants 


 OEM- and RTS recommended cleaning supplies 


Reference OEM maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


2.2 Devices and tools 


The following devices and tools are normally required for solid-state APU inspection and maintenance: 


 standard tools carried by maintenance personnel 


 special tools as recommended by the OEM and/or RTS 


 digital voltmeter* 


 torque wrench* 


 portable test unit (PTU)* 


NOTE: Devices and tools marked with an asterisk (*) require periodic calibration as specified by the 


RTS’s practices. 


2.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 


standards and as required by the RTS, shall be worn at all times in the performance of this maintenance task. 


Established RTS safety practices, rules and procedures shall be followed at all times in the performance of 


these inspections. 


2.4 Training requirements 


The RTS and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that provide 


employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in 


this Recommended Practice. 


2.5 Inspection and maintenance 


In all of the following procedures and recommended practices, the OEM maintenance manuals should be 


referred to for such items as torque values, voltage settings, pass/fail criteria, clearance measurements and 


specific procedure methodology. These procedures cover only the visual inspection, gauging, adjustment and 


functional testing of solid-state auxiliary power units mounted on a rail transit vehicle. Some procedures may 


require the use of heavy lifting and support devices due to the size and weight of the equipment. Some 


procedures may require more than one individual. 


Some procedures will not be applicable due to design variations. Methodologies for the resolution of 


deficiencies noted while inspecting, gauging, adjusting or functionally testing the auxiliary power supply and 


associated devices should be tailored by the agency in conjunction with the OEM. 


Documentation of the inspection and maintenance process as to interval, deficiencies and resolution of those 


deficiencies found should be done in a comprehensive manner so as to create a useful database that will 


enhance the reliability and accountability of the process. 
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2.5.1 Prepare auxiliary power unit for inspection 


Prior to inspection, fault directory should be downloaded and checked, if so equipped. Record and document 


faults to assist in inspection, maintenance and/or troubleshooting. Remove the power, isolate the power 


supply to the APU and discharge the capacitors. Follow RTS practices for proper lockout and tag procedures.  


2.5.2 APU enclosure and connection inspection 


a) Inspect enclosure and brackets for loose or missing mounting hardware. Repair or replace as required. 


Check all cover latches for correct operation and fit. Verify proper latch and lock function. 


b) Check enclosure for damage. 


c) Clean as required per OEM and RTS procedures. 


d) Inspect door gaskets for breaks and cracks. Replace as required. 


e) Inspect ventilation blower motor (if equipped) for proper operation; replace filters as required. 


f) Check cables for chafed or cut insulation. Repair or replace as required. 


g) Check cables for broken strands. Repair or replace as required. 


h) Check cables for loose terminals, and tighten as required. 


2.5.3 APU interior inspection 


a) Open enclosure and check for signs of moisture and debris. Wipe away any contaminants from 


components. 


b) Clean all insulators with an approved nonconductive cleaning agent.  


c) Check for discoloration, burning marks or odor of burning from components. Check capacitors to 


make sure they are not bulging or leaking; replace as required.  


d) Inspect fuses and circuit breakers for evidence of blown or tripped status, replace fuses/reset breakers 


as required.  


NOTE: The reasons for a blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker should be found and corrected. 


e) Inspect all related control relays and power contactors for evidence of damage, burned contacts and 


loose connections. Repair or replace as required. 


f) Check bolted connections and tighten as required. 


2.5.4 Prepare APU for operation 


a) Remove tags, and restore the power to the APU. 


b) Run diagnostic tests via portable test unit (PTU) if applicable. Check for proper annunciator light 


indication. 


c) Use voltmeter or PTU to verify proper output voltage/frequency from intermediate voltage power 


supply (IVPS) and low-voltage power supply (LVPS). If possible, apply maximum electrical loading 


to APU when checking voltage/frequency. 


d) Check time/date and car number information using PTU. Save event data as per transit system 


procedures. 


e) Close and secure enclosure. 


2.6 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections in Sections 2.5.1 through 2.5.4 should be corrected and 


documented in accordance with established RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 


 


Related APTA Standards 
None at this time. 
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 Code of Federal Regulations, 29 CFR 1910.242b, Compressed Air Used for Cleaning. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


APU auxiliary power unit 


APTA American Public Transportation Association 


IVPS intermediate voltage power supply 


LVPS low-voltage power supply 


MSDS material safety data sheet 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


PTU portable test unit 


RTS Rail Transit System 
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Door System Periodic Inspection and 
Maintenance for Rail Transit Vehicles 
Abstract: This Recommended Practice provides guidance for performing periodic inspection and maintenance 


to door systems applied to rail transit vehicles. It provides a set of useful practices that can be selected and 


applied during the maintenance process. 


Keywords: periodic inspection and maintenance, rail transit vehicle car door systems 


Summary:  This Recommended Practice describes the basic inspection and maintenance requirements of au-


tomated and manual door systems found on rail transit vehicles. APTA recommends the use of this recom-


mended practice by: 


- Individuals or organizations that inspect and maintain door systems on rail transit vehicles; 


- Individuals or organizations that contract with others for the maintenance of door systems on rail 


transit vehicles; and 


- Individuals or organizations that influence how door systems are maintained on rail transit vehicles. 


Scope and purpose: This Recommended Practice is intended for use by rail transit systems (RTS) as a guide 


for developing systematic, comprehensive, equipment-specific door system inspection procedures. This 


Recommended Practice provides the framework for developing minimum inspection, maintenance, testing 


and alignment procedures to achieve safe and reliable operation of door systems installed in rail transit 


equipment. Each rail transit system should define the safety-critical elements of all door systems in its fleet.  


These subsystems and components should include but are not limited to the door locking devices, warning 


devices, obstruction sensing, sensitive edges, door panel pushback, zero speed detection, panel position 


sensing and those subsystems and components of a manual end door system. RTS standards should 


specifically address the maintenance and testing of each safety-critical element.
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Introduction 


This introduction is not a part of APTA RT-VIM-RP-005-02 Rev 1, “Recommended Practice for Door System 


Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for Rail Transit Vehicles” 


 


This Recommended Practice for Door System Periodic Inspection and Maintenance for rail transit vehicles 


represents a common viewpoint of those parties concerned with its provisions, namely, transit operat-


ing/planning agencies, manufacturers, consultants, engineers and general interest groups. The application of 


any standards, practices or guidelines contained herein is purely voluntary. In some cases, federal and/or state 


regulations govern portions of a rail transit system’s operations. In those cases, the government regulations 


take precedence over these recommended practices. APTA recognizes that for certain applications, the stand-


ards or practices, as implemented by individual RTS, may be either more or less restrictive than those given in 


this document. 


This Recommend Practice is intended to assist RTS personnel in performing basic maintenance and inspec-


tion procedures on rail transit door systems. Since each rail transit rail cars may be different, the procedures 


and steps described in this document will not necessarily be applied to, nor required for, every RTS mainte-


nance and inspection procedure.   
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Door System Periodic Inspection and Maintenance 


1.  Overview of door system equipment 
For the purposes of this recommended practice, rail transit vehicle door systems pertain to rail transit vehicle 


doors intended to permit the safe and efficient egress and access into and out of a rail transit vehicle; rail 


transit vehicle end doors intended to permit passenger movement between vehicles; and cab operator 


compartment doors intended for operator access. This recommended practice provides general guidance for 


performing periodic inspection and maintenance to automated and manual door systems applied to rail transit 


vehicles. 


Rail transit vehicle door systems surveyed have a common function but vary considerably in form. This 


common function is achieved by different configurations of mechanical and electrical components supplied 


by different manufacturers. Due to differences in design, equipment and configuration, the recommended 


practices that follow offer general guidance for developing system-specific working maintenance documents. 


This overview provides a survey of door system equipment and configurations. It is intended to help the 


reader understand the text references to unfamiliar components and operating characteristics. 


Sliding door actuators fall into two basic types, linear and rotary. Electric linear operators use a motor-driven 


lead screw. Electric rotary operators translate rotary motion to linear motion through mechanical links and 


transmit force to the door panel through levers. Air rotary operators use a cylinder driven rack and pinion. 


Pneumatic cylinders drive linear air operated actuators. 


Swing plug, bi-folding and blinker electric operator actuators are all rotary. With air-operated, linear piston 


units, output is translated to rotary motion through a crank. 


Door actuators can be configured to operate individual door leaves, or in the coordinated design, one operator 


operates both leaves in an entryway. 


Sliding doors can be pocket type or exterior exposed type. 


End doors can be either hinged swing type or sliding pocket type doors. Sliding doors can be automatic or 


manual operation. 


There are various arrangements for detecting and/or extricating obstructions, providing safety for passengers: 


• A large, soft, floppy, leading door edge that permits extraction of an obstruction. 


• Panel pushback to permit extraction of an obstructed item with panel position sensing for safety 


interlock. 


• Mated (tongue and groove) semi-rigid door edges to enhance panel position sensing capability and 


the recycle trigger point when there is an obstruction. 


• Monitoring door-closing force or current for obstruction sensing with recycle to release. 


• Monitoring door closing time for obstruction sensing with recycle to release. 


• Sensitive door edges that detect when deformed by an obstruction and can be configured to remove 


power, apply brakes or recycle the doors to release the obstruction. 


• Additional use of newer technologies, including infrared, microwave, laser, etc. 
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There are common approaches to door locking: 


• Mechanism inherent locking (over-center) with drive motor unlocking. 


• Separate lock mechanism (solenoid lock) independent of the drive mechanism. 


• A combination use of inherent primary locking and solenoid secondary locking. 


• Other types of manual locks 


There are two different approaches to door control technology: 


• Relay logic. 
 


NOTE: Vital relays may be applied to control safety-critical door functions. 


 


• Microprocessors or programmable logic controllers for non-safety-critical functions that use 


redundancy and/or speed cycle checking for safety functions. 


 


Nine different light rail transit vehicle exterior power operated door system configurations have been 


identified as follows: 


• Outward bi-folding, overhead, air operated  


• Outward bi-folding, overhead, electric operated 


• Inward bi-folding, overhead, electric operated 


• Sliding plug, overhead, electric operated 


• Sliding pocket, overhead, electric operated 


• Sliding pocket, overhead, air operated 


• Blinker, overhead, air operated 


• Outside swing plug, overhead air operated 


• Outside swing plug, overhead electric operated 


Four different heavy rail transit vehicle exterior power operated door system configurations have been 


identified as follows: 


• Sliding pocket, overhead, electric operated 


• Sliding pocket, overhead, air operated 


• Sliding pocket, pocket, electric operated 


• Sliding pocket, floor, electric operated 


Access equipment integrated with door systems include retracting steps, manually and power operated bridge 


plates and power operated lifts. 


2.  Frequency of conduct 
Periodic inspection and maintenance tasks on the doors system should be performed on a regular schedule as 


determined by RTS. The frequency of any periodic maintenance and inspection task should comply with all 


applicable federal, state and local regulations. Further, in the conduct of RTS periodic inspection and 


maintenance program, frequencies for individual tasks may be established based on a number of additional 


factors, including but not limited to: 


• OEM-recommended intervals; 


• industry experience; 


• operating environment/conditions; 


• historical data; 


• reliability-centered maintenance program development; 


• failure analysis; 
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• rail transit system’s testing and experience; and 


• regulatory requirements. 


3.  Requirements and specific tasks 


Prior to attempting or commencing any inspection or repair of a rail transit vehicle door system, it is recom-


mended that the applicable OEM recommendations and RTS procedures are followed. 
 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury while using compressed air for dislodging dirt and debris, wear 


appropriate eye, face and respiratory protection meeting minimum ANSI or other applicable national 


industry standards, or as directed by the RTS. Keep air pressure at the blowgun nozzle below 30 psi. 


WARNING: Use only those cleaning products and lubricants proven safe and authorized for use by the 


rail transit system. Consult OEM and MSDS references for suitability for each application to prevent 


personal injury and damage to the equipment. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury if door equipment operates unexpectedly, ensure that power to the 


door operator and control power is shut off and remains off until personnel are safely clear of moving 


parts. In addition, for air-operated equipment, ensure that door actuator air pressure is exhausted before 


placing hands, tools or cleaning material in or near the operator. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury while moving doors manually for inspection purposes, keep hands 


and tools away from levers, linkages, and pinch points. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury from air venting unexpectedly or unanticipated operation of air-


powered door equipment, ensure that the air supply to the door motor is cut off and that pressure in the 


cylinders is bled off. 


WARNING: To avoid possible injury, notify all concerned that equipment is about to be energized 


before restoring power. If vehicles are coupled and controls are trainlined, ensure that it is safe for 


equipment in coupled cars to become operational before energizing any high-voltage or battery 


circuits. 


3.1 Materials 


Approved lubricants are normally required for door system inspection and maintenance. Reference OEM 


maintenance manuals for additional materials. 


3.2 Tools 


In addition to special tools, gauges or fixtures that may be recommended by the OEM or developed by the 


RTS, the following equipment is called for by the procedures contained in this Recommended Practice: 


• multimeter*; 


• portable electrical and electronic test devices*; 


• stopwatch; 


• vacuum cleaner; 


• go/no-go gauges*; and 


• force measuring gauges.* 


• flashlight and inspection mirror. 


NOTE: Tools marked with an asterisk (*) require periodic calibration as specified by the rail transit 


system’s practices. 
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3.3 Safety/personal protective equipment 


Appropriate personal protective equipment, meeting minimum ANSI standards, as required by the RTS, shall 


be worn at all times in the performance of these inspection and maintenance tasks. 


3.4 Training requirements 


RTS and/or their maintenance contractors should develop and execute training programs that provide 


employees with the knowledge and the skills necessary to safely and effectively perform the tasks outlined in 


this Recommended Practice. To correctly judge the safety and serviceability of vehicle door systems, 


maintenance workers and their supervisors must thoroughly understand the equipment they are charged with 


maintaining. Contemporary door systems employ complicated mechanical components that are controlled by 


sophisticated electrical controls. Maintenance workers assigned as inspectors should be skilled and 


experienced employees. In addition to the fundamental technical skills required of these employees, 


maintenance workers who inspect and maintain vehicle door systems should have received detailed formal 


training in the theory of operation, alignment and testing of the door systems they will maintain. 


3.5 Inspection and maintenance, de-energized condition 


Skilled and trained maintenance workers experienced with door system equipment and operation should 


perform these inspections following the OEM and RTS procedures. For consistency, maintenance workers 


should work from standard check sheets, which guide the work. Each step of the inspection should be 


acknowledged as complete as the task is completed. Checking off each inspection element provides 


accountability for completeness and for the correctness of work performed. The practice also provides 


maintenance workers and their supervisors with a record of inspection progress for continuity if the work is 


passed to other maintenance workers or shifts. Deficiencies discovered during the inspection should be 


recorded on the inspection check sheets and signed by the inspector completing the inspection. 


When repairs or adjustments are completed, the repair technician must sign off that repairs have been made 


on the inspection form. If deficiencies are not signed off as corrected on the inspection forms, the disposition 


of the each incomplete item should be noted on the inspection sheet (i.e., re-inspected and found serviceable 


or converted to work order number). The supervisor or a RTS designee must complete final review and sign 


off that the inspection has been completed. It is important to develop a system that tracks deferrable repairs 


until those repairs are signed off as completed. 


3.5.1 Review of history 


Microprocessor fault data logs and vehicle maintenance history files should be available and reviewed before 


work begins. Diagnostic information may pinpoint components that are repeatedly failing, perhaps 


intermittently. Troublesome components can be identified and receive more detailed inspection and function 


checks. 


3.5.2 Cleaning 


Remove debris and loose hardware from equipment operator enclosures, tracks and guides. If loose hardware 


is from the door operator, note the location of missing hardware for close inspection and replacement. Follow 


approved procedures for cleaning accumulations of dust and grit from exposed lubricated surfaces of 


equipment operators. Avoid forcing dirt into door operator electrical or mechanical components while 


cleaning. Vacuuming is preferable to blowing out the operator enclosure. 
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3.5.3 Electrical components 


3.5.3.1 DC Motors 


Inspect commutators for burning, discoloration or surface roughness. Replace the motor if there is evidence of 


excessive arcing. Check brush length, condition of carbon ways, caps and springs. Replace unserviceable 


components where necessary. 


NOTE: Refer to APTA RT-VIM-RP-010-02, “Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and Maintenance,” 


for additional guidance in developing motor inspection procedures. 


3.5.3.2 AC Motors 


Inspect bearings for leakage. Verify tightness of hardware. Inspect motor leads for tightness of connections 


and any signs of overheating, chafing or broken insulation.  If chafing is found reposition and/or protect the 


lead. If broken insulation replace motor. If one or two leads show overheating, check starter resistance or 


inverter drive for cause of phase unbalance. Repair motor or inverter as required. 


NOTE: Refer to APTA RT-VIM-RP-010-02, “Electric Motor Periodic Inspection and Maintenance,” 


for additional guidance in developing motor inspection procedures. 


3.5.3.3 Switches, relays, resistors and solenoids 


Check the attaching hardware and physical condition of limit switches, relays, resistors and solenoids. When 


practical, operate switches and relays manually, checking for binding or inconsistent operation. When 


recommended, measure resistance and perform continuity checks across the contacts and coils of de-


energized switches, relays, resistors and solenoids. When required, adjust limit switches and relays to 


specification. 


3.5.3.4 Electronic devices 


Inspect modules, boards, door open encoders and freestanding electronic devices for signs of unusual 


discoloration from heat. Replace devices where necessary. 


3.5.3.5 Wiring and terminations, plugs and receptacles 


Inspect wire for damaged or missing insulation and signs of overheating. Check that terminations are tight 


and have not overheated. Secure harnesses away from moving elements. Verify that wiring is dressed to 


minimize strain on the terminations. Check that plugs and receptacles are tight and not corroded. If plugs are 


disconnected, check for pushed-back elements that may cause intermittent contact even with the plugs fully 


connected. Replace or repair components as required. 


3.5.3.6 Threshold and pocket heaters 


Inspect for proper operation of heating elements and associated controls. 


NOTE: Threshold and pocket heater inspection may best be included in general car heat system checks. 


Refer to APTA RT-VIM- RP-004-01, “Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Periodic Inspection 


and Maintenance.” 


3.5.4 Mechanical components 


3.5.4.1 Gearboxes and chain speed reducers/belt drives 


While manually operating the connected door panel or access device slowly, inspect reducers for excessive 


lost motion or looseness. If roughness or unusual resistance is detected, inspect the reducer more thoroughly. 
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Repair or replace as required. When applicable, check lubricant levels. Replenish lubricant according to 


specifications. Where power transmission belts are applied, check the belt tension against specifications. 


Inspect belts for fraying, thinning or cracking. Adjust tension or replace belts as required. Where chain is 


applied as a transmission element, inspect for looseness and abrasion. Adjust or replace components as 


required. 


3.5.4.2 Lead screws (linear actuators) 


While manually opening and closing the connected door panel slowly, inspect the lead screw, nut, locking 


pawls or detents and support bearings for excessive lost motion, looseness or metal shavings. If roughness or 


an unusual increase or decrease in resistance is detected, inspect the lead screw, nut and support bearings 


more thoroughly. Repair or replace as required. Re-lubricate according to specification. Ensure that locking 


devices fully engage and lock. 


3.5.4.3 Levers, links, rod ends, locking pawls and rollers 


While manually operating the connected door panel or access device slowly, inspect connecting levers, links, 


locking pawls and rod ends for excessive lost motion and looseness or binding. Check that adjustable link 


locking devices are in place and tight. Inspect rollers for binding, skidding or excessive looseness. Service 


specified lubrication points with approved lubricants. Check linkage adjustments against specifications. 


Adjust, repair or replace as required. Verify that locking devices fully engage and lock. 


3.5.5 Pneumatic components 


3.5.5.1 Differential door motors and cylinders 


Inspect the attaching hardware for looseness. Tighten or replace as necessary. Lubricate the cylinders at 


specified intervals, following approved procedures. Repair air leaks. 


3.5.5.2 Manually and solenoid-actuated valves 


Inspect the attaching hardware for looseness. Tighten or replace as necessary. Ensure that manually operated 


valve stems rotate smoothly. Repair air leaks. 


3.5.5.3 Air lines 


Inspect tubing for kinks, air leaks and abrasion. Inspect and tighten tubing fittings. Verify that rigid tubing is 


clamped to prevent flexing and to limit vibration. Verify clamp tightness. Verify that flexible tubing is 


secured away from moving elements. Replace tubing and tighten or replace fittings as required. Re-secure air 


lines as required. 


3.5.5.4 Strainers 


Service strainers at specified intervals, following approved procedures. 


3.5.6 Door panel, suspension and guides 


3.5.6.1 Door panel 


Inspect door panel glazing and glazing rubber or retention frame. Inspect door panels for damage, straightness 


and uniformity. Inspect all rivets, screws or other fasteners. Replace any that are loose or damaged. Inspect 


the door pocket interior for debris and any other condition that may result in door panel damage. Inspect 


weather stripping and nose rubber for tears or loose attachment. Replace as necessary. Cut out or balance bi-


fold or blinker doors, and then open and close the leaves manually, inspecting bi-fold panel hinges and bi-fold 


and blinker door pivots for binding or excessive looseness. 
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3.5.6.2 Panel suspension 


While manually operating sliding pocket door panels, evaluate alignment and condition of the hangers, 


bearings, balls and guides. If required, adjust according to procedures. Open cantilevered plug doors, and then 


inspect support arms and pivots. Replace damaged components. Service lubrication points with specified 


lubricants. Align door panels per specification. Verify tightness of all fasteners. Re-torque loose hardware. 


Replace unserviceable fasteners with specified hardware. Re-torque to specification. 


3.5.6.3 Door guides 


Inspect door tracks and guides for wear. Inspect door tracks and guides for proper alignment. Adjust to 


specification. Check tightness of all attaching fasteners. Re-torque as required. 


3.6 Inspection and maintenance, energized condition 


The energized function check of a rail transit vehicle door system during inspections provides assurance that 


the equipment is safe to operate. Follow OEM and RTS procedures to ensure that each control function and 


passenger safety device is tested in a way that replicates how the feature should function in service. Use the 


documentation procedures outlined in Section 3.5 (above). 


3.6.1 Door system controls 


Door or access equipment operators function upon receiving a command control signal. Door equipment 


control signals can be initiated by a train crewmember or may be communicated to the rail transit vehicle by a 


wayside berthing signal. Control signals are normally trainlined so that all in-service doors respond alike in 


coupled cars. Summary interlock circuits ensure that all in-service doors are closed and locked before the car 


or train can be moved. Local passenger-actuated controls are enabled by a train crewmember. Passengers may 


then control activation of doors or power operated access devices locally at an entryway. Crew key controls 


operate adjacent door and access equipment. Local emergency controls unlock and de-energize (or balance) 


door operators, allowing the panels to be manually opened in case of emergency. 


3.6.1.1 Local door system controls 


Local controls are located at entryways. They control a single door operator or may control all door and 


access equipment for the local entryway. Controls may be inside, outside or both inside and outside the rail 


transit vehicle. Vehicle end doors intended to provide interior access from one vehicle to another may also be 


locally controlled. These can be manually activated by pushing button on either side of the door or 


automatically activated through the use of sensors. 


Passenger-actuated controls 
Following OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test interior and exterior passenger-


actuated door, tread-step actuated door and access equipment operation request controls at each entryway. 


Repair as required. Check powered access equipment cycle speeds. As equipment is being operated, verify 


door and access equipment control points for speed or torque reduction and for end of cycle power cut off. 


Check warning device duration timing and verify the presence of hesitations or delay programmed into the 


cycle. Adjust or repair as required. 


Crew actuated controls 
Check crew key-actuated local controls for proper function. If not verified in the passenger actuated controls 


inspection above, check powered access equipment cycle speeds. As equipment is being operated, verify door 


and access equipment control points for speed or torque reduction and for end-of-cycle power cutoff. Check 
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warning device duration timing, and verify the presence of hesitations or delay programmed into the cycle. 


Adjust or repair as required. 


Emergency door release controls 
Check operation of all emergency door release mechanisms. Adjust and lubricate actuators as required 


according to specifications. Cut out each door operator. Ensure that with door operators cut out, controls 


function as designed. Close doors. Verify that emergency releases reset. 


Warning devices 
Check local indicating lamps and audible alarms or annunciators for proper operation. Repair or replace as 


required. 


3.6.1.2 Master door system controls 


Using OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test the door system operation using controls 


at an operating cab or control console. Confirm that equipment responds correctly. Troubleshoot, repair or 


replace defective control devices. Check indicating lamps and audible alarms for proper operation. Repair or 


replace as necessary. 


3.6.2 Passenger safety devices 


3.6.2.1 Obstruction sensing 


Using OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test obstruction sensing by allowing doors to 


close on the specified go/no-go gauge. Check that traction or power interlock circuits function as designed 


with the no-go gauge gapping the closed-door panels. Where photoelectric obstruction sensing is installed, 


clean the light source lens and the reflector. Ensure that when the light beam is obstructed, the doors function 


appropriately. 


3.6.2.2 Sensitive edges 


Using OEM recommendations and  RTS procedures, functionally test sensitive edges by deflecting each door 


panel nose rubber as the doors close. Panels should recycle within specified timing. Adjust pressure wave 


switches, if so equipped, or replace components as required. 


3.6.2.3 Pushback 


Using OEM recommendations and  RTS procedures, functionally test door panel pushback. With panels 


closed and locked, manually push the panel open. Check the pushback distance and confirm that the panel 


cannot move further. Gauge the force required to move each panel through the pushback zone. Adjust as 


required. 


3.6.2.4 Traction power interlock/inhibit 


Confirm that when any traction inhibit protected door is unlocked or opened, the propulsion and braking 


systems function as designed. 


3.6.2.5 No motion (zero speed) detection 


Using OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test that the speed detection circuits receive 


a speed signal and switch at the specified speed to inhibit door operation. 
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3.6.2.6 Panel position sensing 


Using OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test that as each door panel opens a panel 


position sensing device interrupts the traction or power interlock circuit independent of switches or sensors 


that are installed on the door operator. 


3.6.2.7 Sensor Technology 


Using OEM recommendations and RTS procedures, functionally test infrared, microwave, laser or other new 


sensor technology for proper performance. Adjust or replace as required. 


3.7 Correction of deficiencies 


Any deficiencies uncovered during the inspections required in Section 3.5 through 3.6 should be corrected 


and documented in accordance with the RTS procedures and OEM recommendations. 
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Related APTA Standards 
American Public Transportation Association Recommended Practices: 


 APTA RT-VIM-RP-004-01, “Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Periodic Inspection and 


Maintenance” (Previously numbered as APTA RT-RP-VIM-004-01) 


 APTA RT-VIM-RP-010-02, “Electrical Motor Periodic Inspection and Maintenance” (Previously 


numbered as APTA RT-RP-VIM-010-02) 
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Definitions 
access equipment: Any vehicle entryway accessory that may be deployed to aid the boarding of passengers, 


including steps that deploy when doors are operated. 


blinker doors: Bi-parting doors that swing inwards and to the sides of the door opening 


check sheets: Forms with provision for acknowledging completion of outlined inspection and maintenance 


tasks. 


de-energized: Automatic door equipment that is disconnected from its power source and will not operate 


automatically. 


door guide: Tracks or other restraints that constrain the motion of door panels. 


door operator: The drive mechanism that operates door panels. 


door panel: The moveable barrier element of a vehicle entryway. 


energized: Automatic door equipment that is poised to operate when a command signal is received. 


lost motion: Motion and force that is not transmitted to the door panel due to cumulative clearances in the 


door operator mechanical components. 


operating agency: Purchaser, lessee or contractor that utilizes equipment for the carriage of people. 


original equipment manufacturer: Enterprise that designs and builds equipment initially. 


plug door: Rigid door panels that are rotated from outside the car shell when open, and into the entryway 


portal when closed. 


pocket: Cavity formed by the car shell outer wall and inner liner that receives door panels when open. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 


MSDS material safety data sheet 


NATSA North American Transit Services Association 


OEM original equipment manufacturer 


RTS Rail Transit System 


psi pounds per square inch 


 


 


Summary of document changes 


1. Document formatted to the new APTA recommended practice format. 


2. Sections have been moved and renumbered. 


3. Scope and summary moved to the front page. 


4. Sections of definitions, abbreviations and acronyms moved to the rear of the document. 


5. Three new sections added: “Summary of document changes,” “Note on Alternate Practices” and 


“Document history.” 


6. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document, along with other cosmetic changes, 


such as capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar and general flow of text. 


7. Working Group membership updated. 


8. Some global changes to section headings and numberings resulted when sections dealing with 


references and acronyms were moved to the end of the document. 


9. Document title changed by adding ‘for Rail Transit Vehicles’ at the end of the title. 
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